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PREFACE 

It has been my pleasure to work with the follow

ing persons at various times over a period of several 

years in collecting the linguistic data for this 

grammar: Mr. Carl Kwak, Dr. Doo Soo Suh, Mr. Oh Ki 

Hyoung, Mr, Oh Ki Hang, Miss Min Sam Kih, Miss Yun 

younghi and Mr. Kwang Lim Koh, 

I have benefitted very much from the discussions 

of problems of Korean analysis which I was able to 

bring up in the Seminar on the techniques of linguistics 

during the Spring term, 1954, in the University of 

Pennsylvania. 

I wish to thank A.F. Brown, who proofread the 

typescript. 

It is my good fortune to have been a student of 

Zellig S. Harris. In the preparation of this grammar, 

as in all my linguistic work and study, I have received 

from him not only moral support but also a great deal 

of concrete help. During my work on this material, he 

gave me help in the form of frequent discussions and 

consultations, so that I could organize my material 
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into a descriptive grammar. I aia grateful to him for 

his constant interest, patience and generosity. 



INlWDUCTIuN 

This grammar is intended as a description of 

the basic structure of the phonology and morphology 

of spoken Korean, with a brief outline of the syntax 

of the clause. Many problems of analysis remain, 

and many lapses of data are still to be filled in. 

It is felt, however, that new solutions or solutions 

to problems left unsolved here will not basically 

clash with this description, and that additional and 

more detailed linguistic data will, in general, fit 

into the structure as analyzed on the basis of the 

material already gathered. Where data seems to be 

inadequate, this is pointed out, and where problems 

of analysis remain, this is pointed out too, with 

suggestions for possible lines of further investiga

tion. Alternative analyses are presented where they 

have occurred to the writer and seem reasonable or 

important enough to discuss. Since no text material 

has been included, many illustrative sentences have 

been used. 

The material on which this grammar is based 

is informant dat^ from several sources. The writer 

feels that unless there is adequate knowledge of all 

the dialects, geographical and social, of a language, 



a description of the speech of a single informant 

would probably be the most regular. In the present 

case, the writer does not know voiiy much about Korean 

dialects, and the description suffers from this lack, 

as will be evident. For, without a knowledge of all 

the dialects, the linguistic material gotten from 

more than one informant source is often difficult 

to judge when questions of alternative forms and usages 

come up. Nevertheless, it was decided to attempt a 

general description, in spite of the obvious lacks 

of data. There is at least one advantage in this 

procedure: lines for further investigation into dialect 

and other differences can be made known. 

The bulk of the material of this description 

was gotten in the course of work with one informant 

in 1944. The rock-bottom basic analysis was made 

on the basis of this data. Subsequent informant work 

in 1946 and in 1950-54 added some new material; but 

most of this additional material was gathered not 

in the course of normal informant work, but as a side

line to other work, so t^at there was often no oppor** 

tunity to track down many leads that came up. All 

of the material for the present study was gathered 

in the United States. 



All of the informants were educated persons 

who had studied in Seoul. However, their childhoods, 

at least, were spent in different parts of the country. 

The foreign situation in which the informants worked 

presr bly reduced the naturalness of their speech, 

not to speak of the inhibiting effect of the informant-

linguist situation itself. Without first-hand familiarity 

with Korea, it was sometimes difficult for the writer 

to judge the naturalness of utterances or situations. 

While it may not be possible to characterize 

the material of this study adequately as to style or 

dialect, still we may say that, on the whole, it is 

a record of the speech of the educated (and to a more 

or less extent, Westernized) middle and upper classes 

of Seoul; in addition, it contains some important 

forms characteristic of the dialect of Worth Korea. 

In the analysis, an attempt is made to identify dialectal 

forms, including those characteristic of women's speech. 

It should be noted that the utterances on which the 

description is based were rendered in a rather formal 

manner. I\lo systematic attempt is made in this fctudy 

to describe very rapid speech. 

The analysis used in this study is largely 

the one used in the writer's Spoken Korean.^" The 

1. 2 vols., Henry Holt and Co., hew York, 1945-47 



phonemic transcription used is the same, except that 

here /$/ is used for a, /we/ for o, /c/ for ng and 

/c/ for &ore details on usage on many points 

(though not all) may be found in the textbook. Some 

of the illustrative sentences used here have already 

appeared in Spoken Korean. 

As to bibliography in English, there seems 

to be little published material at this date that 

is of much descriptive value. For textbooks, besides 

the writer's Spoken Korean, there is also Introduction 

to Spoken Korean, 8 vols., by Elinor ^lark Home and 

Sang Soon Yun, Yale University, New Haven, 1950-1. 

There is also An Introduction to the Korean Spoken 

Language, by Horace G. Underwood, The Yokohama Seishi 

Bunsha, TokAo, 1890; this book is interesting for 

its attempt to treat Korean in two ways, "from the 

Korean standpoint" and'trom the English standpoint.11 

For a purely linguistic study of Korean, there is 

the excellent A Korean Grammar by G.J. Ramstedt, in 

Memoires de la Societe Finno-Ougrienne LXX.II, Helsinki, 

1939} this book is historically and comparatively 

oriented. An interesting study of Korean phonology 

may be found in the article Korean Phonemics, by Samuel 

E. Martin, in Language 27.4, 1951, pp. 519-533; this 

article also contains a partial bibliography of additional 

works on Korean linguistics. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PHuNEtaES 

In the following sections, we describe the allophones, 
1 

and group them into phonemes . In °hapter 2, we consider 

the distributions of the phonemes, and offer a re-phonemi-

cization on the basis of new considerations. 

1.1 i'he Tentative Vowel Phonemes 

There are eight vowel phonemes in Korean. Each 

of these vowel phonemes has one main allophone, whose po

sition can be regarded as the "cardinal position" of the 

phoneme around which the other allophones of the phoneme 

cluster. 

/i/ is a high front unrounded vowel, /e/ is a mid 

or lower-mid front unrounded vowel. /&/ is low front un

rounded. /u/ is high central unrounded. /&/ is mid or 

lower-mid central unrounded, /u/ is high back rounded, /o/ 

is mid or lower-mid back rounded, /a/ is low back unrounded. 

1. [ J encloses phonetic representation; / / encloses 
phonemic representation after rephonemicization in 2.22, as 
a general rule, except that in the sections up to 2.22 it is 
also used to set off the tentative phonemes when cited 
individually. 
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All of these phonemes have tenser and higher-

pitched allophones (though of the same vowel "color") 
^ a 

when they occur after the 1'ortis, laryngeal-constrkcted 

consonant phonemes / P, T, C, K, S/. 

In utterance final position, vowels may be checked 

short, or they may trail off. Aside from this, each of 

the vowel phonemes has several allophones, differing from 

the cardinal position in degree of frontrtess, height or 

rounding of the lips. These are roughly described below. 

/i/ has a lower variant [I] in a syllable"*" opened 

and closed by a consonant, especially before /m, n, p, 1/, 

but not A)/. E.g., [ctfmSlm] /ctfmSim/ 'lunch', [hlnj /hin/ 

'white', [clpn] /cip/ 'house1, [p^imll] /pimil/ 'secrecy'. 

In open syllables that are weak-stressed and followed by 

a consonant-initial syllable, especially one beginning with 

/t> y/9 variant of /i/ is [IJ, a shorter and laxer variety 

of [I]. E.g., [khapslda] /kapsita/ 'let's go', [iJIyoJ 

/icciyo/ 'there is'. In other syllable-initial and syllable-

final positions, the variant of /i/ is the cardinal high-

front vowel [i]. E.g., [SigeJ /sike/ 'clock', [miin] 

/miin/ 'pretty', [p^ibuj /pipu/ 'skin'. The allophones 

1. See 2.3 

2. In the example. / / encloses final phonemic represen
tation (as in 2.22;. 
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[ I] and [ I ]  seem to vary with [i], the latter being 

the usual vowel in slower speech. 

/e/ has two main allophones. There is a higher-

mid front vowel [e*j after /k, y, s/, e.g., [s^e^t] 

/set/ 'three', [k^e^mo] /kemo/ 1 stepmother' , [ ye^diygegi ] 

/yetiyseki/ 'story'. The main variant of this phoneme, 

[e], a mid front vowel, occurs otherwise. 

/&/ also has two .uain allophones. The higher-

low front vowel [as*] occurs after /k, y, s/; e.g., 

[iya;»-gi] /iyctski/ 'story'. Elsewhere, the main variant 

is a low front vowel. 

[tt] has several variants deviatiiig from the 

position of the main allo^hone [mj, which is a tense 

mid-high, unrounded vowel. Before /m/, there usually 

occurs a vowel [u>] which is slightly farther back 

than [uj, and also has a slight amount of lip roundingj 

e.g., [tt> m&Ik.] /amsik/ 'food'^ In the position C /l/ V^" 

when the syllable is weak-stressed, a lower variant [tiv ] 
h is heard (close to shwaj; e.g., [ p" turumnida ] /pulumnita/ 

'it*s blue', [t u^rtimagi] /tulttii:aki/ ' CKoreanJcoa t' . 

In rapid speech, the vowel is so short that the sequence 

[Cttvru] seems to vary with [Gru]. 

1. C is axiy consonant: phoneme, V is any vowel phoneme. 
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/u/ has aliophones which differ in the amount of 

lip-rounding.. There is a very closely rounded high back 

vov/el [uj which occurs before or after /y, m/j e.g., 

[uyu] ' milk' , [m^ ulj /mul/ 'water'. In closed syllables, 

especially in the second syllable of a polysyllabic 

form, the lip rounding may be less, and the duration of 

the vowel often seems shorter; this variant, [u], may 

also be heard in ppen syllables that are not final in 
TT 

the utterance; e.g., Olgul] /islkul/ 'face', [c ayrnun] 

/cha^mun/ 'window1, [cumuseyo] /cuuiuseyo/ 'sleep'.'. 

This sound is confusable with [«]. otherwise, the 

variant is [uj, with a fair amount of lip rounding. 

/0/ has alluphones which differ in the position 

both of the tongue and of the lips. The cardinal vowel 

is a mid central-, unrounded vowel, [0 ], as in [t^lj 

/thtfl/ 'hair1. In weak-stressed open syllables it tends 

toward shwa [yad^pD /y0t0p/ 'eight', [ t^tila^ap"1 sida] 

/tttl0-kapsita/ 'let's 30 out1. In other open syllables 

it may be slightly rounded and lov.'er, so that t^is 

variant [e] is confusable with Jo,]; e.g., [yejaj /ypca/ 

'girl', [n^ erij /Wli/ 'head'. 

/o/ has three main allophones, the cardinal 

vowel is mid back rounded. It is more rounded and 

has an off-glide, [owJ, before /a, t, 33/, as in [owa] 
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/oa/ ~ /w a/"** 'came1, [owt] /ot/ 1 clothing1, [ cowiji ] 

/coiji/ 'paper', [t^owghwaJ /toQhv/a/ 'fable1. It has 

less rounding in other closed syllables, [ o J especially 

before /p, k, n/, and also after /y/, e.g., [son] 

/son/ 'hand1, [ilgop 1̂ J /ilkop/ 'seven1. Otherwise, 

the cardinal vowel [o] occurs. 

/a/ does not seein to have mure than one alio-

phone [aj, a IOVJ back unrounded vo'wel; e.g., [ ac urn] 

/achum/ 'morning1, [k^ic^aj /kicha/ 'train', [knaKaunJ 

/kakkaun/ 'near'. In soir.e forms, however, it does 

seeni to have slightly centralized variants. 

1.2 The Tentative Consonant Phonemes 

The consonant phonemes are tentatively: series 1, 

/p, t, c, k, s/, series 2, /P, T, C, K, S/, series 3, 

/pH, th, cH, kH/, and /h, 1, L, m, n, g, W, y/.2 

The corresponding stops and spirants in each 

series contrast in utterance-initial position, and 

between vowels; e.g., /tal/ 'month1: /Tal/ 'daughter1 : 
TT TT 

/t al/ 'sickness', /#te/ 'where1: /0x0k e/ 'how1 : 

1. The mark ~ stands for "varies with" or "varying 
with". _ „ 

2. Series 2 and 3, and /L/ will be eliminated in 
•2.22. 
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it n 
/sat ag/ 'su^ar' , 

The consonant phonemes /p, t, c, k/ have quite 

lenis, slightly aspirated and soiiietimes very weakly 

voiced allpphones [ph, th, ch, khJ2 initially, where 

they occur only before a vowel, or before /w, y/ fol

lowed by a vowel. Examples: [p^y^^hwa] /py0Qhwa/ 

'peace', [t^itk-1] /t*ek/ 'house1, [cos0n] /cos0n/ 'Korea', 

[k^ot*] /kot/ 'place', /k/ has a front allophone /ky / 

before /i, e/; e.g., [ky esip^siyo] /kesipsiyo/ 'please 

stay' . .before /y/, especially /y&/% there is a very 

far forward [k< ] (close to [5], as in [k«y0flc i] 

/kyef^chi/ 'scenery'. In final position, or before 

or after another stop, /p, t, k/ have unaspirated 

variants [pn , t"1 , k-1 J. In utterance-final posi

tion, these allophones represent unreleased variants, 

which also are lenis and sometimes even have some 
Vl V! 

slight voicing. Examples: [p u 0k"1 J /purfc/ 'kitchen', 

[y0d0p"1 ] /y0t0p/ 'eight', [p^it1 J /pit/ 'color', 

[sukn p-1 ak"1 p~* u] /sukpakpu/ 'register', [p^ak-1 p"1 uj 

/paikpu/ 'father's older brother', /c./ does not occur 

1. x:y means x con'strasts with y. 

2. [t 1̂] is postdental; /c 1̂/ is an affricate. 
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in these positions. Between vowels, or between a 

vowel and /w, y/ followed by a vowel, or next to 

/m, n, 33, L/ and a vowel, /p, t, c, k/ all have lenis, 

voiced allophones, [b, d, j, gj. In V V, [bj 

varies freely with a spirantized lenis bilabial [Bj, 

and [gj varies freely with spirantized lenis velar 

[G], The initial and medial allophones of the affricate 

/c/ may be fully palatalized before ail vowels in 

the case of some speakers, or ©ore palatalized before 

/i/ than before other vowels in the case of other 

speakers, or the sate speakers may show a large range 

of free variation in the amount of palatalization; 

/c/ is discussed further in 2.23 below. Examples of 
TJ 

[b, d, j, g] are: [aberji] /ap0ci/ 'father1, [t anda] 

/thanta/ 'ride', [y^gwan] /yerkwan/ 'inn', [sogom] 

/sokom/ 'salt'. 

/p, T, C, K, S/ represent a series of phonemes 

having only one ailophone for each, i.e., [P, T, C, K, S]# 

These consonants are characterized by being fortis, 

unaspirated and produced with a constriction or tension 

in the throat, probably in the larynx. /P, T, C, K, S/ 

all occur initially and medially, but not finally. 

Examples: [Paruda] /ppaluta/ 'be last', [TagJ /tta$/ 

'land', [handaLGtunJ /hantalcceun/ 'for a month', [Kok 1 ] 

/kkok/ 'immediately', [Sada] /ssata/ 'be cheap'. 



TT H T-F H /p , t , c , k / represent another series of 

phonemes having but one allophone for each, i.e., 
TJ XT TT TJ 

[p , t , c , k ]. These consonants are characterized 

by being fortis and strongly aspirated. They occur 

initially and medially, but not finally. Examples 
H H H are: [p an] /pha 11/ 'board1, [s at ag ] /sathaq/ 'sugar1 

H H h H 
[c 0nc 0ni] /chzncftzni/ 'slowly1, [k targrk e] /kultfkhe/ 

1 like that'. 

/s/ has a strongly aspirated variant [s J 

before /a/; it has a more lenis and weakly aspirated 

variant [s] before other vowels, but is palatalized, 

[S3, before /i/ and before /wi/. After /m, n, q/ 

and before a vowel, it may have a weak and sometimes 

slightly voiced variant [z]. All the allophones of 

/s/ are lenis spirants, /s/ does not occur before 

another consonant or in final position. Examples: 
TT 

[s aram] /salam/ 'person', [cuseyo] /cuseyo/ 'give 

(me)'.', [5i] /si/ 'poem', [seSi] /sesl/ 'three o'clock1 

[sit^ak ] /sithak/ 'low table for eating', [Swipta] 

/swipta/ 'be easy', [ t^o^zaeq J —[ t^owgsaiQ ] /toQSctjij/ 
j « 

'younger brother', [k a n§i3 /kansi/ 'snack', [p amzae] 

/pam*a/ 'last night'. 

/h/ includes five allophones: [h], a frontal 

variety of [h], with friction, sometimes approaching 

the sound of [5 3, occurs before /i, y/; [x3, repre
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senting varying kinds of velar scrapes, occurs before 

,/u, o, 0/j, LfJ, a bilabial spirant, occurs before 

/u/; [K], a very weak clear glottal spirant, occurs 

between vowels and between /«, V and a vowel (this 
[Rj often is not heard in rapid speech); [hj, a clear 

glottal spirant, occurs otherwise. Examples! [hinj 

/hi 11/ 'white', [hyp] /hy<z/ 'tongue1, [xakj /hak/ 

'soil1, [xonja] /honca/ 'alone', [as»nd*a] /bzfnt* */ 

•destroy', [fue] /hue/ 'after', [fuqge] /huoke/ 'ad

monition', [t^asHak"' ] /tisehak/ 'university', [coEunJ 

/cohttn^co-cui/ 'good', [sasgdagRi] /sasgtaghi^siegtagi/ 

'quite', [cinsirfradaj /cinsilhata~cinsilat;a/ 'be faith

ful', /kohyao^koyaq/ 'birthplace', /uLohy0^moy0^/ 

'model, miniature1. 

/l/ includes the allo^hones [1], [13 and 

[ i" 3 • [13 occurs before a consonant, and also finally 

after every vowel but /i/. [1J is a post-dental voiced 

lateral; between /u/ and a consonant or utterance-

final, it is inore resonant, the tip of the tongue 

being held less flat than in other positions where 

[13 occurs. In /i/ , the allophone [dl3 is the 

usual variant of /I/; this [ 1J is an [13 with a [dj-

1. /#/ represents silence, i.e., beginning wr end 
of an utterance. 



like onset, that is, a "pre-flapped" [lij As in 

[idlj /il/ 'work1, [midl] /mil/ 'wheat'. Between 

vowels, and between a vowel and /w, y, h/ plus a vowel, 

only [rj occurs, [rj is usually a single, light tongue-

tip flap. Examples are: [mal] /mal/ 'word', [0lma] 

/0lma/ 1 how much' , [ t^ulJ /tul/ ' two' , [k^idl] /kil/ 

'road', [urij /uli/ 'we', [maru] /malfi/ 'floor, patio', 

[k yerrHon] /ky0lhon/ 'marriage' , [nserye^asiyo] /najlyef-

kasiyo/ 'go down'.'. /I/ does not occur initially in 

an utterance. 

/L/ has but one allophone, [L], which is a 

post-dental voiced lateral, phonetically very much 

like [1], but longer. [L] occurs only between vowels; 

e.g., [PaLi] /ppalli/ 'quickly', [suLe] /sulle/ 'vehicle, 

cart', [t uLinda] /thallinta/ 'have bad relations*. 

[L] parallel withi. c /l/, does not occur initially, 

nor does /L/ occur in final position or before con

sonants. /L/ contrasts with /l/ in the intervocalic 

position. 

/m/ has two allophones, an ordinary bilabial 

nasal continuant [mj in most positions, and [m ] (with 

a [bj off-glide) before /i, u, w/. Examples are: 

[ama] /ama/ 'perhaps', [m^uert"1 ] /muzffc^mw# t/ 'what', 

[m^ian hadaj /mian-hata/ 'be sorry', [m^idaci] /rnitaci/ 



• sliding.door (or a closet)1. 

/n/ also has two allophones, [nj is a post-

dental nasal continuant occurring in most positions, 

and [ nj (with a [d] on-glide)initially before /i, 

The [d] on-glide is sometimes heard as au off-glide, 
j j j 

as [n ]. Examples: ( nasi /nas/ 'my1, { ne3 /ne/ 'yes', 
j 

[n esonj /neson/ 'your hand1, 

/:g/ likewise contains two allophones: [̂ 3, 

a (medio) velar nasal occurring before a consonant, 

aiid in final position, and a very weak velar nasal 

[^j, occurring between vowels. Examples: [pxao3 
"U 

/pag/ 'room1, [c iQguJ /chigku/ 'friend', [anny0$i] 

/anny^oi/ 'peacefully', 

/w/ includes a voiced [wj, occurring initially 

before a vowel, or between vowels, (where it is very 

weak) or after a voiced consonant and before a vowel, 

and a voiceless [w] occurring after a voiceless con

sonant and before a vowel, /w/ does not occur in 

final position, before a consonant, or before /u, ti/# 

Examples: [w»3 /w«e/ 'why', [cowahanda3 /cowa-hanta/ 

'like', [cwij /cwi/ 'mouse', [Silgwa] /silkwa/ 'fruit', 

/y/ has but one allophone [yj, occurring ini

tially and before a vowel, or between two vowels, or 

between a consonant and a vowel. Like /w/, /y/ does 

not occur in final position, or before a consonant. 



Examples: [yeij /yei/ 'manners', [p^ytfLoj /py#llo/ 

•especially1, [k^uya] /kuya/ •he1.*'' 

1.3 Pairs 

1.31 Vowel pairs 

In this section we give examples of pairs 

showing the occurrence of different phoneiues in the 

same environments. Not all of the examples are per

fect, i.e., minimal-pairs, although there is at least 

one perfect pair for each contrast illustrated. With 

respect to the non-perfect pairs offered, most of 

them have at least one part perfectly paired as in 

/ta;sin: tasi/ 'plaae, stead: again' . We give pairs 

only for those distinctions which are phonetically 

not obvious to speakers of English. 

/i:e/ - /kositkose/ 'place (subject):in the 

place', /kasiyorkaseyo/ 'go', (by man) go'. (by woman)', 

/pi:pe/ 'rain:hemp', /micuimecu/ 'America:beanballs', 

/cicu:cecu/ 'landowner:chief mourner'. 

/i:a/ - /sailttoyan:saulttoQan/ 'for 4 days: 

for 3 days', /isag:usa/ 'more than:doctor', /ic0:t»ca/ 

'having forgottenrchair', /ki3 :knl/ 'road, way:writirig, 

script', /kiphttta:kup-hata/ 'be deep:be in a hurry' 9 

1. /w»y/ wijl be treated again in 2.12, 



/ainruunssttnnak/ 1 newspaper : agreement' . 

/era;/ - /neson:na;son/ 'your band:lay hand' , 

/taichelo: taechotlo/ 'anyway sin a lending and borrowing 

relation, /anesanna;/ ' inside:guide', /hwecuy(-sike): 

twaaci/ 'pocket (watch)spig', /kemo s koimnita/ 'stepmothers 

it's a dog', /hey# S0 ih&gps0/ 'having swumshaving done', 

/kimskum/ 'Kim(name)sgold', /kinskmi/ 'urgencysa Korean 

weight measure'. 

/qpsa/ - /ta=sins tasi/ 'place, stead: again' , 

/kasiuiitarkaiunita/ 'it's a dogshe goes', /mo.,lai:molla/ 

» secretly :don't know', /tsskstak/ ' residence: chicken1 . 

/ajso/ - /citi&:cito/ ' region:map', /ttwstto/ 

'time, also', /casljjark: colyszrk/ 'financial power sassistance' 

/n&ntasnanta/ 'pull out splay', /ptekttp s pokeip/ 'distribu

tions supply' # 

/usu/ - /tisasusan/ 1 doctorsumbrella1 , /ntios 

nun/ 'royal tombssnow' , /umiuulstimsik/ ' (water)wells 

food' , /urnmulshanul/ ' (water)well:sky1 , /sachuns 

sachuy/ 'cousins 4th floor', /kj2fmtm:namun(tm)/ 

•blacksas for the tree', /uichttQ:uihyefQ/ 'upstairss 

adopted brother', /k0ttl:s#ul/ 'mirrorsSeoul', /kunsas 

kun/ 'army, militarysa Korean weight measure', /kois 

kui/ ' he sopinion', /kkuntb. skkmita/ ' dream: turn off 

(lights)', /ni*ntasnunta/ 'improveslie down'. 



/n:#/ - /kuli:k#li/ 'that waytviay,  road1, 

/kbilim:lojli4]ji/ 'drawing:fertilizer', /rnisa-.pnsa/ 'teacher 

behavior', /sstinta :s#nta/ 'uses, writes:stands', /turJsLttp: 

0nk«ip/ ' pension:reference' . 

/u:o/ «• /huk:hok/ 'soilior', /sswii:som/ 'use: 

cotton'. 

/u:#/ - /tul:t#l/ 'two:less', /put:p0t/ 'writing 

brush:friend'. 

/u:o/ - /sul:sol/ 'wine:(paint)brush', /pu&: 

pok/ 1 drum:for tune'. 

/a:o/ - /anta:ont&/ ' knows: comes', /nanitnorii/ 

' south:fellow', /sam:som/ 'three:cotton'. 

/a:#/- /sanpho-hanta:s0npho-hanta/ 'walk about: 

declare (war, et c.)', /santa: Sjzrnta/ 'live, buy:stand1. 

/o:#/ - /com:c0iii/ 'a little: point', /onta: 

0nta/ 'comes:freezes', /koki:k0ki/ 'meat:there', /chon: 

ch0n/ 'rural area, gun:heaven(s)', /tol:t0l/ 'store: 

less', /koi:k0i/ 'gently, with care:nearly', /oso: 

0 S0/ ' come'.:quickly', /phok:pt#k/ ' fierce: very', /thoi: 

th0i/ 'discussion:foundation', /pom:p0mcwe/ 'spring: 

criminology', /ahop:y0t0p/ ' eight :nine', /feygsgchals# : 

pachulso/ 'police station:police booth', /cogi:ic0Qi/ 

' paper :cousin on mother's side', /soli: S01th a$/ 'sound: 

sugar1, /sugDio:n^li/ 'father's younger sister:head', 

/ton:w0n/ 1 money: a Korean money measure', /yok:y0ksa/ 



'insult:history', /polijnooli/ 'barley:head', /som:s0m/ 

'cotton:island1 . 

1.32 Consonant pairs 

The consonant pairs are given in their final 

phoneticized forms as in 2.2. 

/p:pp:ph/ - /pal:ppallas:phal/ 'leg:laundering: 

arm', /pytfk:ppy0 :phyo/ 'will:bone:ticket'. 

/t:tt:th/ - /tal:ttal:thai/ 'month:daughter: 

sickness', /kot:kkok/ 'place:exactly', /tame':ttalo/ 

•after :separate', /t0l:t0k/ 'less:rice cake', /taek: 

thick/ ' residence:chin'. 

/c:cc:ch/ - /can:ccan:chan/ 1 cup:salty:food other 

than rice', /canta:ccanta:chanta/ 'sleep:weave (cloth): 

kick', /cim:cciDi:chiD./ 'baggage:massage:a kind of 

needle', /c*m: chonc^Q/ ' cent: ceiling', /cali:ccali: 

chain/ 'place:worth:truth', /cao:chaia/ 'drawer space: 

window, cage'. 

/k:kklkh/ - /kal(klczfsita) rkkal(ketta) :khal/ 

'(will) go: (will) spread out:knife*, /kamnita: 

kktemnita:kK.cemnita/ ' folds: breaks :digs (out)', /khun: 

kun/ 'big:a weight measure', /inku:inkkita/ 'population: 

be popular', /u0]& :ir0kko/ 'having eatto:eat and 

/caki:cakko/ 'self:repeatedly', /kakuk:kakktun/ 'opera: 

often', /koQ0p:khoQ/ 'industry:peas, beans'. 



/s:ss/ - /sa^sssao/ 1table:pair', /salsssal/ 

1 arrow:uncooked rice'. 

/thrch/ - /thcek:chaik/ 'chin:book1, /th^ltch^l/ 

1 hair:season1. 

/k:h/ - /kwahak:hwahak/ 1 scienceichemistry' . 

/t:k/ - /mat:mak/ 'first, last', /tas^trpa^s^k/ 

' five:cushion'. 

1.4 Stress and pitch contours 

There is no clear indication that either pitch 

or stress is distinctive. However, informants may 

pronounce two forms which are otherwise identical 

with different pitch or stress patterns to keep them 

from being taken as homonyms. This purported differ

ence in pitch and stress is not kept ill context, how

ever. Examples of quasi-pairs in isolation, differing 

in pitch-stress (a higher pitch seems to go with a 

stronger stress) are: /aid./ 'no1, /arii/ 't' e inside', 

/natta/ 'be better', /natta/ 'be lower', /koygi/ 'air, 

social justice', /koggf/ 'bowl for boiled rice'. Although 

informants are not wholly consistent in giving these 

forms, one suspects there is some basis to a possible 

distinction. However, at least one informant has re

marked that "whenever I don't feel the meaning, I don't 

make a difference in the tone." This makes sense, in 
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view of the fact that the underlying stems of /natta/ 

and /natta/, for example, are different, though in 

these forms, morphophonemic changes make them homonymous, 

at least so far as the consonants and vowels are con

cerned: /natta/ is based on a stem /nas-/, while /natta/ 

is based on a stem /nac-/« 

It is most likely that stress is an automatic 

feature; however, this point will be glossed over in 

the present study since there is not enough data on 

the subject in our material to permit us to juakfe specific 

statements here. The only general statements that 

can be offered are that a word spoken in isolation 

probably has equal or nearly equal stress on all syllables. 

The question of pitch seems to be connected with 

utterance-contours. There are five main utterance-

contours, as follows: 

/./: falling contour, the pitch falls on the 

last syllable of the utterance. E.g., /c0ktft mw0simnikka./ 

'V/hat's that?', /ktike umsikc^m-imnita./ 'That's a 

restaurant'. 

/?/: rising contour, the pitch rises on the 

last syllable of the utterance. E.g., /ku-salam tasi 

okessumnikka?/ 'Will he come again?', /ilcc0ne ceka ku-

malssuiml tulyjzcciyo?/ 'Did I tell you that the other 

day?'. 



/d /: failing-rising contour, the pitch falls 

sharply on the next to last syllable of the utterance, 

then rises to a high pitch on the last syllable, (dropping 

again slightly?). E.g., /cha-hancan hasiciyo<i/ 'Will 

you have a cup of tea?', /kim-s^nsajy-isiciyod / 'Yoji're 

iklr. Kim, aren't you?', /ilcc0ne ceka ku-malssnnral 

tuly^cciyod/ 'I told you that the other day, didn't 

•L • « 

/'./: falling or level contour with extra loud

ness; the pitch does not fall as low as it does in 

the /./ contour, and often stays level, and the last 

syllable is often pronounced with e^Ltra loudness. 

E.g., /ili oi30lal/ ' Come here1.1. There are other 

contours which can be regarded as allophones of the 

/'./ contour. The falling or level contour with extra 

loudness occurs with sentences ending in the informal 

imperative form /haygfla/^" 'do'. With sentences ending 

in the ve^b form /hantmteyo/, the contour is level 

until the next to last syllable, where it falls and 

then rises to just above level on the last syllable; 

also, the last four syailables are often almost whispered, 

and the fourth syllable from the end (which would include 

1. When citing grammatical forms, we sometimes cite 
verb forms based on the verb stem /ha-/ 'do'. 
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the vowel of the verb stem) is somewhat long. E.g., 

/cham yjtfkito khetn-cipi manhwiteyo'./ ' There sure are 

a lot of big buildings (around) here'.' , /h^sunika 

ph0k kounteyo'./ 'Ifcsun sure is pretty'.'. With sentences 

ending in /banta, harmnya/, the contour rises in the 

middle of the utterance axid then falls to a lower pitch 

and continues level to the t-ndj the last syllable is 

long and may be extra loud as well (even so, the j>itch 

stays level, or may even fall), /ya. kogpu-hako itta'./ 

'Hey, I'm studying'.'. 

/,/ level contour, the pitch is held level, 

or raised somewhat on the last syllable, and is fol

lowed by pause; this is a non-final contour. E . g . ,  

/com sicay-hani, amok^tto cossurnnita./ 'I'm pretty 

hungry, so anything'11 be all right.', /ani, yoyttt^pho-

y^kiyayo/ 'Llo, this is Yongdungpho station.'„ There 

is an alternant, of this contour in sentences composed 

of two parts, e;.ch one ending in /halkkayo/; the /,/ 

contour is over the first part, the last syllable bS which is 

raised in pitch and made quite long. Tvese sentences 

ar<| questions offering alternatives: /sjayaQ-timsikttl 

halklcayo, cos0n-ttmsikttl halkkayo./ 'Shall we have 

'western food or Korean food?'. 
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1.5 Junctures 

We set up three junctures. Two of these are 

clearly phonemic junctures in tht they have a one-to-

one correspondence with actual speech. These are an 

open juncture, /§/ or space, and a close juncture 

/^/ or» simply, no space. There is only one variant 

of each of these junctures, and one can tell from a 

single rendition of an utterance v.'here these junctures 

are in the utterance. 

The third juncture differs from /#/ and /J*/ 

in that it cannot be recognized except after repeti

tions of the utterance. This is because this juncture 

represents an alternation between /#/ and /J*/. This 

juncture, /-/, is partially deten.aned in its occurrence; 

there are morphological and syntactical conditions 

as to where it may occur; that is, there are positions., 

grammatically, not phonolo^icallv, determined, in an 

utterance where there may be an alternation between 

/#/ and /2 / in repetitions of the utterance. However, 

this is a morphophonemie considenation, rather than a 

phonemic one. For the phonemic analysis, it seems 

convenient to set up the /-/ juncture as a repetition-

relation between phonemes; it is not a phoneme in the 

same sense that /#/ and / JV are. Uor is /-/ an ordinary 
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morphophonemic element, even though it is an element 

sue!i that, ~iven the wr.iti.ig one can infer the actual 

utterance or the possible versions of it, but given the 

actual utterance, one cannot choose between alternative 

morphophonemic representations. 

The problem, of /-/ is like other problems of 

phonemic overlapping, where one can tell which phoneme 

is involved only oy repetitions of the utterance. An 

example of this is the overlap between /q/ and /g/ in 

Ldoroccan Arabic. In many utterances /q/ and /g/ con

trast, while in some utterances /q/ and /g/ vary freely 

in repetition: /bqer/ and /bgar/ are two phonemic forms 

for 1 cow'. /q/ can be set up to represent the alter

nation Ar*g/. But any form with /q/ or /g/ in it 

needs to be repeated until the linguist is satisfied 

that it is always either /q/ or /g/, or else sometimes 

/q/ and sometimes /g/. whereas a separate mark like 

3 may not be of interest in a case like the above, 

the mark /-/ is useful in the Korean analysis because 

it will later be seen to correlate with some luorpherue 

boundaries. 

The junctures /#/ and /C/ are recognized 

simultaneously with the vowel and consonant phonemes. 

/#/ represents (1) possible pause, and (2) the occurrence 

of utterance-initial and utterance-final allopliones. 

1. The Phonemes of Moroccan Arabic, by Z.S. Harris, Journal 
of the American Oriental Society, 62:4, 1942. 



The juncture /2 / represents (l) no pause, and (2) 

medial allophones. In addition, morphophonemic changes 

coming about as a result of the combining of morphemes 

are said to be a feature of close juncture. A$. has 

been pointed out, /-/ represents the variation between 

/#/ and /2/\ °r, one could say that /-/ represents 

/2. / intermittently. 

Both /#/ and /-/ occur at a morpheme boundary. 
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CHAPTER II 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHONEMES 

2.1 The Vowels 

2.11 Restrictions of Occurrence 

The vowel /a/ seems to be the most severely 

limited of all the vowel phonemes in its distribution. 

/«/ does not occur after /m,w,y/, and after /p/ it is 

often replaced by /u/ in the speech of some speakers, 

as in /pulanta ~ pulanta/ 1 call'* /«/ occurs as the 

final phoneme of a number of bound morphemes, but it 

does not occur as the final phoneme in an independent 

form, except in loans from English: /molt*-/ 'not know1 , 

/kta-/ 'that', /pp0ssu/ 'bus'. 

/»/ has other interesting features, too, as will 

be seen in the morphology, for this vowel is the first 

phoneme of many suffixes whose alternants differ in the 

presence or absence of this phoneme; in effect, the initial 

/«/ keeps consonant clusters from occurring, as they other

wise would. 

The vowel phonoue /u/ does not occur after /w/, nor 

does /i/ occur after /y/. /i/ also does not occur after 

initial /n/, except for rare instances such as /nim/ 'dear 

one', used in songs and poems, e.g., /nirntal kttliw0-hamnita./ 

'I long for my beloved.1 



In addition to these few restrictions on the 

vowels with respect to the consonants, we must also 

state the restrictions on the vowiis with respect to 

the vowels themselves. 

2.12 Clusters of Vowels 

Vowels may precede or follow other vowels. 

The number of vowels in a vowel cluster usually doesn't 

exceed three: e.g., /aieke/ 'to the child'. It is 

possible to analyze long vowels as clusters of a re

peated vowel , since there is no contrast, and double 

vowels do occur, as in /sipiil/ '12th day'. The status 

of many of these lung vowels, or double vowels, is not 

clear; that is, whether they contrast with single vowels 

or not, for they seem to va^y with the single vowels. 

V/e have to test such pairs as the following, which 

may demonstrate coxitrast, or may prove to be merely 

homonymous: /kiin/ 'long': /kin-(hata)/ '(be) urgent', 

/nassmnnita/ 'it's low' : /naassamnita/ 'it's superior' 

(stems /nac-/ 'be low' and /nah-/ 'be superior'); 

/kamriita/ 'go' : /kaamnita/ 'he tills' (stems /ka-/ 

'go' and /kal-/ 1 tell' ) ;/omnita/ ' coo.es' : /aamnita/ 

'knows' (stems /o-/ 'come' and /al-/ 'know'); /hue/ 

'sun, yeah': /ha>Ee-cunta/ 'do for (someone)'; /mani/ 

'only' : /maani/ 1 much, many'. Other forms which may 
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have, long or double vowels are /aani/ 'no' ; /miin/ 

'pretty1; /rnoopsi/ 'very1; /anta/ 'know'; /paam/ 

' chestnut1. There does not seem to be a phonemic 

distinction between "long" vowels and double vowels, 
a ^ 

that is, between a sustained vowel sound and a cluster 

of two vowels, each with its own pulse: this differ

ence seems to be free. Indeed, in normal speech, 

lengt'i of vowels is probably connected with intona

tion, rather than the phonemic vowel structure. It 

may well be, also, that when there is morpheme boundary 

between two like vowels, there is little or no like

lihood, except in certain cases, of free variation 

with a single vowel, as ixi the contrast /sipiil/ 112th 

day1i /sipil/ '10th day'. Many sequences of vowels 

up to three occur. 

The following table shows which clusters of 

two vowels occur in the material of this study. Those 

points which are x'ed indicate occurring clusters. 



second vowel 
first vowel i e a xx 0 u o a 

i X X X X X X X X 

e X X X X 

ae X X X X X X 

u X X X X 

0 X X X X X X X 

u X X X X X 

0 X X X X X 

a X X X X X X X 

Examples of vowel clusters: 

/ii/ : /sipiil/ ' 12th day (of the month) 

/ie/ i /ilkopsie/ 'at seven o1 clock' 

/ias/ j /i-aeka/ 'this child' 

/In/ : /yocitun/ 'these days' 

/itf/ : /twitfmcil/ 'jumping' 

/iu/ : /piutta/ 'deride' 

/io/ i /pi-ot/ 'raincoat' 

/ia/ : /mian-hata/ 1 be sorry' 

/ei/ : /yei/ 'manners' 

/ee/ : /sahwee/ 'in society' 

/eu/ : /seunta/ 'establish' 

/ea/ : /asea/ 'Asia' 
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/aji/ : /nctil/C~/neil/) 'tomorrow' 

/ase/ : /ktt-ttiee/ 1 at that time1 

/se0/ : /y&jznca/ 'prophet1 

/aeu/ : /kkaunta/ 'wake (someone) up' 

/sa/ : /haean/ 'seacoast' 

/ui/ : /ktii/ 'he' 

/cue/ : /ku-aiKa/ 'that child' 

/tra/ : /ktrasinta/ 'draw a line' 

/«0/ J /kwztta/ 'drew a line' 

/uu/ : /#1uurn/ 'd arkne s s' 

/tia/ : /ka-atcil/ ' the son' 

/0I/ : /kjzi/ 'nearly' 

/0e/ : /kwaktfe/ 

/tfse/ : /c0-a;rmn/ 'as for that child' 

/jzm/ : /ch0tun/ 'the first time' 

/&0/ : /c00/'well, ...' 

/jztu/ : /s^ul/ 'Seoul' 

/0a/ : /c0-ai/ 'that child' 

/ui/ : /puin/ 'lady' 

/ue/ : /nukueke/ ' to v/hom, to someone' 

/uu/ : /chuun/ 'grace of God' 

/m/ : /cuerla/ 'give'.' 

/uu/ i /usuun/ 'funny' 



/oi/ : /koi/ 'gently1 

/oe/ : /hakkyoe/ 'inschool' 

/on/ : /corni/ 'good' 

/oo/ : /oo/ 1 comes' 

/oa/ : /poatta/~/pwatta/ 'saw' 

/ai/ : /kwai/ 'too much1 

/ae/ : /nalae/ 1 in a country' 

/au/ : /kaul/ 1 autumn' 

/a0/ : /catfn/ 'mercy' 

/au/ : /altamtaun/ 'beautiful' 

/ao/ : /naoita/ 1 come out* 

/aa/ i /maani/ 'many, much' 

2,13 Vowel glides, and /w, u/, /y, 1/ 

There is usually a glide between certain vowels; 

a [^] glide between /i/ and any other vowel f or between 

/e/ and /o/; a [WJ glide between /u/ and other vowel . 

In utterances spoken fat a natural rate of speed, it 

is not possible to detect any phonetic distinction 

between [w/] and [*]' or between I y,] and between 

vowels. This is because the a.llophones of /w/ and 

/y/ between vowels have ve^y weak articulations. Thus, 

/w/ has a stronger articulation in # than it does 

in V V. The proper question here is whether the 



sound^glide or semi-vowel^-is phonemic or not. 7/e may-

test this by having the utterance pronounced at a 

slower rate of speed. Thus, while it is not possible 

to say whether the intervocalic sounds in /pu-jzfk/ 

•kitchen' and /kurtfl/ 'September' are glides or semi

vowels phonetically—though we can say that, whatever 

they are, they sound the same in both utterances spoken 

at a natural rate - in slowed-down speech we get [p^ur0kn 

and [k^uw^lj, which phonemic ally a^e /pmzrk/ and /kuw^l/. 

In order to represent the maximum phonemic distinc

tions, we phonemicise utterances according to slowed-

down speech, noting what distinctions are lost in 

more rapid natural speech. Thus, while we write /u0/ 

in contrast with /\xws/t it is noted that this is a 

slowed speech contrast which may be lost in rapid 

speech, so that both /130/ and /uv;#/ are [uW0] in rapid 

speech. That is /w/ or /w/ depending on whether 

we wish to consider the passage from /u/ to /#/ an 

automatic glide or a phonemic segment. Further, while 

/oa/ varies with /wa/ in forms like /toa/^/towa/^/twa/, 

/oa/ does not vary with /wa/ in /cowa/ (i.e., there 

is no /coa / or /cwa / as a variant of /cowa/ - indeed, 

there is the contrast /cowa/ 'being good' : /cwau-hcinta/ 

'dominate'. V/e thus say that generally there is pho

nemic contrast between the sequences /W/ and /VwV/, 
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/vyv/. 

It is not feasible to out /u/ and /w/, and 

/i/ and /y/ into the same phonemes — i.e., to irephonemifcize 

/w/ as /u/, and /y/ as /i/ because /y/s/i/ contrast; 

e. g . ,  in the phoneme sequences /aye/:/aie/ or /aiye/j 

/ayo/:/aio/ or/aiyo/# /y/ is not followed by /a, i/; 

/w/ is not followed by /u, u/# 

/u, o/ vary with /w/ between vowels, and between 

a consonant and /a, ae, 0/; this correlates with the 

speed of the utterance, faster speech gives /w/. 

Examples of this (phonemic) alternation are: /muzft 

/mwjzft/ 'what, something', /toa/^/twa/ 1 helping1 , /tticatte/^ 

/uicave/ 'on the chair1, /koa;corj/~/kWct;coo/ 'wall clock'. 

However, /u, 0/ contrast with /w/ between a 

consonant and a vowel other than /a, 0/, and also 

when they occur initially befure a vowel. For example: 

/kui/ 'opinion'; /kwi/ 'ear', /ue/ 'abovej on'5 /we/ 

'left', /nui/ 'older sister : /nwio/ 'make (someone) 

lie down, /sui/* "burial clothes' : /swio/ 'rests'. More 

precise phonetic data n-eds to be gathered on this 

point, but for the present it seems clear that /w, y/ 

have to be kept apart from /u, o, i/. This leads to 

some iiiorpheL.es having two phonemic i'ori.s, as in the 

case of /mu0t-sifiW0t/, depending on the speed' and delib

eration of the rendition of the utterance. 



2.14 [o, wo, we] 

There is a vowel sound [o], which is an [ej 

made with rounding of the lips. Besides [o], there 

are the phonetically similar sequences [wo] and [we]. 

Ihe phonetic differences among these sounds seems to 

be a difference in the timing and duration of the 

lip rounding. It is simultaneous with the mid-front 

vowel [e], in the case of [o], beginning before the 

vowel and continuing with it in the case of [wo], 

and beginning before the vowel but not continuing 

with it, in the case of [we]. It is not yet deter

mined whether this variation is completely free. There 

is a possibility that it may be at least partially 

determined; for example, [wo] seems to be more common 

after [h] than in other positions, and after [h], 

[wo] occurs more frequently than [o] or [we]. Some 

of this variation may also be dialectal. 

The general phonetic question here is whether 

vowel sequences involving a back vowel plus a front 

vowel, or [w] plus a front vowel, vary with a rounded 

front vowel. One other such instance recorded, besides 

[o, wo, we] is [ui]~[u] in /amuiyakito/^/amuyakito/. 

Both [we] and [o] can be written /we/. This 

is of interest because we have here a single sound 

which is represented by a sequence of two phonemes. 
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It would seenj that we would have to phoneticize [wo] 

as [wwe]; however, phonetically we assume [wo]~[we] 

which in turn varies with [o]. Besides, there is no 

other case of /ww/# 

Examples of this variation are as follows. 

(For this illustration, we write / o f  as a phoneme): 

/iontin/ ~ /iwenoxx/ 'except for this, besides this1 

/tohwoci/ /tohweci/ 'urban area' 

/hwo/ /hwe/ 'meeting, society' 

/tossumnita/ ~ /twessumnita/ 'it becomes' 

2.2 The Consonants 

2,21 Restrictions on occurrence 

The heaviest restriction on the occurrence 

of the consonant phonemes is with respect to the con

sonants. The freedom of occurrence of the consonants 

with respect to the vowels is practically general. 

We may state in a paragraph the few limita

tions which consonants have with respect to the vowels, 

/m, w, y/ do not occur before /ti/$/w/ also does not 

occur before /u/, and /y/ also does not occur before 

/i/. Initial /n/ does not normally occur before /i/ 

or /y/.1 

1. Some words are spelled with initial /ny/ but pronounced 
only with initial /y/ after /#/, e.g., /yjzrntx/ 'calendar1 
year', /ye/ 'yes', in Seoul and 3. Korea, but /ne/ in N. 
Korea, /ny/ does however occur in borrowings from English: 
/nyuyok/ ' Kew York'. 

The situation is similar in the case of initial /ly/* 
many words are so spelled, but pronounced only with initial 
/y/ after /#/, e.g., /y^mny^/ 'apprehension', /ya^jsik/ 
'provision, food'. 



/h, w, y/ do not occur after any vowel, and /h/ does 

not occur after any consonant except /m, n, q, 1/. 
/t/ occurs rarely, if at all, before /i/. It is 

doubtful, indeed, whether /t/ occurs before /i/ in 

Seoul speech; historically, also, most /ti, thi/ have 

become /ci, chi/ except in the northern dialects. How

ever, pairs are offered distinguishing /ti/ and /ci/j 

whether these words are being kept apart by the speaker 

for the investigator on account of the difference in 

spelling or whether they are genuine pairs has not 

yet been determined: /titinta ! cicirita/ 'step on : 

fry'. The occurrence of /T/ before /i/, however, is 

more frequent: /Ti/ 'belt'. Aside from these restric

tions, the consonants occur before or after any vowel 

or sequence of vowels. 

The limitations on the consonant phonemes, as 

we have tentatively identified them, are described in 

the following paragraphs. 

The three series of stops and spirants all 

occur initially; but oiily the stops of the first series, 

/p, t, k/ occur in final positions; /c, s/ do not occur 

finally, nor do /P, T, C, K, S, p^', t^, c^, k15/. All 

Of these consonants, however, occur medially (between 

vowels). 



/p, t, k/ each occur next to another stop, 

but not the same one, in medial position. In this 

position, /c/ comes after some other consonants — but 

not after another /c/ and not after /s, h, w, y,/—. 

but it does not come before any consonant except /w/ 

(and /y/ if the dialect has the contrast /c : cy/ before 

a vowel). Medially also, /p, t, c, k, s/ do not come 

before /m, 11, 33, 1/, but do occur after /in, n, 13, l/. 

The consonant /s/ does not come before any consonant 

but /w/ in any position, and comes after only /p, k, 

m, n, g, 1/medially. 

/P, T, C, and /P1^, c*1, k*V do not occur 

next to each other within # #. They are, however, 

followed by /w, y/ both initially and medially, except 

that /c, cH/ are not followed by /y/ (but see 2.221). 

/h, w, y/ all occur initially and between 

vowels, but not finally, /h/ occurs after /m, n, q, 1/ 

medially; it does not come after any consonant in any 

other position, /w, y/, on the other hand, occur 

after all consonants, except another /w, y/ medially, 

and after all consonants except /$, 1/ at the beginning 

of an utterance, /w, y/ do not occur before any con

sonants. 

/m, n, ij, 1/ all occur medially and finally, 

but only /m, n/ occur initially. At the beginning of 



an utterance, /m, n, 33, 1/ do not occur after any 

consonant; /rn, n/ do come before /w, y/ in this posi

tion. Medially, /q, 1/ do not occur after any con

sonant, but /m/ occurs after /m, n, 33, 1/ and /n/ 

occurs after /m, n, 33/. Also, medially, /m, n, 33, 1/ 

all occur before any consonant except /g, 1/ and /l/ 

does not occur before /n, q/. It should be noted 

that many speakers do not have /nk : gk/ but only 

/«k/. 

/L/ occurs only medially between vowels. 

In general, then, there are certain strong 

restrictions on the occurrexices of the consonant pho

nemes v.ith respect to the consonants. Three conson

ants do not occur initially, namely /q, 1, L/. The 

two series /P, T, C, K, S/ and /p^, t*1, c 1̂, k*1/ do 

not occur at the end of an utterance; nor do /c, s, 

h, w, y, L/ occur finally. There are no final clus

ters of consonants at all, and initially only clus

ters of a consonant (except /13, 1/) plus /w/, and of 

a consonant (except /t, c, s, q, 1/) plus /y/ occur. 

Medially, other clusteis a^e permitted besides these, 

mainly of /m, n, 33, 1/ plus a consonant, or of /p, t, 

c, k, s/ plus another consonant of the same series 

or plus /w, y/, with conditions as stated above. 
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2.22 ilephoneiiiicization of the Consonants 

The least generally occurring of these con

sonant phonemes are the series /P, T, C, K, S/ and 
TT TJ TT H 

/p , t , c , k /, and the phoneme /L/. It would be 

convenient if these phonemes could all be re-defined 

in terms of the other already established phonemes, 

which would not only reduce the number of consonant 

phonemes but also increase the distributional general

ity of our final list of consonant phonemes, This 

we have done, and present the analysis and argument 

for it below. 

In offering a re-definition of our phonemes, 

we first take up the consonant pjionenie /c/, out of 

the first series of our tentative consonant phonemes 

/p, t, c, k/. Then we consider the problem of /L/, 

and finally the two series /P, T, C, K, S/ and /p**, 

tH, cK, k*V. 

2.221 /c/ 

/c/ has a large number of allophones ranging 

from alveolar affricate to palatalized affricate. 

The fully palatalized variant is certainly standard 

in the environment /—i/» 

Can /c/ be analyzed as the cluster /ts/? 
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Environments of /c/: Environments of /t/: Environments of /s/: 

# Ivfa 

# V 

# „ /c/V 

V V 

# _V 

yt/v 

# 

# 
V-* 

V 

ys/v 

V V 

V 

yc/v 

p 

t 

c 

k 

1 

m 

n 

33 . 

Clusters of a consonant plus /s/ occur in 

V V, e. g . ,  V/ps/V, V/ks/V, V/ss/V, but only /ss/ 

occurs in # V; /ps, ks/, etc., do not occur in 

# V. If we re-phonemeeize /c/ as /ts/, then /ts/ 

would occur in V V, just as /ps, ks/ etc., do, 

but /ts/ would also occur in j/ V, where /ps, ks/, 

etc. do not. /ts/ would then be analogous only to 

/ss/, and this analogy is of ev<~-n less force v;ven viq 

consider that any cluster of two repeated phonemes 

/PP* tt, kk, ss/ may occur in # V. To re-phonemicize 

1. This is based on the consonant phoneme:.: of 2.23. 
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/c/ as /ts/ would destroy the symmetry of the distribu

tion of the stops /p, t, k/ and would also make the 

stateiuents about clusters and their distribution less 

general; e.g., we would then have /tsh/ but not /psh, 

ksh/; it would .Iso encumber morpho.phonemic statenients. 

We therefore do not analyze /c/ as /ts/. 

The question of analyzing /c/ as /ty/ should 

also be considered, if fur no other reason than that 

/ty/ has some basis in tv-e history of the language, 

and also in present-day dialects. Historically /tya/ : 

/cya/ : /ca/ : /ta/. In the standard Seoul dialect, 

/ty/ does not occur, but /ty/ plus vowel in contrast 

to /c/ _j1us vowel does occur in IT. Korean dialects. 

In Seoul dialect, in general, original /ty/ changed 

to /c/; this is still shown in Korean spelling, especially 

in the reformed morphophneruic spelling which attempts 

to bring back and maintain in the writing at least, 

the original distinction /ty/ : /c/. 

In standard Seoul speech, there is no contrast 

[ci] ([tsij) : [<5i] C[tSi]), but only [Si]. [£] occurs 

in /-i/, while [q,] occurs elsewhere in terms of various 

allophones ranging from alveolar to pre-palatal Affri-

cate. It is still not clear whether Seoul speech 

distinguishes /ci:ti/, i.e., [c^'iit*1!]. V/e therefore 

cannot luake use of the .fact f at if /ti/ occurs at 
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all, it occurs in only a very few words. 

There is, however, the possibility that, for 

some speakers of the Seoul dialect, [ca] ([tsaj), for 

example, contrasts with [ca] ([t§a]). We could analyze 

[ca] as /cya/. If we analyze /c/ as /ty/, then we 

would have /tya/ for [ca] and /tyya/ for [ca], If 

there is no contrast [ca] : [ca], i.e., no /ca/ : /cya/ 

(only /ca/ occurs), then we would rephonemicize /ca/ as 

/tya/. The phonemic representation would not be destroyed 

if /ca/ were written /tya/, and /ty/ would be analogous 

to/py, ky/. However, in dialects that have the contrast 

[ca] : [6a], the new representation would be /tya/ : /tyya/. 

The cluster /tyy/ would be a unique type of cluster, 

since there is no corresponding /py. ky/ plus /y/. This 

would presumably weaken the argument for writing /ca/ as 

/tya/ on grounds of symmetry. Furthermore, if /c/ were 

written /ty/, then we would be using up the representation 

/ty/ in contrast with /c/: this representation would be 

needed for dialects in which this contrast occurs. 

Because of the above considerations, we keep the 

analysis of the affricate sounds in standard (i.e., Seoul ) 

Korean as a unit phoneme /c/. This /c/ may or may not 

occur in the environment /y/V, depending on the par

ticular dialect. 
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We therefore do not reanalyze /c/ as /ts/ or as 

/ty/: in the first case it leads to clustering diffi

culties, and in the second it uses up a representation 

which might be needed for a phonemic distinction in one 

or another of the dialects of Korean. 

2.222 /l, L/ 

In our tentative list of consonant phonemes, we 

have two lateral phonemes /l/ and /L/. In /l/ are 

included the main allophones [1] and [rj. [1] occurs 

in # and in C , while [ r ] occurs in V V 

(the second V may be preceded by /h, w, y/) and in # 

in loan words. /L/ has but one allophone, [L], which 

occurs in V__ V. Upon assigning [r] to the /l/ phoneme, 

we make /l/ and /L/ contrast in the position V V. /L/ 

is not only a phoneme highly restricted in its distri

bution, but it also makes morphophonemic statements ungain

ly, for, to give an illustration, we would have to say 

that a morpheme like /kil/ 'road, way' become /kiL-/ 

when the suffix /-lo/ is added and that the /l/ of the 

suffix drops, yielding the form /kiLo/. It would be con

venient, therefore, if /L/ could be eliminated as a 

separate phoneme; specifically, if /L/ could be reanalyzed 

as /ll/. 
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We can write /L/ as /ll/ without destroying the 

phonemic representation, for /ll/ would not otherwise 

occur. However, neither do certain other clusters of 

a consonant plus /l/, such as /n, rj/ plus /l/, occur. 

We may re-represent /L/ as [1'] (phonetically si

milar to our established allophone [1])^ and some other 

segment, symbolozed by [x]. The phoneme /l/ occurs before 

all consonants except /n, u, 1/\ and no consonant occurs 

before /l/. The segment [x] in the environment /if 

after a vowel could be assigned to /n/, /q/ or /l/ with

out conflicting with the phonemic representation, /n/, 

A)/ or /l/ would then simply have an additional position 

of occurrence. We select /l/ as the phoneme to which to 

assign our [x], however, because of its phonetic similarity 

(if there were some nazalization, for example, we would 

have to consider whether to assign [x] to /n/ or A)/, 

but [L] is a long, lateral, non-nazalized sound, and we 

can say that our [xj represents, phonetically, a non-

nazalized lateral). By assigning our [x] to /l/, we grant 

/l/ a new position of occurrence, namely, in /l/, and 

we now have the new cluster /ll/. This makes the dis

1. And assigned to the /!/ phoneme. 
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tribution of /l/ more similar to /n/, for there is 

/nn/, and it eliminates the highly restricted phoneme 

/L/. Morphophonemic statements are simplified, for, 

in the example cited above, there is no need to make 

any morphophonemic statement at all: /kil/ + /-lo/ 

is simply /killo/. 

2.223 /P, T, C, K, S/ 

The series /P, T, C, K, S/ may be re-analyzed 

as /PP» tt, cc, kk, ss/. This would eliminate a series 

of consonants whose distribution is very limited: 

these consonants do not occur in final position, nor 

in clusters with other stops or spirants. It would 

also expand the distributional range of the conson

ants in the series /p, t, c, k, s/. It is to be noted 

first of all that writing /P, T, C, K, 3/ as /pp, tt, 

cc, kk, ss/ would not destroy the phonemic representa

tion for /pp, tt, cc, kk, 3s/ do not otherwise occur. 

When we review the distributions of /P, K/ 

and of /p, k/, we see that they contrast in the posi

tions /# V/ and in /V V/. The following lists 

show the allophones of /p, K/ and of /p, k/ and their 
general environments 

1. C is consonant, V is vowel. 
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/P. K/ occur in; /p. k/ occur in: 

#rp.  k]v #[ph .  kh]v 

V[P. K]V V[b. g]V 

No allophones in 

V # V[pn . k"1 ]# 

V C VEp^K*1 3C 

C V Cl? . k"1 jV 

It is to be noted further t' at the established 

allophones of /p, k/, [p"1 , kn j^occur specifically 

next to the follwing relevant consonants. 

[p~* ] occurs in; [k"1 3 occurs in: 

V t1 V [hap*1 t^ida] V p"1 V [hsek"1 p"* u] 

V c"* V [hap*1 cniyo] V t"1 V [Sik1 t*1 â J 

V k"1 V [ ĉ up"1 k"1 unyoj V c""* V [n̂ k"1 c"1 iyoj 

V sn V [0p** s"* 0yo] V s~* V [n̂ k1 s"* 0yo] 

Vk"1 V [t0up"> kn o] Vp"1 V [ t̂ up"1 k"1 o] 

Thus, [pn, k1 ] occur before [p"1, t1, <? , k"1, s"*], 

except that [p"1 p"* j and [k^k* ] do not occur. However, 

[ p"1 ] occurs not only in V [k̂ jV but also in V[kn] Vj 

analogously, [k1] occurs not only in V [p^JV but 

also in V[pnJ V. 

Phonetically, [pn, It"1] differ fron, [P, K] only 

in that [P, K] have the features of fortisness and 

some kind of pressure or tension in the throat (laryngeal 

or glottal constriction). We may therefore re-segment 



[P, K] into [p"1, k"1 ] plus [x], where [x] represents 

the phonetic difference from [pn, k"1] as noted in 

the preceding sentence. We may regard [x] as an allo-

phone in the same sense as our other allophones, or 

regard it as a component. We next assign an order 

to the sequence of [p"1] and [x], and of [k"1] arid [x], 

namely [p"®x] and [k^x], respectively. We may do this 

since it adds an environment to the distribution of 

[k"1] and of [p*1] which is analogous to the ones already 

established; and in this position [x] contrasts with 

every other environment of [p"®] and of [k~*]# 

As has already been noted, [pn] and [k"*] are 

not followed by any allophone of /p/ or /k/, respec

tively, although they are both followed by allophones 

of /t, c, s/, namely [t , c , s ]. We may therefore 

assign [x] to /p/ when [x] occurs after [pn] and to 

/k/ when [x] occurs after [k1]. We now have the pho

nemic sequences /pp/ and /kk/. 

By re-analyzing /P, K/ as /pp, kk/, we not 

only have eliminated /&<, £./ but we have also widened 

the range of /p, k/ so that tTiey occur not only after 

other consonants (including /m, n, q, 1/ in addition 

to the ones stated above}, but also after another 

/P, k/. Furthermore, this analysis simplifies- the 

description of medial consonant clusters. We now 



have clusters of like consonants as well as of differ

ent consonants medially. This is desirable because 

finally neither occur. Also, it increases the number 

of consonant clusters initially, for now not only do 

clusters of /p, k/ plus /w, y/ occur initially, but 

also clusters of /p, k/ and another /p, k/ may occur 

initially. Y/e may regard each second occurrence of 

/p, k/ (after another /p, k/) as representing fortis

ness, non-aspiration and tension. 

We use the same procedure in re-analyzing 

/I, c, s/ as /tt, cc, ss/. We now have, instead of 

our second series of consonant phonemes /P, T, C, K, S/ 

merely the sequences /pp, tt, cc, kk, ss/. 

It should be noted that, phonetically, a 

sequence of unlike consonants, auch as /pt/, is a 

cluster of two different voiceless, unaspirated con

sonants, while a sequence of like consonants, such 

as /pp/ is one voiceless, unaspirated tense consonant. 

The tenseness (together with the fortisness) is now 

a positional variant (our old [x]) of /p, t, c, k,s/, 

respectively. The other allophones, such as [t"*J which 

may come after /p/, for example, are also voiceless 

and unaspirated but lack the tenseness and fortisness 

of [xj; evan so, however, it is still not clear, from 

our material, whether tenseness and/or fortisness may 

not be an intermittent feature of medial clusters like / 



In phonemic!zing the vowels, we have identified 

the tense variants of the vowels as allophones of the 

vowel phonemes occurring only after /P, T, C, K, S/. 

He-writing these phonemes as /pp, tt, cc, kk, ss/ does 

not alter the phonemic classifications of the vowels, 

even though their environments are thereby changed, 

because in their new environments (either after [x] 

or after /pp/, etc,) they are still in complementary 

distribution with the non-tense, or less tense, variants 

of the vowels which do not occur after [x] or after 

/pp/, etc. As noted in the beginning of this argu

ment, we may alternatively regard [x] as a component, 

and, in connection vith the vowels, say that [x] goes 

over not only a consonant, but also over a following 

vowel. 

2.224 /pH, tH, cH, kH/ 

The aspii'nted se. ies /p^, t^, c^, k^/ may 

be re-analyzed as the sequences /ph, th, ch, kh/. 

We may do this by a re-segmentation of /p/, etc. 
TJ 

In reviewing the positions of occurrence of /p / and 

of /p/, we note that they contrast in the environments 

# V and V V. The phoneo.e /h/, it should also 

be noted, occurs in ̂  V and in V V; further

more, /h/ occurs after the consonants /m, n, q, 1/, 



but not after the other consonants. The phonemes 
TT Tj" T1 T J 

/p , t , c , k'/ may be re-segmented into [p, t, c, 

H H k] plus [J; now, [ ] is in complementary distribu

tion with all allophones of /h/, since no allophone 

of /h/ otherwise occurs after any consonant but /m, 

n, o, 1/, and [p, t, c, kj are in complementary dis

tribution with all allophones of /p, t, c, k/ since 

no allophones of these phonen.es otherwise occur before 

/h/. Grouping /**/ in with /h/, and [p, t, c, k] in 

with /p, t, c, k/, results in our having clusters of 

/p, t, c, k/ plus /h/ instead of the uxiit phonemes 

/p^, tK, cH, kH/, that is, /ph, th, ch, kh/# As in 

the case of re-analysing /P, T, C, K, S/ as /pp, tt, 

cc, kk, ss/, by writing /pb, th, ch, kh/, we eliminate 

a series of phonemes and add to the ranges of other 

established phonemes, i.e., of /p, t, c, k/ and of 

/h/. This analysis also helps generalise, and in 

other ways simplify statements about clusters and 

morphophonemics. 

2,23 Final List of Consonants and Their Distribution 

Instead of the tent .tive consonant phonemes 

listed in 1.2 we now have the following final list 

of phonen.es: /p, t, c, k, s, h, w, y, m, n, rj, 1/,^ 

1. for another analysis, see Samuel L. Martin, Korean 
Phonemics, Language 27.4, 1951, pp. 519-533. 



The general restrictions on the occurrence 

of the tentative consonant phonemes, especially as 

to neighboring consonants, were described cursorily 

in 2.21. The re-analysis of the second and th±rd 

series, /?, T, C, K, S/ and /pH, c*% k*1/ as clus 

ters of other already established consonant phoneLies 

clearly changes the picture of consonant clustering. 

In this section, we offer a more detailed 

description of permitted consonant clusters in terms 

of our final list of consonant phonemes above. 

Below is a concise statement of the types 

of clusters which occur. Following this are several 

tables which indicate the specific clusters which 

have been found in the informant material of this 

study. 

2.231 Consonant Clusters 

I Initial clusters 

(a) Two consonants: 

1. The double consonants: /pp, tt, cc, kk, 

2. /p, t, c, k/ + /h/ : /ph, th, ch, kh/ 

3. /p, t, c, k, s, h, in, n/ + /w/ : /pw, tw 

cw, kw , sw, hw , mw, nw/ 

4. /p, k, h, m, n/ + /y/ : /py, ky, hy, my, 

ny/ (but not before /i, e, tt/). 
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(b) Thi.ee consonants: 

1. /ph, kh/ + /y /  : /phy, khy/ 

2. /pp, kk/ + /y/ : /ppy, kky/ 

3. /pp, tt, cc, kk/ + /w/ : /ppw, ttw, ccw, 

kkw/ 

4. /ph» th,, 6h,' kh/ + /w/:/phw,thw,chw,khw/ 

II Medial clusters 

(a) Two consonants: 

1. All those under I(a) above. 

2. Other double consonants (besides those 

of 1(a) above): 

/mn9 nn, 11/ 

/mb, nh, $h, lh/ 

/QW, LW, QY, ly/ 

3. Consonant + consonant: e. g . ,  /pt, nt, lc, lm/ 

4. /in, n, q, 1/ + /h/ 

5. A), 1/ + /w, y/ 

(b) Three consonants: 

1. All those under l(b) above. 

2. /m, n, q, 1/ + /pp, tt, cc, kk, ss/ : e.g., 

/mpp, ltt, lss/ 

3. consonant + /ph, th, ch, kh/ : /kch, kph, 

nph/ 

4. /pp, tt, cc, kk, ss/ + /w/ : e.~., /kkw/, etc. 



5. consonant + /h/ + /w/ : e. g . ,  /phw, ijhw/ 

6. consonant + consonant + /w/ : e.g., /mpw/, 

lsw/ 

7. double consonant + /y/ : e.g., /kky, lly/ 

8. consonant + consonant +/y/ : e.g., /mky/ 

9. consonant + /h/ + /y/ : e.g., /khy/ 

(c) Four consonants: 

1. consonant + consonant + /h/ + /y/ : e.g., 

/kphy/ 

III Final clusters 

None 

The following tables show the explicit con-

sonant clusters which in ay be found, in an arrangement 

convenient for the morphemic analysis of later chap

ters. In many if not luost cases, the medial clusters 

(i.e., those between vowels) come about as a result 

of two morphemes combining with close juncture between 

them. In connection with this, we include the instances 

of /-/ (see 1.5), since /-/ represents close juncture 

at least intermittently. In the t.bles showing the 

medial clusters, the consonants or consonant clusters 

listed in the "y" axis may be taken as the final phoneme 

or phonemes of the first morpheme of a coriibination, 

and the consonants or consonant clusters in the "x" 



axis may be taken as the first phoneme or phonemes 

of the second morpheme of the combinations. The re

sulting clusters also include those clusters which 

do not come about from the combining of two morphemes. 

The tables do not exhaust the possibilities 

of consonants or consonant clusters which may occur 

as morpheme«lfinal or morpheme-initial when the mor

pheme occurs in isolation, for if they were exhaus

tive, ;ve would have some completely empty tables. 

Dashes indicate that the simply "additive" sequence 

does not occur. These dashes, plus the empty tables, 

are precisely the points of major morphophonemic in

terest. 

In the case of initial clusters, there is 

no question of morpheme combinations, since no initially-

occurring morpheme consists only of consonants. Never

theless, the two-dimensional table diagram is used 

to show the combinations of consonants that do and 

do not occur in the context of the whole set of con

sonants, or of the relevant part of them. 
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2,232 Tables of Consonant Clusters 
I. Initial Clusters 

p t c k s h w y m n  
pp - - - - pE jw py ~ " P 

t 

c 

k 

s 

h 

w 

y 

m 

n 

« 

1 

ph 

th 

ch 

kh 

PP 

tt 

cc 

kk 

tt - - th tw 

cc - ch cw 

- kk - kh kw ky 

ss - sw 

- - - - - - hw hy 

mw my 

- nw 

- phw phy 

- thw -

- chw 

- khw khy 

- ppw ppy 

- ttw -

- ccw 

- kkw kky 
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II, Medial clusters 

(1) P t c k s h w y m n Q 1 

p PP pt PC (pk) ps Ph pw py - - - -

t - tt (tc) (tk) - th tw mm - - - -

c - cc mm - ch cw - - - - mm 

k kp kt kc kk ks kh kw ky - - - -

s - - - - ss - sw - - - - rnm 

h - - - - - - hw hy - - - -

w 

y 

m mp mt mc mk ms mh mw my mm mn - -

n np nt nc nk ns nh nw ny nm nn - -

SP gt $k x\s Qh gw ?iy $n - -

1 IP It lc lk Is lh lw ly llD mm - -

(2) 

ph - - - - - phw phy - - - -

th - - - - - - thw - - - - -

ch - - - - - - chw - - •m - -

kh - - - - - - kbv? khy mm - «» 

mh - - - - - - rnhw mhy - - - -

nh - - mm - - - nhw nhy - - - -

- - - - - - ghw Qhy - - - m 

lh - - - - - - lhw lhy - - - m 
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(3) P t c k s h w y m 11 0 1 

PP - - - ppw ppy - - - -

tt - - - ttw - - - - -

CC - - - ccw - - - - -

kk - - - - kkv; kky - - - -

11 - - - ny - - - -

(4) 

Ph th ch kh 

P p-ph p-th p-ch p-kh1 

t -

.c -p i -
p 

t-ch _ 1 

c - - - -

k k-ph k-th k-ch k-kh1 

s - - - -

h - mm - -

w - - - -

y - mm -

m mph mth mch mkh 

n nph nth nch nkh 

Qph 33 th Qch Qkh 

1 lph 1th lch lkh 

1. ihe sequences with double consonants occur only 
with /-/ as indicated; with close juncture they change 
to /ph, th, kh/, and /t-ch/ chc.n~es to /ch/# 
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( 5 )  

pp tt cc kk ss 

p 

t 

c 

k 

s 

h 

mm -

mm 

-

«• 

w 

y 

m mpp mtt mcc 

mm 

mkk mss 

n npp ntt ncc nkk nss 

Q QPP Qtt QCC Qkk QSS 

1 lpp ltt lcc lkk lss 

( 6 )  

pw tw cw kw sw hw mw nw lw 

p ppw ptw pew (pkw) psw phw - - -

t - ttw tcv/ (tkw) - thw - -

c - - ccw - mm chw mm m0 -

k (kpw) ktw kcw kkw ksw khw mm mm mm -

s - - - - ssw - - - <•» 

h 

w 

y 



pw tv; c w kw sw hw mw nw QW lw 

m mpw mtw mew mkw nisw rahw mmw mnw -

n ntw new Cnkw) "'"nsw nhw nmw nnw - -

3 qpw QTW FLCW gkw QSW qhw $mw $nw - «• 

1 lpw ltw lev/ Ikw lsw lhw lmw lnw - -

(7J 

py ky hy my ny 17 

P ppy (pky) phy - -

I - (tky) thy - - -

c - - chy - - -

k 

Q 

kpy kky khy — - -

O 

V h 

w 

y 

mpy inky mhy mmy mny — 

npy nky nhy nny nny -

opy i«jky my Qny -

ipy Iky lhy lmy - lly 

1. or Ajkw/ 



(8) 

phy khy 

p p-phyx -

t - -

k kphy k-khy^~ 

m mphy mkhy 

n nphy nkhy 

y ^Phy rjkhy 

l Iphy lkhy 

Some consonant clusters (examples^-: /tachelo/ 

'generally1, /mw.0 siyo/ 'whal is it', /khnta/ * be big1, 

/c0kta/ 'be small', /-ininikka/ 'is it?1, /sayypo/ 1 walk*# 

/anntuikunyo/ 'it isn't', /pom chtflttwelttai/ 'when it is 

spring', /kkaci/ 'until', /olttae/ 'when he comes', 

/sttpki^lan/ 'humidity', /t#ptaptita/ 'they say it's 

lost', /chipko/ 'being cold', /mollayo/ 'I don't know', 

/0cc0thtUi/ 'anyhow', /kultfpsita/ 'let's do it', /ilcc^ne/ 

'the other day', /c#nhwa tttly# ttnvxl/' tried calling', 

/jattsmttaentifii/ 'sometimes', /tt0nally0mnj. ta-rnan/ 'although 

I have to leave', /pwayaketta/ 'I'll see', /sikan-phyo/ 

'schedule', /pallapciyo/ 'it's quick', /chimtw/ 'bed1, 

1. With close juncture, these become /phy, khy/# 
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/pantusi/ 'apparently1, /concha/ 'street car1, /kyergbznn/ 

'experience1, /c^gmal/ 'truth', /iiki/ 'weather', 

/gfmKinta/ 'move', /tohweci/ 'urban area', /mipki-hata/ 

'be u^ly', /kypQce/ 'economy', /s^gnip-hanta/ 'build 

up', /kkatalki/ 'reason', /cham-S0k-hanta/ 'Join1, 

/thttllyjztta/ 'had bad relations', /camkkan/ 'just 

(recently)'. 

2.3 Phonetic Structure of Utterances 

2.31 What successions of vowels and consonants make 
an utterance? 

We have described the limitations on occurrence 

of the vowels and consonants with respect to themselves, 

to each other and to the junctures, as the relevant 

environments. In this section, we wish to describe 

how the successions of vowels and consonants actually 

occur in speech. Or, to put the matter another way, 

we have described clusters of vowels and of consonants, 

and we now wish to describe clusters of vowels and 

consonants. The relevant environment here is # #, 

i.e., minimal utterances, bounded before and after 

by silence, or pause. 

Ho utterance consists of a consonant (C) alone, 

(though there are bound morphemes like this, such as 

the verb suffix / - l / )  but may consist of a vowel ( v )  
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alone. A minimal utterance, then, may consist of 

one of the following successions of consonants and 

vowels: V, VC, VCV, CV, CVC. In place of the "V" 
A ^ 

or "C" can go any of the sequences (clusters) of Vs 
- a 

or of C's as described in 2.11 and 2.23. 

A medial single consonant syllabifies with 

the following vowel} that is, the vowel does not begin 

with a discernable onset, but is articulated smoothly 

after the consonant. 

When there is a medial cluster of two different 

consonants (except where the second consonant is /h, w, y/,) 

the first consonant closes the preceding vowel and 

the second consonant opens the following vowel. Medial 

/PPt tt, cc, kk, ss/, and a consonant plus /h, w, y/9 

operate like a single consonant, going with the fol

lowing vowel. Clusters consisting of thes^/aspirate 

and geminate clusters plus /y, w/ also operate like 

single consonants in this respect. So do other clusters 

consisting of a consonant, such as /n/t plus /w, y/. 

It is of interest to note th. t duuble stop 

consonant series - /pp, tt, kk/ (and the aspirate 

stop series - /ph, th, kh/) differ from corresponding 

clusters, as far as syllabification is concerned. 

/pp, tt, kk/, when they occur medially, go with the 

following vowel in normal rapid speech, as has been 



pointed out. So du /cc/ and /ss/. But in slower 

speech, /pp, tt, kk/ may be /p * pp, t 3 tt, k = kk/,1 

that is, the preceding vowel is stopped in a way hoca-

organic with the following consonant. In the case 

of /cc/, however, if the first consonant goes with 

the preceding consonant and the second consonant with 

the following consonant, the cluster becomes /t = cc/. 

Similarly /«#/ is /t = ss/ in slower speech. The 

case of /ll/ is like that of /mm, nn/s these are all 

syllabified, in rapid or slow renditions of an utter

ance, as /l-l, mam, nsn/# 

/ph, th, kh/, in slo'.ver renditions, syllabify 

as /p a ph, t = th, k s kh/, but /ch/ syllabifies 

as /t * ch/# 

The various sequences typified by /pp : p » pp 

P = p/ are phonemically the same, though they are 

phonetically different, similarly, /ph : p = h : p s pi 

are phonemically the same, representing but different 

ways of dividing the syllable according to the speed 

with which the utterance j.s rendered (or perhaps other 

gestural features). 

In describing how sequences of consonants and 

vowels occur in an utterance, we have left out contour 

features of the utterance (stress, pitch), for we have 

not enough data showing the possible correlations. 

1. " * " in this discucsion divides syllables. 



2,32 Syllabification 

These units of sequences of consonants and 

vuwel may conveniently be called syllables, and the 

dividing of an utterance consisting of a succession 

of vowels and consonants willbe referred to as syllable 

division, or syllabification. It is of phonetic in

terest that there is a difference in syllable-divi-

sion of an utterance rendered slow as against fast. 

For example, (letting "s" mark syllable divisions) 

/sam-il-imnita/ 'It's the th±rd day' syllabifies in 

slow speech as /sam 2 il 2 imnita/ and in rapid speech 

as /sa = mi = lim - ni = ta/. Other examples ares 

/sam-sipi/ 'thirty two', which is /sam s sip a i/ 

in slower speech and /sam a si - pi/ in more rapid 

speech; /mot-hee/ 'can't do', which spoken slower is 

/mot s hae/ and faster is /mo * thai/. 

In general, it seems clear that syllable-di

vision in slower speech correlates with what turns 

out to be morpheme boundary to a very large extent, 

while in more rapid ppeech it operates as a purely 

phonetic feature of the succession of vowels and con

sonants, as described auove. There is contrast between 

e.g., /hap-hanta/ 'add' and /aphe/ (so far as the 

/p-h : ph/ sequences are concerned) only in slow speech 



/hap » han = ta/ and/ap = phe/. But in normal speech, 

they are /ha * phanta/ and /a a phe/# In slower speech 

as has been pointed out, the sequences /pp, tt, cc, kk/ 

and /ph, th, ch, kh/ would syllabify as /p-pp, t-tt, 

t-cc, k-kk/ and /p-ph, t-th, t-ch, k-kk/. /ss/ 

would syllabify as /t-s/. 

2.33 Morpheme-boundary signals 

In the discussion on consonant clusters, we 

have noted that only certain clusters occur initially 

and finally in an utterance. If we assume that any 

word can begin and end an utterance - as it may, even 

if spoken only in isolation - then the restrictions 

on consonant clustering can serve as morpheme-boundary 

signals; forms with clusters which occur only medially 

may be suspected of being composed of a succession 

of morphemes. This provides a point of departure 

in finding the morphemes. For example, given the 

form /sasghwal/, we may properly suspect a boundary 

between /szeg-/ and /hwal/, since utterances may end 

with /$/ and begin with /hw/, but none end with /s/, 

/h/ or /w/, nor do utterances begin with /l/ or A)/# 

However, this way of signalling of possible 

morpheme boundaries does not point out all the possible 

boundaries, and in some cases may signal falsely. E.g. 

given /siphon/, the possible boundaries, according 



to the above mentioned morpheme-boundary signal, would 

be between /si/ and /phun/ or between /sip/ and /han/; 

this would be a false lead, since the proper morpheme 

division happens to be /siph-/ and /-un/. 

The situation is complicated by the difference 

in possible endings and beginnings for morphemes, 

as such, and for actual utterances. Thus, while no 

utterances end in /h/ or /ph/ or /tt/^ for example, 

some morphemes do; while no utterances begin with 

A/, some morphemes do. As was suggested ir: 2.27, 

this is what underlies the main facts of Korean mor

phophonemics. 

Syllable-initial and syllable-final conson

ants and consonant clusters turn out, in general, 

to be the same as those which are utterance-initial 

and utterance final: an exception, is /l/ (arid /ii/) 

which may be syllable-initial but not utterance-

initial. This is of some interest because it pro

vides us with an aid in judging boundary indications 

in proceeding to discover the morphemes. 

1. /n/ may occur finally in English loans. 



CHAPTER III 

Mo KPHO PnU IM EMI C S 

When we come to identify morphemes as sequences 

of phonemes, we will find that certain different sequences 

of phonen.es have granut.atical properties as though they 

were the same morpheme. Therefore we will call each 

such set of different sequences of phonemes alternants 

of the same morpheme. The morpheme will then have 

two or more alternant phonemic forms in stateable 

environments. In some cases, we will want to use 

a special symbol for the phonemes which alternate 

in the different forms of a morpheme. This symbol 

will be called a morpbophoneme (e.g., /p'/). The 

different forms of a morpheme can also be viewed as 

being derived from a base form by replacing one phoneme 

by another. 

3.1 The Types of Alternations 

Some morphophonemic alternations in Korean 

are automatic, while others are not. By automatic, 

or regular, alternations we mean those which occur 

in all morphemes having a particular phoneme A in 

the environment of all morphemes having a particular 

phoneme B; in this case, the phoneme A is "replaced" 



by some other phoneme C, so that instead of the pho

neme sequence A£ across morpheme boundary, we get 

the sequence CB. This happens in in any cases where 

the language does not have the sequence A3, so that 

the change of A to C hqs the effect of preventing a 

new combination CB from occurring across morpheme 

boundary; or, we may say it has the effect of preserv

ing the limitations on phoneme sequences in the lan

guage. For example, it has already been noted that 

the sequence /tni/ does not occur; the change of a 

final /t/ to /n/ before initial /m/, so that /-t/ + 

/m-/ is /-nrn-/, is a regular morphophonemic rule in 

the language; e.g., /kot/ + /mata/ is /konmata/ 'every 

place1. 

However, not all morphophonemic changes are 

merely preservative; for there is nothing in the struc

ture of allowable clusters that would lead us to expect 

/t/ to change precisely to /n/ before /m/, since other 

clusters with /m/ also occur, such as /lm, 33111/. Further 

more, there are cases of alternatives in some alter

nations. For example, in some verb stems ending in 

/p/, the /p/ changes to /u/ before a suffix beginning 

with /n/, as in /kup-/ + /-n/ which is /kuun/ 'brAiled1, 

while stem-final /p/ of other stems changes to /m/, 

as in /ip-/ + /-nun/ which is /imntm/ 'putting on 



(clothes)1. In such cases, we have to distinguish 

between the two kinds of /p/ ; we c^n write the /p/ 

of steins like /ip-/ as /p /. 

In most cases of regular alternation, the 

change is located in the tl part of an MN sequence 

of morphemes, where "M" and "K" represent morphemes. 

In the irregular alternations, the change is more 

often located in the K part, or in both M and N. 

There are also several kinds of non-automatic 

alternation. These do not necessarily have a preserva

tive effect, so far as the structure of clusters is 

concerned. Among the non-automatic alternations are: 

(a) those which occur in only some cases-4* i.e., some, 

but n<bt all of the morphemes ending in some phoneme 

A bring about or suffer a phonemic change when they 

come next to a morpheme beginning with some phoneme 

B; (b) or, different changes may come abotit for different 

morphemes even though the affected phoneme is the 

same. This is considered as being more irregular 

than the case of alternatives in regular alternations 

because of the greater variety of possible changes. 

The larger part of these non-automatic alter

nations takes place in connection with verb stems 

when they are followed by certain suffixes which have 

alternant forms whose distribution is not simple. 



Besides the various kinds of phonemic alter

nations, considered from the point of viev/ of their 

regularity or generality, there are also some differ

ences in the alternations found in noun sterns and 

in ver)? stems. While some of the regular and general 

alternations apply to both noun stems and to verb 

stems, there are enough differences in the kinds of 

alternations that these classes of morphemes indulge 

in to make it seem convenient to describe the morpho

phonemics of the noun stems and of the verb stems 

separately. But we will note what similarities there 

are between them. 

3.2 Alternations in Noun Stems 

(1) Stems ending in /c, s/ have /t/ instead, 

before /#/ or before a consonant-initial morpheme. 

E.g., /kosi/ : /kot/ 'place1. 

(2) Stems ending in a cluster of consonants, 

except where the first consonant in the cluster is 

/I/, drop all but the first consonant in the cluster. 

E.g., /my^chi/ : /myet/ Quantity1, /kapsi/ : /kap/ 

'price1, /pakke/ : /pak/ 'outside', /iphi/ : /ip/ 

'leaf' (cf. /ipi : ip/ 'mouth'). 

(3) Stems ending in a cluster in which the 

first consonant is /l/, drop the /l/. E.g., /talki/ 
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/tak/ 'chicken1, /kkatalke/ : /kkatak/ 'reason1. 

(4) In stems whose final consonant (either 

original or after the above rules have been applied) 

is /t/, the /t/ is replaced as follows: 

/-t/ is replaced by /-p/ before /p-/ 

/-k/ before /k-/ 

/-s/ before /s-/ 
/-n/ before /m-, n-/ 

/-c/ before /-i/j (and /th/ by /ch/) 

E.g., /kot/ + /mata/ is /konmata/ 'every place1, /path-/ + 

/-i/ is /pachi/ 1 field'. 

(5) In stems whose final consonant is /p/, 

the /p/ Is replaced as follows: 

/-p/ is replaced by /-m/ before /m-, n-/j 

/pap/ + /mzf^nunta/ is /pamutfQnwita/ '(he) eats'. 

(6) In stems whose final consonant is /k/, the 

/k/ is replaced: 

/-k/ is replaced by /-g/ before /m-, n-/ 

(7) The initial consonant of a morpheme added 

to another morpheme may be replaced. 

Initial /n/ is replaced by /l/ after a stem 

ending in /l/. E.g., /sil + nae/ is /sillaj/ 'the room 

inside' is /sillae-untoQcaJo/ 'gymnasium'. 

(8) Many initial /p, t, c, k, s/ are replaced 

by /pp, tt, cc, kk, ss/ after many noun stems ending 
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in a vowel, or in /l, m, n/. E.G., /u + kjzt/ is /ukktft/ 

'the upper one', /il + Q0n/ is /ilcctfn/ 'the other 

day' . 

Rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 apply also to verb stems, 

insofar as verb sterns would enter into the conditions 

stated. For example, while a verb stem ending in 

/pa/, drops the /s/ before a consonant-initial suffix, 

it could not do so before /#/, since verb stems do 

not occur before /#/. 

Rule 5 applies to soiue verb stems ending in 

/p/» but not all; here, too, only the rule about /p/ 

before /n/ would be relevant to verb stems. 

Part of rule 8 is applicable to verb steins: 

a consonant-initial suffix added to a stem ending 

in /m/ doubles its initial consonant: /kam-/ + /-ketta/ 

is /kamkketta/ 'will wash (hair, etc.)'. 

3.3 Alternations in Verb Stems 

Verb stems may undergo morphophonemic changes 

when suffixes are added. Of these suffixes, somw 

have only one form, which is added to all stems, re

gardless of their phonemic form, e.g., the endings 

/kes-/, /-ta/ and there is occasion for changes in 

the phonemic composition of consonant-final stems 

here. Other suffixes have alternant forms, one (rarely 



two) being added to stems ending in a consonant, and 

one being added to stems ending in a vowel. In the 

case of some suffixes having two alternants, the post-

vowel one begins with a consonant while the post-con-

sonant one differs from it only by having an extra 

vowel, /a./, at the beginning of the morpheme, as in 

/n^ciri/; in such cases, a stem ending in a consonant 

has no chance of undergoing any expected morphopho-

nemic changes, since the possibility of consonants 

coming together across morpheme boundary is obviated 

by the initial /«/ vowel of the post-consonant alter

nant of the suffix. Even in this case, however, cer

tain alternations in verb stems occur; specifically, 

in some s terns ending in A, P/, which go with the 
post-vowel alternant, drooping the /l/ or changing 

the /p/ to /u/. Further, in other cases of a suffix 

having two alternants, even the post-consonant one 

begins with a consonant, and morphophonemic changes 

in consonant-final stems will be found here; e.g., 

in the case of the suffix alternant /-so/ : /anh-/ + 

/-so/ is /ansso/ 'is not1. There is, lastly, the 

case of suffixes beginning with a vowel. In this 

case, there are several alternants of the suffix; 

and stems, whether ending in a vowel or ending in a 

consonant, suffer various changes in their phonemic forms. 



3.31 Regular Alternations 

The following discussions and tables describe 

the most common regular alternations suffered by con-

sonant-final verb stems in the environment of conson

ant-initial suffixes. The "Y" axis lists the final 

consonant of the stem, while the "X" axis lists the 

initial consonant of the suffix. It will be seen 

that in general, the verb stem-final consonants suffer 

the same changes before the same initial consonant 

as do these consonants in noun stems; the main excep

tion is that in some cases /p/ changes to /u/ before 

/n/, and in others to /m/ (as in the case of the noun 

stems); the second type of /p/ will be morphophonemically 

distinguished by being marked with an asterisk.^" There 

are also a morphophonemic /l / and a morphophonemic 

/h'V. Dashes in the table indicate that the additive 

cluster occurs. A cross (x) indicates that the sequence 

does not come about. 

1. An alternative analysis is to consider the stem 
to end in /u/. 



ALTERNATION TABLE A 

t c k s n 

-p - - pk~kk - un 

-t mm cc kk ss ixn 

-c tt - kk ss nn 

-k - - - - QN 

-s tt cc kk m* nn 

-h th ch kh SS ? 

-1 - - - s n 

-m ratt mcc inkk mss -

-P - - pkMck - mn 

-h* tt cc kk SS nn 

-i* tt cc kk SS nn 

As in the case of noun stems, verb stems end

ing in /ph, th, ch, kh/ lose the /h/ before a consonant-

initial suffix, and the remaining consonant, /p, t, c, k/ 

changes next to the consonant of the suffix according 
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to the rules indicated in the table. But steins end

ing in /lh, iuh, nfc/ undergo metathesis of the /h/ 

with the initial consonant of the suffix, if it is 

/t, c, k/ (just as in the case of stems ending in 

single /h./), and change the /h/ to /s/ before an /s/ 

initial suffix. To suiuiuarize: («Ye have no data on 

sterns ending in /lh, mh, nh/ before a suffix beginning 

with /n/f which may be due to the fact that these are 

irerbs belonging to a sub-class of verbs which do not 

take any of the suffixes beginning directly with /n/). 

ALTL 

t c k s n 

Ph pt PC pk~kk ps inn 

th tt cc kk ss nn 

ch tt cc kk ss nn 

kh kt kc kk ks Qii 

lh 1th lch lkh lss ? 

mh mth mch iiikh Diss 1 

nh nth nch nkh nss ? 
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Also as in the case of noun sterus, verb stems 

ending in the double consonants /pp, tt, kk, cc, ss/, 

or in a consonant plus /s/ - i.e., /ps, ks/, drop 

the second consonant, and the remaining consonant 

changes in accordance with table A. 

ALIE.inATloiM T-u.bij.iij C 

t c k s n 

pp pt pc pk~kk ps mn 

tt tt cc kk ss rm 

cc tt cc kk ss im 

kk kt kc kk ks Jji-i 

ss tt cc kk ss nn 

ps pt pc pk~kk ps mn 

ks kt kc kk ks gn 
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And again as in the case of the noun stems, 

verb stems ending in /l/ plus a consonant or a clus

ter, drop the /l/, with the remaining consonant changing, 

except in the case of final /lk/ where an alternative 

result is possible (as shown below), 

ALTjmU.ATIuL TAxiLE D 

t c k s n 

lp pt pc pk^kk ps mn 

It 

lk kt kc kk~lltk ks ^n 

lm nitt lucc rnkk mss 
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There are also cases of stems ending in various 

-ther kinds of clusters, e.g., /nc/, as in /anc-/ 'sit1. 

In these cases, the clusters are not reduced, and the 

final consonant is the one which undergoes change 

just as if it alone ended the stem: /anc-/ + /-la/ 

is /antta/, /anc-/ + /-nun/ is /annua/. 

Stems ending in /l/ (but not /I /) in general 

(except for an alternative possibility in the case 

of tbe suffix /ffi/) take the post-vowel alternant of 

a morpheme, if there is one. The /l/ drops before 

this suffix (beginning with a vowel, /p/, /s/, /n/ 

or /mn/) : /ao, anta, amnita, asinmita/; stem /al-/ 

'know1. But the /l/ remains otherwise: /alcif alko/. 

Stems ending in /p/ (not, however /p"/), also 

take post-vowel alternants, but only in some cases, 

and when they do, they change /p/ to /u/} e.g., /t0p-/ 

'be warm1 plus /-n/ is /t0un/ 'warm1. 

Stems ending in /h/ in some cases drop the 

A/ and operate like vowel—final stemss /kulzf (h) —/ 
+ /-psita/ is /kul0psita/, ana in other cases keep 

the /h/ and operate like consonant-final stems: /noh-/ 

+ /-upsita/ is /noheipsita/. 



3.32 Irregular alternations 

In this section we take up alternations that 

\/ert> stems undergo when there are added to them al

ternant forms of suffixes. It is better to consider 

these alternant forms of the suffixes as morpheme 

alternants rather than as instances of morphophonemic 

alternation in the suffix, since the alternations 

are not general. 

As has been pointed out, some suffixes have 

alternants which preclude the possibility of changes 

in the verb stem, e.g., /-mytfnr^eiiuygfn^Sttiuyjan/. But 

there are a few suffixes which have alternant forms 

that do not completely have this effect. 

There is a suffix /-ni/, which has an alternant 

/-ttni/. The /-ni/ alternant is usually used for all 

verbs, and the changes in the verb stems are those 

outlined in 3.3. However, in the case of some stems 

ending in /h/ or in a consonant plus /h/, the M 

is dropped and /ni/ is added, while in other such 

stems, the alternant /-mi/ is added, with no change 

in the stem; in still other such stems, either course 

may be followed: /kath-/ + /-mii/ is /kathuni/, /siph-/ 

+ /-ni/ is /simni/ or + /-ctni/ is /siphuni/. Also, 

some stems ending in /k/ add /-ttni/, undergoing no 



change, while others ending in /k/ add /-ni/, and 

change /k/ to A)/: /00k-/ + /-wii/ is /c0kuni/, while 

/mk-/ + /-*-ni/ is /nief^ni/. The stem /anc-/ may-

take either /-ni/ or /-oni/, yielding /anni/ or /ancwii/. 

There is a verb suffix /-m/, which has the 

alternant forriis Verb stems ending in 

/l/ either (l) drop the /l/ and add the post-vowel 

alternant of the suffix /-m/, or (2) keep the /l/ 

and add the post-consonant alternant of the suffix 

/-urn/, or (5) keep the /l/ and add /-m/ but only if 

another vowel-initial suffix follows: stem /sal-/ + 

/-m/ or /-am/ is /sam/ or /saltm/, /sal-/ + /-m/ + 

/-i/ is /salmi/ 'life1. Stems ending in /p/, change 

the /p/ to /u/ and add /-m/: stem /top-/ + /-m/ is 

/tomii/ 'help'. Stems ending in ot^er consonants add 

/-tun/: /ruit—/ + /-"dm/ is /mitarn/ 'belief1. However, 

after a stem plus the infix /-0s-/, the alternant 

/-sum/ is added: /ka-/ + /-0s-/ + /-sum/ + /-alo/ is 

/kassetmalo/ 'on account of (his) having gone'. 

There is a suffix /-hi/, which has . the 

alternant forms /-i—u**-li~hi-ki~kki/, and also change 

of /a/ to /»/ and of /o/ to /we/# Verb stems undergo 

the following changes before this suffix: 

(l) Stems ending in /o, a/ change the vowel 

to /we, a/\ stems ending in /&, 0/ or /«/ (except when 



preceded by /l/), add /-**/, and stem-final /#/ usually 

changes to /e/: /po-/ + change of /of to /we/ is /pwe-/ 

' be seen1 , /kttnna-/ + change of /a/ to /ae/ is /ktmnae-/ 

'be finished', /kkse-/ + /-tt/ is /kkam-/ 'wake (someone) 

up' , /ssu-/ + /-«/ is /ssaTu-/ 'dictate' , /s#-/ + /u/ 

is /seu-/ 'stand (something) up, establish1, 

( 2 )  Stems ending in /p/ change /p/ to /u/ 

and add /-u/ (an /ef/ in the stem changes to /e/), 

or add /-i/ (then the /u/ of the stem may change to 

/w/: /top-/ + /-u/ is /teu-/ 'make (something) warm', 

/kakkap-/ + /-i/ is /kakkawi/ 'bring (something) near'. 

(3) Stems ending in /I/ add /-li/: /al-/ 

+ /-li/ is /alii-/ 'inform', /tol-/ + /-li/ is /tolli-/ 

'turn (something) around'. Alternatively we could 

say that stems ending in /l/ add /-i/ and double the 

/l/j this analysis eliminates one alternant of this 

phoneme but requires an extra morphophonemic state

ment for the stem. 

(4) Stems ending in /lltt/ drop the /«/ and 

add /-i/: /alltt-/ + /-i/ is /olli-/ 'raise'; if the 

stem ends in /-lu/, the /l/ is also doubled: /main-/ 

+ /-i/ is /malli-/ 'dry (semething)', 

(5) Stems ending in M add /-i/, with change 

of a stem vowel /?/ to /e/: /wzk-/ + /-i/ is /meki-/ 

1 feed', /cuk-/ + /-!/ is /cuki-/ 'kill'. Also, stems 



ending in /ph/ add /-i/: /noph-/ + /i/ is /nophi-/ 

'raise1. 

(6) Stems ending in /s, ch, nh/ add /-ki/, 

with the /s/ or /h/ changing to /k/: /p^s-/ + /-ki/ 

is /p^kki-/ 'undress (someone)1, /sinh-/ + /-ki/ is 

/sinkki-/ 'put shoes on (someone)1. Also, stems ending 

in /Ira/ add /-ki/, with the /l/ of the stem dropping: 

/kulm-/ + /-ki/ is /kumki-/ 'leave (someone) hungry'. 

(7) Stems ending in /lp, lk/, or in /p", 

t, c/ add /-hi/; a resulting /thi/ changes to /chi/: 

/iJ0lP"/ + /-hi/ is /neflphi-/ 'broaden' , /cap-/ + /-hi/ 

is /caphi-/ 'be caught', /pat-/ + /-hi/ is /pachi-/ 

'give1, /cjzrc-/ + /-hi/ is /c0chi-/ 'wet (something)', 

/anc-/ + /-hi/ is /anchi-/ 'seat (someone)', /palk-/ 

+ /-hi/ is /palkhi-/ 'brighten'. 

(8) Stems ending in /m/ add /-kki/: /karu-/ 

+ /kki/ is /kanikki-/ 'bathe (someone)'. 

There is a verb suffix /-#/ with the alternants 

/t0 ** yj? ~ a ~ «;/• In effect, the major changes in 

verb stems when this suffix is added are as follows: 

(l) Stems ending in /i/ (except when preceded 

by /s, c, ch/) or in /e/ or in /•&/ (see (3) below) 

add /-y#/; the /i/ of the stem is dropable: /huli-/ 

+ /-jflzf/ is /huliyo/ or /httlyer/ 'having been cloudy', 

/iki-/ + /-y#/ is /ikiyef/ or /iky#/ 'having won' , 



/tvve-/ + /y#/ is /twey#/ 'having become1 . 

(2 )  Gteius ending in /i/ preceded by /s, c, 

ch/ add /-y#/, or, more commonly, drop the /i/ and 

add /-#/: /huly^ci/ + /-y#/' is /huly^ciy#/ or + /#/ 

is /haly^c^/ 'having become cloudy1, /chi-/ + /-#/ 

is /chz../ 'having hit , /machi-/ + /-0/ is 

/macftzf/ 'having finished1, /capsusi-/ + /-p/ is 

/capsus^/ 'having eaten'. 

(3 )  Some stems ending in /ai/ add /-gj/, and 

/<eai/ often becomes /&/: /n&-/ + /-as/ is /no;«/ or /na/ 

'having taken'. 

(4) Most stems ending in /a/ take /-a/, and 

/aa/ often becomes /a/: /ka-/ + /-a/ is /ka'.;/ or /ka/ 

'having gone'. But the stem /ha-/ may(l) add /-ysz/ 

or /-ya/, or(2) change its /a/ to /ae/: /hay#, haya/ 

or /ha;/ 'having done'. 

(5 )  Most stems ending iri /#/ add /-#/, and 

/##/ often becoii.es /#/; but a few drop the /#/ and 

add /-ee/: /ne-/ + /-#/ is /n#/ 'having put in', /k*20-/ 

+ /-as/ is /kttlai/ 'having been so'. 

(6) Litems ending in /o/ add /-a/ and often 

change /o/ to /w/: /o-/ + /-a/ is /wa/ 'having come'. 

(7) Stems ending in /"/ add H/* with the 

/u/ usually cl anging to /w/: /cupsu-/ + /-»/ is /capsw#/ 

'having eaten'. 



(8) kost stems ending in /«/ preceded by a 

consonant otver than A/ drop M and add /•*/; a 

few such stems add /-as/ instead of /-SJ/S /SST*-/ + 

/-#/ is /ss#/ 'having written', /nappu-/ + /-0/ is 

/napp#/ 'having been bad'. 

(9) Stems ending in /lira/ and having /o, a/ 

iii the preceding syllable, drop the /«/ and add /-a/; 

stems ending in /llu/ but having some other vowel 

in the preceding consonant drop the and add / -0/. 

If the stem has /111/ instead of /llti/, it adds /-la/ 

or /-le?/; i.e., the /l/ is doubled. i,-iany of these 

stems vary between /lltt/ and /l«/: /mollti-/ or /mola-/ 

+ /-a/ or /-la/ is /inolla/ 'not having known1 , /pullu-/ 

or /pu.lu.-/ + /-ja/ or /-IJZS/ is /pull#/ 'calling1. 
w 

(10) Sterns ending in /P/ ( but not /p'V) change 

to /u/ and add /#/; the /u/ may change to /w/; /komap-/ 

+ /TZ»/ is /kouiaw#/ 'having thanked'. But /pop-/ + 

this suffix is /pwas/ 'having seen'. 

(11) Some stems ending in /h/ or /h'V pre

ceded by a vowel drop the /h/ and. operate like a vowel-

final stem: /noh-/ + /-a/ is /noa/ or, more commonly, 

/nwa/ 'having put down', /0tt0h-/ + /-s/ is /eftt<*:/ 

'having been how'. The stem /coh-/, however, changes 

the /h/ to /w/ and adds /-a/; /coh-/ + /-a/ is /cowa/ 

•having been good'. Such stems are quite irregular 



not only in what happens with the /h/ but also in 

their selection of a form of this suffix. 

(12) Stems ending in other consonants (in

cluding A/. which is kept here) or in consonant clus
ters add /-0/; some of these steins whose last syllable 

contains /a, o, #/ adii /a/ rather than /-#/, but this 

varies: /wk-/ + /-*>/ is /ntfker/ 'having eaten1, /manh-/ 

+ /-#/ is /mariiw/ 'having been much', //z>ps-/ + /-#/ 

is /0PS0/ 'not having been'. 

It should be noted that many stems having 

/a/ or /o/ take the /-a/ form of the suffix, rather 

than the /-0/ form, 'tfhile the selection of the /-a/ 

or / -&/ form of the suffix is rather well fixed in 

the case of verb stems ending in. /(l) aV. there is 

variation in most stems laving /a/ or /o/ and ending 

in a consonant, but the tendency seems to be toward 

selecting /-*?/ even if the stem vowel is /o/ or /a/# 

This seems to be a case of regularizing the pattern: 

according to G.J. Remstadt in his A Grammar of Korean. 

this variation between /a/ and /a/ in the suffix is 

a vestige of an ancient system of vowel harmony in 

the language. There are a fev; otver examples of phonemic 

alternations which are of this type. 

1. Memoires de la Societe Finno-Ougrienne LaXXII, 
Helsinki, 1939. 



3.4 Lorpheme Alternants 

The morphophoneiiiie statements of Chapter III 

describe most of the alternations in morphemes which 

are noun stems or verb stems. That is, for most of 

these morphemes, we look upon alternations in their 

forms in different environments not as (morpheme) 

alternants of the morpheme as a whole, but as (mor-

phophonemic) alternations of particular phoneL.es in 

these morphemes. There are a f ew stem, morphemes, 

however, where the alternations are more conveniently 

described as morpheme alternants. In the ct.se of 

all suffixes, their different for^s will be described 

in terms of morpheme alternants. 

5.41 Noun sten, alternants 

Noun stems, as will be seen in 4.2, occur with 

a suffix or with no suffix. 

There are some noun stems which have two al

ternants, one with /l/ ar /n/ initially before /y/, 

and the other with only initial /y/. The /l/ or /n/ 

appears w'^en the morpheme conies after another morpheme 

ending in a consonant, while the /y/ initial form 

is the one which comes after /#/. This alternation 

might alternatively be described as a crse of non-

automatic morphophonemic alternation: initial /ly ny/ 
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alternates v it.}: initial /y/} thus, /il/ + /-lypn/ is 

/illyjzn/ 'one year1. 

The number words /hana, tul, set, net/ 'one, 

two, three, four' occur in these FBWBS when no morphenie 

occurs after them; they have the forms /ch0S-t tul, 

ses-, nes-/ when the morpheme /-Cie/ follows: /ch0cc<e, 

tulcca, seccce, necccs/ 'first, second, third, fourth'. 

It should be noted that /hana/ is replaced by /cl0s-/; 

the doubling of the initial voiceless consonant of 

/-caj/ after /l/, and the change of final /s/ before 

/c/ to /c/, are morphophonemic alternations which 

have already been discussed in 3.2. /hana, tul, set, 

net/ have the forms /han-, tu, se-, ne-/ when some 

other morpheme follows: e.g., /hanp0n, tup0n, sepjan, 

neppn/ 'one time, two tines, three times, four times', 

l'he morphemes /set, net/ also have the forms /s0k-, 

n#k-/ before certain nouns, in particular the numeral 

classifiers /tal/ 'month', /caij/ 'sheet', /can/ 'cup', 

/cuil/ 'week'. 

There are three noun stems, used as pronouns, 

which have alternant forms; these are the stems /na/ 

'I', /c0/ '1', /n#/ 'you'. Before the suffix /~ka/, 

/na/ has the form /ncc-/: /nteka/ 'l'v; /c#/ ha.s the 

form /ce-/: /ceka/ 'I1; /ruz/ has Lhe form /ne-/ : 

/neka/ 'you'. V/ith the genitive suffix /-e/, the 



complete forms are /na/ (from /na/ + /-e/) 'my1 , /ce/ 

(from /C0/ + /-e/) 'my1, /ne/ (from /n#/ + /-&/) 'your'. 

The for in /e#/ with no suffix has also the furm /ce/ 

in some dialects. 

3.42 iv'oun-suffix alternants 

There are several noun-cuffix morphemes which 

have two alternant forms; one of these alternants 

is the one which is used with stems ending in a vowel, 

and the other is the one which is used with stems 

ending in a consonant, as shown in the following table 

(the two forms on the same line are morpheme alter

nants ): 

Post-vowel | Post-/l/ Post-consonant 

-lo -ttlO 

-ltd -«1 -ul 

-nun -an -on 

-ka -i -i 

It should be observed that all of the post-

vocalic alternants begin with a consonant, while all 

of the post-consonantal alternants begin v;it.>> a vowel. 

This is the usual distribution of the alternants of 

a suffix. All but the last suffixes in the table 



above show great similarity in their alternant forms, 

differing only in the initial phoneme. The way in 

which /-lo/ differs from /-alo/ ( that is, the post-

consonantal alternant has the vowel /u/ initially) 

illustrates one of the most common differences between 

the alternants of a morpheme in verb suffixes (in 

keeping with the principle of a consonant-initial form 

after stems ending in a vowel, and a vowel-initial 

form after stems ending in a consonant), as will be 

seen in 3.44. The suffix /-lo ~ ttlo/ differs from 

the other suffixes in the distribution of its two 

alternants, for the post-vocalic alternant /-lo/ is 

also the one used with stems ending in /-l/; /-«lo/, 

then, is post-consonantal, except when the consonant 

is /l/# 

The alternants /-man/ and /-lta/ are often 

replaced by /-n/ and /-I/ in rapid speech. 

V/hat are here described as post-consonantal 

alternants are used in sorae dialccts with certain 

stems ending in a vowel, such as /'nana/ s /hanai, 

hanaun, hanatil/. 

There is a suffix /-ke/ (post-vocalic and 

post-consonantal) which is often used with another 

suffix /-e/ preceding it. But /-ke/ is also used 

with certain stems directly, and it has then the form 
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/-kke/: /ap^niiukke/ 'to (one1 s) father' . 

There are two suffixes /-e/ which are added 

to both vowel-final and consonant-final sterns. These 

suffixes, while they are homophonic should be distinguished, 

because l) they differ in distribution and 2) one of 

then; has alternants which the other does not. One 

/-e/ is a "locative" suffix, and the other /-e/ is 

a "genitive" suffix. A noun with the locative /-e/ 
^ A 

is not necessarily followed by another noun, and when 

it is, there is usually /#/ juncture betv/een them; 

on the other hand, a noun with genitive /-e/ is always 

followed by another noun and there is /-/ juncture 

between them. Also, in many cases, genitive /-e/ 

is substitut,-ble by (or varies with) zero suffix, 

but locative /-e/ is not. The genitive /-e/ may have 

the alternant form /-wi/ in formal speech, and in 

reading; it has the forms /-«/ or /-i/ in various 

dialects; in standard Seoul speech, however, the geni

tive /-e/ usually has the form /-e/ or /-i/. E.g., 

/ku-cipe/ 'in that house', /ktt-sal&me-cip/ 'that person's 

house1. 

There is a suffix /-S0/, which is also both 

post-vocalic and post-consonantal. /-30/ is also 

used with a preceding suffix, instrumental /-lo ttlo/ 

and locative /-e/. .Vith /-e/, it has the foriii /-s#/, 



but with /-lo ~ alo/, it has the form /-ss#/: /cipes^/ 

' from the house1, /haksai<juioss0/ 'as a student'. 

Cases of morpheme alternant® in which the 

alternation is of a unique or otherwise special type 

will be mentioned in the morphology. For example, 

the morpheme alternants of the noun-suffix /-wa ~ 

kwa/ 'and, with': /-wa/ is post-vocalic ;-nd /-kwa/ 

is post-consonantal. 

3#43 Verb-stem alternants 

Unlike the noun stems, which occur with or 

without suffixes verb stems are bound forms, occurrin 

only wit1': one or more suffixes. Some of t'-ese suffixes 

have but one form, while others have two ^r mure al

ternants . 

Replacement of phonemes in verb stems before 

suffiates has been described in terms of morphophonemic 

alternation (except for two cases) in 3.3. 7/hat re

mains to be described is alternation in the forms of 

suffixes, and these alternations, as in the case of 

noun stem suffixes, will be treated in terms of mor

pheme alternaiios. 

1. Unless we consider lack of a suffix to be an in
stance of occurrence of a 2.ero morpheme. 
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before we discuss verb suffix alternants, 

mention should be n.ade of the vero ster^ /-!-/, which 

.is , copula element. This /-i/, unlike other verb 

s fceiitS f does not occur except wit'1 a preceu.iir^ noun 

steiii. (7/e fiii^ht well regard it as a noun stein suffix 

of a special sort,) The steiu vow 1 /i/ is dropable 

in rapid speech when it comes after a noun stem end

ing in a vov;el: /nuku/ + /inmikka/ is /nukuianikka/ 

^vho is it?1, /hana/ + /iyo/ is /hanayo/ 1 (i.t)1 s one1. 

After ste^is ending in any consonant, /-i-/ is not 

dropped when it is followed by a suffix be^innin^ 

w'ith a consonant other than /y/: /chink/ + /ita/ '(it)'s 

a book'. out if the suffix after /-i-/ begins with 

a /y/, then the stein vowel /i/ is dropable after noun 

stetus endin- in /ni, 1/: /salar.i/ + /iyo/ is /salamyc/ 

1(it)'s a person'. 

3,44 Verb suffix alternants 

3oii.e rei'ereiice to alternations in verb suffixes 

has already been made in 3.3; this was necessary in 

order to pern.it a treatment of the morphophonemics 

of the verb stems, The main reason for treating the 

suf fixo;s in terms of morpheme alternants , rather than 

in terms of morp'tlophonemic alternation is that the 

various forms of a suffix do not differ oy a replacement 
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of a phoaei,.e by some other phoneme out by the ad-.<i-

uioii oi or more phonemes to a "oasic" ioriua i.he 

f t  ** ** 
extra phoneme is the vowel /ti/, which is added to the 

beginning oi a suffix (which is otherv'ise consonant-

initial), yielding the post-eoneonantal vari£ant of 

the morpheme, except that after the infixes /-kes-/ 

and / - 0 S-/ one adds / s u /  to the alternant. The use 

of the "bindiiig" vowel /«/ to make the difference 

between V e post-vocalic and the post-consonantal 

alternants of a suffix does not apply to a few suffixes 

which have alternant forms, particularly (l) those 

which begin with (in fact, consist of) a vowel and 

(2) those whose alternants are not strictly distributed 

in the usual post-vocalic and post-consonantal way. 

The verb suffixes which have the mus t regular 

differences in their alternant forms are as follows: 

Post-vocalic Post-consonantal After /-kes-/, /-g/s-/ 

-si- -usi-

-psita -upsita 

-n -tin -son 

-1 —&1 -sal 

-ni -ttui -sttni 

-na -mi a -stuia 

-my# -tuny# -Sttiiiy0 

-m yen -mr/0n -sumygrn 
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Pos t-vocalic Post-consonantal After /-kes-/. /-#s-/ 

-iii 

-ranit a 

—iunikka 

-ptita 

-o (/-yo/ after 
a / )  

-ttlii -stun 

-ttinnita ~ -stumita -sumnita 

-ttiunikka ~ --stmmikka -sumnikka 

-nptita ~ -suptita -stiptifca 

—QO ~ -SO -SO 

/-uiunita, -aiunikka, -no/ ruay be used in place 

of /-snmnita, -sttmnikka, -so/ directly after a verb 

s tern. 

In the suffix /-ni/ iiientioned in 3.32 there 

are two alternauts /-ni*"oni/; this suffix is not the 

one in the table above v.hich has the alternants /-ni 

uni ~ stmi/. Of the alternants /-ni ~ raii/, while 

/-uni/ is post-consonancal as expected, it is so used 

only in certain cases, i'or /-ni/ is jenerally post-

consonantal as well as post-vocalic, bee 3.52 for 

the use of /-ni ~ euii/. 

Ixi the above table, s ten.s ending in /l/ are 

included in the post-vocalic stems, for with these 

suffixes, these s ten.s drop their final /l/ and take 

the post-vocalic suffix alternants (see 3.3). 

The alternants of the verb suffixes /-#/ and 

/-hi/ were discussed in 3.32. 



Cases of morpheme alternants in which the 

alternation is of a unique or otherwise special type 

will be taken up in the morphology. The analyzing 

of the longer morphemes into sequences of shorter 

morphemes entails setting up of morpheme alternants 

which have not been discussed in this section, but 

-will be taken up in the morphology. An example of 

this is the possible analysis of /-nuiita/ as composed 

of several morphemes (5.561), 



CHAPTER IV 

MOBHISiuE CLASSES 

The morphemes in ay "be grouped into several 

large classes: (l) noun stems, (2) verb stems, (3) noun 

stem suffixes, (4) verb-stern suffixes, (5) adverbs, 

(6) connective particles. 

These classes are set up simultaneously, i.e., 

we recognize as a class those morphemes which combine 

with members of another specific list of morphemes 

(but not with any other morphemes), and at the same 

time we recognize as a class the latter list of mor

phemes which combine with the first set of morphemes 

(but not with any other morphemes). Thus, we recog

nize N, r«s, V, Vs (i.e., noun stems, noun-stern suffixes 

verb stems, verb-stem suffixes) simultaneously, for 

I\i occurs only with ̂ s, and J\is only with N; V occurs 

only with Vs, and Vs only withV-. 

In the class "adverbs" are included those 
A ^ 

morphemes which do not share all of the morphological 

features of noun stems (i.e., do not occur with all 

noun-stem suffixes, or occur with none of them) and 

also occupy characteristic positions in the clause. 

In the class "coiinectives" are included those 
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morphemes which also do not share all of the morpho

logical features 01 noun stems and which, in addition, 

have position? in the clause which are different from 

those of the adverbs. 

In Chapters IV and V. , we treat the basic 

structure of the acun word and of the verb word. 

In Chapters Viand VII, we treat noun constructions 

and verb constructions. In Chapter VIII, we treat 

the morpheme classes adverbs and connectives. In 

Chapter IX, we treat the clause . 

4.1 The Basic Structure of the ftoun Word 

Uojm stems occur with one or more suffixes, 

including a zero morpheme alternant. They also occur 

in structures consisting of noun stem plus nuun stem, 

or of an adjectival (also called participial) or other 

form based on a verb stem (5.34) plus a noun stem. 

These combinations occur with suffixes, just as the 

sin~le hoium stems do. 

Lioun stems also occur before the copula verb 

stem /i-/ 1 be (something)1, as in /khon-cip-imnita/ 

11t1s a bi~ house1. 

In 4.3, a list of the noun stem suffixes is 

-iven, and in 4.4, the combinations of these suffixes 

are discussed. These suffixes occur after single 



noun stems, and after the above mentioned structures 

cox^sistin^ of noun stem plus noun stem, or of an ad

jectival ur other forru based on a verb plus a noun 

stem. Such structures will be called noun compounds 

or noun phrases. 

There tre sub-classes of noun stems, depend

ing on which, of the fuj-lowing positions they occur4_n, 

and on whether they occur with /-/ juncture or close 

juncture with the next stem: (1) in first position 

of a noun-noun structure, (2) in last position of 

a noun-noun structure, (o) after uu adjectival form, 

and (4) in both last position of a noun-noun struc

ture and after an adjectival form. These sub-classes 

are taken u^ in Chapters VI and VII. 

4.2 Formal:Informal (honorific) Pairings of Noun Stems 

Some noun stems may occur directly before the 

suffix /-ke/ (in the alternant form /-kke/; see 3.42 

and 4.4)j we will call this suffix the "formal" noun 
a 

suffix. Y/e will also call these noun stems "formal" 
*•» A 

noun stems, wany noun stems do not occur directly 

with the suffix /-ke/; we will call them "neutral" 
 ̂ «*» 

stems or "informal" stems. Furthermore, certain of 

the noun stems having informal suffixes (i.e., suffixes 

ot<"er than /-ke/) can be paired with noun stems having 
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the formal suffix on the basis of their occurring 

with the same range of larger environments. E.g., 

/pap/ (informal): /cinci/ ^formal) 'cooked rice, food, 

meal1; /cip/ (informal) : /teek/ (formal) 'house, house

hold, home1. The formal and informal members of such 

a pair of noun stems have the same meaning aside from 

the difference in formality or honorific level. 

There is in most instances agreement between 

subject noun and certain verbs in this respect, also: 

a formal noun will occur with a particular verb, while 

its informal pair will occur with the informal pair 

of that verb. For example, the formal /apjzmim/ 'father1 

and /kesiimnita/ 1 (he) is' in /uli-ap0nimto s^ule kesimnita/ 

1 Iviy father is in Seoul, too,', as against inforiual 

/ap0cl/ 'father' and /issumnita/ '(he) is' in /uli-

appcito s^ule issctmnita,/ *Lly father is in Seoul, too,', 

ivlany nouns which do not have a formal pair 

(i.e., a noun stein which has a completely different 

phonemic form) can be used with the formal verb (i.e., 

can be made formal) by having a special morpheme added 

to them. An important one is /-nim/, which is added 

to neutral or formal stems denoting a human beingj 

in the latter case, the stein is made still mure formal, 

©•£'«» /wisa/ 'doctor, physician' : /uisanim/, /s^nsicfl/ 

t teacher' : /s^nstorjnii::/, but /-nim/ is not added to 



all noun stems: these sten.s arc only informal and 

are not made formal, e.g., /nom/ 'fellow'. 

The fact that such pairs as /sisa/ : /ttisanim/ 

exist allows us to approach this problem from another 

direction. Y/e could say that for other pairs of formal 

and informal stems, such as /pap/ : /cinci/; which 

do not differ merely in that one has /-nim/ while 

the other does not, uut which differ completely in 

their phonemic composition, we have eases of supple-

tion. This would be like go:went and see:saw in Eng

lish, having once cs tablished the regularity exemplified 

in w alk:walked. 

It is also reasonable to consider the formal: 

informal stem pairings not as noun stem sub-classes, 

but rather as a feature of the syntax. 

Aside from the few suffixes that go only with 

formal noun stems, and aside from the fact of agree

ment between noun and verb, the morphology of the 

noun is generally the same for both formal and infor

mal noun stems, so that is is not necessary to treat 

them separately. V/e ixicluue statements that apply 

only to formal noun stems as asides or footnotes to 

the general statements about noun morphology. The 

informal : formal dichotomy is anyhow applicable only 

to a relatively small part of the tot;.l number of 



noun stems, and is not, as pointed out above, of great 

morphological interest, though it is important stylistic 

ally. 

4.3 The Noun-Stem Suffixes 

There is a small list of suffixes which are 

added directly to noun stems, or to noun compounds 

or to noun phrases. These suffixes are as follows 

(where two alternm.it forms are given, the first is 

the post-consonantal one, the second is the post-

vocalic one): 

/-i ~ ka/ (subject), /-tin ~ nun/ (topical) 

(i.e., 'as for1), /-al ~ Itfl/ (object), /-ulo ~ lo/ 

'with, by, to, tov^ard' , /-e/ (locative and dative) 

(i.e., 'to, in, at, for, by'), /-e/ (genitive connec

tive), /-s0/ 'from, at, in', /-to/ 'too, also, even'. 

The suffix /-ke/ occurs in the combination 

/-eke/ 'to, for, by', and is used with noun stems 

denoting human beings only, /-ke/ added, directly to 

a noun s tern has the form /-kke/ 'to, for', and is added 

to honorific noun stems only. 

Examples of nouns with the above suffixes are: 

/-I ~ ka/ : /chukkuka ceil inkicita./ 'Soccer's the 

most popular sport'.; /cos#ni ko^p-kuknn an-iciyo?/ 

' Korea's not an industrial country, is it?', /samnyern-



00no katt^n-ili issttmnita,/ 'I was there three years 

. 1 ago.1 . 

/-mi nun/ : /i-i3ttn him-tmnnila./ 'This 

work is hard,1, /c^-puxitan nukusiciyo?/ 'Who's chat 

person?', /i-cip&gtan pulan-hata./ 'This area is ui'i-

safe.1, /nanua kttHjakhe s^Qkakci anssttmni ta%/ 'i don't 

think so.1 , /togncenan pusans# samsimnail twemnita./ 

1Tongnae is thirty miles from Fusan.' . The suffix 

/-tui ~ non/ has the effect either of merely pointing 

out what the sentence v;ill talk about, as in the above 

examples, or else of contrasting the noun with some 

other noun, as in the following examples: /nesi innttnte, 

h an an tin kye lon-h^ssumnita./ 11 have four children and 

one is married.', /hanpunmi w#nsane kesiko, hanpunan 

cikum euykuks# kesimnita./ 'One's in i/oiisan, and the 

other's in China now.', /kwusikan hwlopta./ 'Too much 

is no good (i.e., hurts).'. 

/-til - Ixxl/  : /taQSirmn kttksjsul cowa-liamnikka?/ 

1* Very often, Korean sentences do not contain ex
plicit words as subject or object of the verb; these 
sentences are translated into English with a pronoun 
subject or object. Since the translation for such 
an example sentence is a permissible one, and since, 
in Korean sentences, a pronoun subject or object is 
implied in the verb, v«e do not place parentheses arouiid 
the English translation of the pronoun subject or 
object. 



'Do you like it?', /ii.uiml thataseyo,/ 'Close the door.', 

/c^-salarutttlkke ch&kttl cusiyo./ 'Give theiu the book.', 

/kiin-jphyjzfiicilttl ss^ssttiimita./ 'I wrote a lon^ letter.', 

/'mikuktil kalthente, 0ccitttl haiuyjan, y/zsh^kv/ja^xii nao,/ 

1 Il,'M thinking of going to America - how can I 3et 

a passport?'. 

/-tilo ~ lo/ : /pyjzsllo cochi antha./ 'It's 

not especially ^ood.', /k0ki kichftlo kalssu isso?/ 

'Can , we, ~et there by train?', /sikanalo pilliii-nita./ 

'It's rented by the hour.', /nuka hv.ecaijulo ppophikesso?/ 

•Yiho will be appointed chairman?1, /ililo osiciyo,/ 

' Coii.e this way, please.', /nanttn yjzfnphillo sstiko issttnmit 

•I'm writin,-; with a pencil.', /pyjallo halkk0t 0pta./ 

'I don't have anything in particular to do.', /ktt-cipe 

tccchwlo salko icciyo./ 1 J',e,'s livinj in that house 

as a tenant.', /ehaiimlo/ 'really, truthfully.' 

/-e/ (locative or dative): /wocaka palame 

nallo-kassttiiinita./ ' i,.y • at blew away.', /potho^ hancuile 

hwalttoy-saciiikwane hanp0nun kanmita./ 'I usually 

jo to the h.ovies once a week.', /cosine oncika raechil 

twicsso./ 'I've been in Korea a lew days.', /nanttn 

paye ttuW-wasstuuiiita./ '1 entered the room.', /c^nyja'kan 

y^stfssie n^Qmm-ktfsi pothojj-iuaiita./ 'V.'e usually have 

supper at six o'clock.'. 
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/-e/ ( genitive): /ku-salamttn uli-atule-chi^kumnita./ 

'He's my son's friend.', /ket-salau.e-scktosul c033mal-

ilako?/ 'Do you believe in his sincerity?', /nan tin 

chi^kue-cipe 0ce kalstctsstimnita./ '1 had gone to my 

friend's room.', /ku-salamtnle-caliritm uli-twimnita./ 

'Their seat is behind, ours.'. 

note: The genitive /-e/ differs frou all 

the other noun suffixes treated here in th; t any noun 

stem plus this /-e/ is always followed by another 

noun sl,eru, with /-/ juncture between. This /-e/ is 

thus a connective morpheme; this is a position also 

occupied by /-kwa ~ v;a/ (see 4.5). 

/-ko ~ kke/: /ceka ap0nimkke koijpu-machin-

hue ky^lon-harmnke cokheitako malssmii-h&ssttiunita./ 

'1 said to my father that it would be better to get 

married after I finished studying.', /kim-s^nsd.jjjnimeke 

(s0nsii!ijnimkke) c#n hal-malssam issumnita./ 'I have 

a message for Mr. Kim.1. 

/-S0/: /costfns# wassumnita./ 'I'm from Korea.', 

/c0-itttltm y0kis0 ko^pu-hamnita./ 'They study here.'. 

/-to/: /kn-salamtc wass muni t.a./ 'Tie came, too.', 

/ap0niinto kesiko, 0m0nimto kesirmjkka?/ 'Are both. 

your father and mother living?'. 

The suffixes /-i ~ ka/ and /-nl ~ letl/ are 

fairly often l®£t out; ,*rt we can say that they are 
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replaced by zero; whether the zero replaces /-i ~ ka/ 

(subject) or /-til ~ lal/ (object) can be seen from 

the position of the v/ord in the clause. The use of 

the subject and object endings often seems to have 

the ei'fcct of emphasising the noun or of malting it 

definite. In some cases, zero even replaces /W 

or /-es^/.^ If a regular difference in meaning could 

be established between the occurrexice of zero, and 

the occurrence of the other suffixes, then we would 

have to set up zero as a separate morpheme, rather 

than a morpheme alternant. 

/cjzny0k m̂ kke twccssamnita./ 'Supper is ready.1, 

/ton nienikka, kofc pattwiteyo./ 'He tool: the money 

immediately, when I paid him.' , /ilpon kas0ttwi-ili 

isso/ 'Have you ever been to Japan?', /catog-cha cip-

twie sew0ssttmnita./ 'The car is parked behind the 

house.', /ktt-salam sakwalul m0kumy0ns0, chaekul iksumnita./ 

'He's eating an apple and reading a book.', /piha;i;jki 

thassttlccj3'ke sonamu mani pwasso./ 'V/hile riding in 

the airplane, I, saw many pine trees.', /apgrnim wm 

k0ki kanci cube molttkesstuunita./ 'I don't know exactly 

why my father went there.' , /cakc0ij has0ss0yo?/ 'Have 

you made up your mind?1, /ktt-salam tonnl mani p0lciyo./ 

'He's earning good money.1. 

1. But since /-til ~lal/ and /-e/ are in some cases 
substitutable for each other, we can say that zero 
replaces only /-ttl 1«1/. 
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4.4 Suffix Combinations 

Certain combinations of' tb.ese suffixes occur, 

and some of these combinations seem to be more fre

quently used than the single suffixes, /-i ~ ka/ 

does nut combine with any other suffix; in fact, 

/-i ~ ka/ always signals the end of a sequence, -whether 

it be phrase or word. /-al ~ lnl/ only rarely com

bines with the other suffixes. The freest suffix, 

so far as combining is concerned is /-tin ~ ntai/, which 

may be added to any suffix (except /-i ~ ka/ and /-nl. ~ 

lttl/)j e.£., /-enwi, -ttloĵ nem/. i'he most commonly 

used combinations are vith the locative suffixes, 

/-esja'putli0, -puth^s^, -eke, -ekes#, -kkes#, -(tOloss#, 

-elo, -(eOloputh#/."*" It was note" in 3.42 that in 

the combination /-ttlossjs ~ loss#/, the /-s#/ doubles 

its /s/.(though it is written in Korean with a single 

/s/)y this doubling of the /s/ does not happen in the 

other comoinatioxis with /-S0/. 

As has been mentioned, the form of /-ke/ directly 

after a noun stem is /-kke/j this /-kite/ may combine 

with /—S0/, ̂ ivin^ /-kkes#/, honorific element. To 

all thfese combinations may be added /-to/ or /-cm ~ 

nun/; the la Iter is always the- last in -,ny kind of 

morpheme sequence: /-es0nttn, -ekenem, -elonetn, -kkes/zrnttn/* 

1. For /-puth0/, see 4.5 below. 
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/-es#/ is suosti tutable for /-s#/ in in any 

contexts; /-es0/ is also usually substitutable for 

/-e/ alone, but it depends on the verb in the clause. 

with some verbs, the noun iuay have only either /-e/ 

or /-eŝ /. After stems ending in a vowel, huwever, 

especially /i, e, a/, /-S0/ is more likely to be used: 

/cunkukes0 samnita./ 'hie lives in China.1, /c0-paQes0 

il-hanta./ 'He's working in that room.', /ktt-cipes0n 

0lin-icl«l nabattako salamttal-hante allyefsso./ 'They 

aiiijounced the birth of their child.', /y0kwanes0 c0Qk0caQ-

kkaci 0lmaiia iri0nci amnikka?/ 'Co you know how far 

it is from the hotel to the station?', /pakkathes0 

nolko inna-paianita./ ' They, ' re probably playing out

side.', /chaes0 corn cannayo./ 'I guess 1 slept a little 

on the train.' , /0nu-t shakes# iphakh0kaka wasso?/ 

'Did you ,;et admitted by a "university yet?', /tctkuelo 

taiicuelo kassuiiaiita./ 'Everybody was going to Taegu.'. 

/-eke and /-ekes#/ are not substitutable for 

/-e/ and /-S0/; they are used with nouns denoting 

huuian beings; /-eke/ means 'to', /-ekes0/ means 'from1: 

/cip-salameke mu3#-polif a./ 'I'll ask my wife.1, /i-kutu 

naeke r&m khata./ 'These shoes are too ;;ig for me.', 

/taysinem nukuekes# kttkjzstti 01# stainnikka./ ' V«ho did 

you get that from?'t These combinations are less 

honorific than /-kke/ and /-kkes0/: /puiukkes0v»a ttkittstl-iiian 



kachi kesikyjzn, twekekkunyo./ 'It would be line if 

your wife axid children were v.'ith you.' , /s0nstt:rjniii:kkes0 

chaiii inarimi-sukoltil has^ssttLini La./ 'You (sir) 'rave 

;one to a lot of trouble.', /hvjec aijkkes# i-toijilul 

bzlak hasikessttumikka?/ '-iill o 1 1tj c i~l oi i x" y c- riuit this 

iiiotion?1. It may be of interest to noLe that /-kkes#/ 

n:arks the subject noun, just as /-i ~ ka/ does; /-kkes#/ 

is .rox-iual, v.hile /-i ^ ka/ is neutral. 

/-loss# ^ aloss0 / 'with, by ..eui.s of, as': 

/haksajg«los30 kaltelssuka innenka./ 'As a student, 

how can he do that?1, /kv. alii loss# kw#lly#kttl na'my#gchi 

malla./ 'Don't abu:.e your power as an official.1. 

4.5 Other Affixes of the Iloun 

There are a few iijorphen.es which are ad '.ed to 

noun s uen.c> L/uu. ,1 bj.i~i are not oj'eii:Selve3 either bound 

ij.oi.-ui staii.s or iueii.bers uf the suffix class uf 4.12. 

•.ie distinguish these elements from suffixes 

proper because of (l) their distribution and (2) their-

iiiOrphoreal cons t r tueucy. 

/-kwa ~ wa/: This suffix ^asthree^aiii posi

tions of occurx'-oiice. It is always added to a noun 

stein, but: 

(a) A no n sfcei.- -jIus this sui fix is followed 

by another noun construction, but there is /§/ June-
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tare between them. In r.his use, /-kwa ~ v;a/ means 

' and , together with1. Examples: /1 aijs ine ~nah i w a cikjgpul 

mal-hasiyo./ 'v.'hat's your name and profession?1 , /s0:ghax;ivwa 

ke sintm-kosetl sukpakpue as0-cus«yo,/ 'Write your name 

and address in the r:.\-i s ter.' , /knl# ssuiiixiit u. tto 

tosiwa ket-kyovve-saito ktu^jchiyo./ 'Yes, and also between 

cities and their suburbs.1, /rualsscun-hasintm-kg*kkwa 

al0 tttlssintuiktfkkvva ^na-phy^ni 0lys usiciyo. / ' -.hich 

is harbor , speakin" ur listening?' , /i -poksu^av/a 

phototo tto poki chaLi cossamnita./ 'These peaches 

and grapes loA very ;>;O i, too.', /neJca kaci, hopakkwa 

oi ta issjaya-twekesso./ ' I need ej-plants, squash 

and cucumbers.'. 

C o J ii noun s txji; bhio sil fhi-X maty axso 

be followed by a form based on the verb stem /kath-/ 

'be similar1 with /-/ Juneturc between them; with 

the form /kachi/, t'-e combination means 'with'; with 

the form /kathmi/, it i.,eans 'like': e.£., /nawa-kachi 

kaci ax'ikheujii? / 'Aren't yuu ,'-;oin~ with ine?' . 

(c) koun stems plus this suflix are also 

used without either a following noun or noun phrase 

or /-kachi/, and may take the suffixes /-non, -lal/i 

e. -., /ktt-salame ketsakue t an-iyaki n«n ktt-puinkwantm 

tLaxiphanimnita./ 'His account of the accident is different 

from hers.'. 



/-puth#/ 'from': This suffix may be added to 

a noun stem, with /-/ jurio bure between them; the suffix 

/-30/ way be added to /-puth#/, and /-puth0S0/ means 

' from' . /-puth#/ may also be added to a noun stem 

plus /-ess;/ and /-as0—putba'/ Leans 'from1. Or, it 

may be added to a noun stem ^lus /-alo ~ lo/, and 

/- (ci)lo—putho/ linearis 'to,toward'. E.^., /nal-uiata 

acham-ahopsi-puth# ohu-tas/zssi-kkaci y#ki issumnita./ 

'I'm here every day from nine to Jive.', /hakkyolo-

puthiz tola-olkk0sirunita#/ 'He'll be coming back from 

SChool.'. 

we separate /-kwa ~ v;a/ and /-puth#/ from 

the noun suffixes listed in 4.3 because they have 

ranges uf distribution which are qui be different from 

those suffixes usin£ this consideration; we mi.^ht 

also list the -enitive /-e/ here, rather than in 4.5, 

{fffir it too, differs from the rest of those suffixes. 

But, even though this /-e/ is syntactically a noun 

phrase infix, morphologically it is a noun suffix. 

It may be of interest Lo point out here that 

/-putbz*/ looks like a certain form based on verbs. 

There are, in fact, a fair number of forms v/^.ich 

appear to be verb forms but which are used as affixes 

to preceding nouns, e.^., /hako/ 'and, with', /wi-haya/ 

' concerning' , /poko/ 'to, for'. We describe these 



under trie verb forms and in the discussion of the 

clause. Vve list /-puth#/ here, however, as an affixal 

morpheme because there is no living verb stem with 

which it can be connected, although it is historically 

probably a verb form. 

In sou.e cases, it is not so clear how to 

analyze an element, whether as a verb form, a noun 

stem, or a noun suffix. 

There is an element /-iya ~ ya/ w-^ieh could 

be analyzed either as a unit morpheme which is added 

to noun stems, or as a forru based on the copula stem 

/i-/ ( the stem vowel drops after noun stems ending 

in a vowel). The second alternative seems to be very 

attractive, because of the /i/ vowel in the post-con-

sonantal variant of this elei.ient, since, aside from 

the copula verb, the post-consonantal variant of a 

noun suffix usually begins with /tt/. However, there 

is no other verb form consisting of a verb stem plus 

/-ya/, and while the copula verb stem is special in 

many ways, this would seem to be too special. There 

is a morpheme /-ya/ which is a bound noun stem added 

to adjectival forms of verbs, as in /r& cuintm mw0sinya./ 

'Yihat's your opinion?*, ^ut it would not be ve± y 

neat to say that this /-ya/ has an alternant /-iya/t 

since no other bouud noun stems have alternants differing 
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by an initial /i/ - in fact, alternant forms of bound 

noun stems are usually describable in terms of regular 

morphophonemic alternations. furthermore, /-iya ~ ya/ 

does not occur with any noun suffixes, as most bound 

noun stems do. In addition, it is interesting that 

the stem /na/ 'I1 which has tve form /n&-/ before 

the suffix /-i ~ ka/ (i.e., /nttka/), has V is same 

form before /-iya - ya/ (i.e., /nteya/).. /-iya ~ ya/ 1 

is illustrated in the following sentences: 

/kciya p0XsS0 y^kilal mytfttal isstaiikkayo,/ 

'That's because I've been here a few months already.', 

/munpsjpiya checkesjz polssu ikkoyo./ 'You. can get names 

from a book.', /namu-iltuuiya chokes# 0tulssu ichar^yo./ 

'You can get nau.es of trees f r o m  a book, too.' , /namiya 

cuktmia matttna caki y0ksim-man pulimnita./ 'T-Tc always 

shows greediness whether otvers die or nut.', /him 

calansnte-kkaciya./ 'I'll do what I can.', /kti-cipal 

ta sak&ttani, c0Qsin 0mnmi-3oliya./ 'You're foolish 

(to say that you want) to buy that house.', /koktfsiya. 

0nu-nalaes0na ta kakkecciyo./ 'It might be the same 

in any country.', /n^ya cal-not-hc^cci-mantm, n^nan 

ktil0ci mala./ 'I made a mistake, but don't you.'. 

Another problem of t'us type is the analysis 

of /-ina ~~ na/. In this case, analysis as a form 

of the copula stem /i-/ is quite feasible, since there 

1. Meaning 'only' 



are verb forms consisting of a verb stein plus /-na/. 

However, the copula stein /i-/ ordinarily occurs only 

after a noun stem, or a derived noun stem, and not 

after noun suffixes. It would be hard, then, to account 

for a form like /nalaes^na/ if we analyze /-ina ~ 

na/ as a copula form. But, aside fron, this deviation, 

such an analysis is perhaps not only possible but 

neater, considering the whole system of verb morphology 

and ti e syntax of the clause, iSxamples of /-ina ~ na/ 

follow: 

/ksktfsiya. 0nwt-nalaos0na ta kakkecciyo./ 

'It might be the same in any country.1 , /mypssina 

tweyecciyo./ '(About) what tii;e is it?', /y&kisp jzlmana 

ni0mnikka./ '(About) how far is it from here?1, 

/hantalina pika ocil an^ss^yo./ 'It hasn't rained 

for about a month.' , /zrima-tOQanina yu-hasiciyo?/ 

'(About) how long are you staying?', /y^pokena/ 'Hello, 

there'.', /simpttlpm-hancin name ana y# caeke cumuntul 

hasiko./ 'You give your order to a waiter or waitress.'. 

There is an element /-eta ~ ta/ -which may be 

analyzed (l) as a unit suffix with these two alternants, 

(2) as a combination of genitive /-e/ plus a noun 

stem /-ta/, (3) as a combination of /-e/ plus a noun 

snifix /-ta/ or (4) as a combination of /-e/ (genitive 

or locative) plus the /-ita/ forii. uf the copula verb 

1. Meaning 'about' 



/-i-/, with the /i/ vowel dropping after a vowel. 

The form /-eta/ is used, after s terns ending 

iii a consonant, (e.g., /s^lhapeta/ 1 in the drav;er' ) 

and also soiaetiii.es aft r a stem ending in a vowel 

(e.g., /chaeta/ 'in the car1) /ysskita "* yekieta/ '(in) 

Here1. /-ta/ occurs only after vowel+final stems. 

/-eta ~ ta/ is usually substitutable in a 

sentence by the suffix /-e/ (locative), but /-e/ is 

not always substitutable by /-eta ~ ta/. /-eta ~ ta/ 

usually signifies movement of something from one 

place to another, while /-e/ may, besides this mean-

ing, signify being stationary in a place. 

/-eta — ta/ is, however, very often if not 

always substitutable iii a sentence by /soke/ (the 

noun stein /sok/ 'inside' plus locative /-e/). 

/-eta ~ ta/ may occur with /-ka/ and /-nmi/0 

The main obstruction to considering /-eta ~ ta/ 

a noun suffix (whether a unit suffix or a combination 

of suffixes) is that i-t also occurs iii combination 

with a following /-ka/ or /-nun/: /taijsinwii yjzkitaka 

catoijchalttl sew0-tuci mot-hamnita./ 'You can't park 

your car here.'. The addition of these elements seems 

to be free. The question is: is the /-ka/ the sub

ject suffix /-i ~ ka/? If so, then the combination 

/-eta ~ ta/ plus /-ka/ would be a unique instai.ee of 



/-i ~ ka/ combining with another noun suffix. 

The possibility of considering /-eta ~ ta/ 

as a combination of the genitive /-e/ suffix followed 

by a noun stein /-ta/ (or if we t ..ke /-eta *- ta/ asa 

unit noun stem morpheme) is weakened by the fact of 

the distribution of /-eta/ and /-ta/, if we maintain 

that they are alternants uf one another, /-ta/ is 

added only to stems ending in a vowel, while /-eta/ 

is added to stems ending in a consonant, and to stems 

exidin~ in a vowel. In noun compounds, as will be 

seen in Chapter VI, this kind of distribution of 

morpheme alternants in compounds is not usual else

where (i.e., according to whether the first stem in 

the compound ends in a consonant or in a vowel). 

Also, while a genitive /-e/ way often be substituted 

by zero, this does not have any connection with whether 

the noun stem ends in a vowel or in a consonant. 

Finally, we consider a verb stem suffix /-taka 

ta/ (see 5.42). It also seems reasonable therefore 

to consider /-eta ~ ta/ ultimately as if e suffix /-e/ 

plus /-(i) ta (ka)/, i.e., the /-ta(ka)/ form of the 

copula verb. The trouble with this analysis is that 

we would not ordinarily expect tv,e copula verb to 

come after a noun suffix; it does come after some 

noun su.l fixes und^r certain conditions but usually 
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not iu '.he /-ta(ka)/ lona (see 5.6). Similarly, there 

is a vc. b suffix /-taneui/. 

Examples of /-eta - La/: /ka-kiasttl chaeta 

tusipsiyo./ 'rut it in the car'., /ktt-k0setl kgfkieta 

(ka~nan) polici i^ao./ 'Don't throw it there.', 

/kttlantetaka toh.aijcil-kkaci ^ayjzrsscimni :-,a./ 'In 

addition, he escaped.' . 



CHAPTER V 

Jiiiii o J.V. 'L»-J . AL-iii or HO.AJJO ISAoiiiD Uii v u,oliiii.'o 

Verb s Lbi-.s are a bee of morphemes which occur 

with one or more verSuffice$ they do not occur 

independently oi these suffixes, although certain 

words look like the verb stems on v'dci they are based 

because of morphophonemie c^ai^es. Thus, /ka/ 'having 

."one1 is composed of the stein /ka-/ plus the suffix 

/-it yjz ~ a ~ ix/. 

u g  >iistin~uisji two iiiaij.4 classes of veru ste^is, 

v ; .  . i c r .  v .g  1 1 . c i t i l  ' ' a c t i o i . i  s t e i , . s "  a n u .  " c i e s o n p t r o r  

. * i" » 
s terns. x h e s e  t w o  c l a s s e s  differ m o r p h o l o g i c a l l y  :  

description steirs do not occur with some of the 

suffixes tfr'at V e actio]., stems occur with (although 

ac tion stems oc; ur witv- ail l,he suffixes that descrip

tion stems occur with). 

Verb suffixes may be grouped into three classes 

(1) s Le»i> extenders, v;hic> make verb stems out of verb 

stems e.;;., /-si ~ asi/ in /> asi-/, (2} nominalizers, 

v ; h i c h  m a k e  s y n t a c t i c , -  n o u n s  o u t  o f  v e r b  s t e n . s  e . ,  

/-ki/ iii /haki/, and (s) clause-fix al and sentence-

I inal suifj jit.s, Wjixch li.&rie syntactic voi'i-s out of 

verb s ten.s , e,, /-ta ~ i.U- nwnta/ in /ij^rjnmrta/. 
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words based on verb stems ai e thus of two 

types, syntactic: ncuns and syntactic verbs. The 

basic structures of words based on vorc; stems are: 

(1} Verb stem (+ extender) + noii.iiialiy.er 

(+ iiuuii suffix ur noun stem or copula verb 

stem) yields syntactic noun. 

(2) Verb stein ( + extender) + clause-final 

or sentence-final suffix yields syntactic 

verb. 

The verb suffixes, and words based on verb 

3terns 1 are talien up 1.1 1.,;e ioj.lowin,^ sections» 

Construetiwi,s cu.utainin:;; aiiuther stem (noun 

stem or verb s tec.) besides the first verb stern, are 

taken up iri detail in Chapter VII. 

5 ,1  Formal:Informal Pairings of Verb Stems 

Parallel with the honorific noun stems, there 

are also honorific verb sterns. There are verb- stems 

whose last syllable is /-si ~ tisi-/. This /-si-/ 

we call; a "formal" suffix and wheii stems contain /-si-/ 

they are called formal sLems. most, if not all, of 

these for., al stems with /-si-/ are paired with stems 

which do not have /-si-/. In most cases, a ster:: with

out /-si-/ is phone;.,leally identical with a stem with 

/-si-/ (except fur the /-si-/), e.~., /ha-/ : /hasi-/ 



1 do1 . Sue!"' sterns are neutral, and they are made for

mal by adding /-si-/. 

Xn other cases of fori al and informal pair

ings, however, there is no similarity between the 

two stems, e.g., /iss-/ : /kesi-/ 'be1, /i^k-/ : 

/capsusi-/ 'eat'. Some of these stems with /-si-/ 

also occur without the /-si-/ ax id are still formal, 

thou.;}'" perhaps less formal than with /-si-/, e.g., 

/ccijjsu-/ : . (This is like the case of formal noun 

stems with or without /-nim/, such as /moksa/ : /moksaniin/. 

.but other verb sterns with /-si-/ do not occur wit] out 

/-si-/, e.g., /kesi-/ 'be1, /masi-/ 'drink', /cumusi-/ 

'sleep'. In Ve case of any pairing in which the 

two stems are phonetically dil'ferent (aside from the 

presence or absence of /-si-/), the stem without /-si-/ 

is informal, rather than neutral, for /-si-/ is not 

addable to them, e.g., /ru0k-/. (This is like such 

noun stems as /nom/ to which /-nim/ is not addable.) 

So far as the suffixes which are added to 

verb stems is concerned, there is no difference between 

formal and informal verb stems. They do not constitute 

sub-classe© of verb stems from the morphological point 

of view, eicept with respect to the addability of 

the stem formalizer /-si-/. Formal and informal stems 

are of interest in the description of the clause, in 



Chaptg t IX. 

5.2 Verb Stein Extenders 

The suffixes of this ^roup are adued to verb 

ster.is and have the effect of tiakins new verb stems. 

These suffixes do not occur ia any other position, 

and they are never filial in a v.'ord, but are always 

followed by one or luore other suffixes. 

5.21 The extender /-hi-/ 

The riiorpheiiie /-hi/, with alternants /-ki ~ 

kki ~ hi ~ li i ~ u/ and. /a>cc, o>we/, is added 

to in any steins, but nut to all. The distribution of 

the alternants of this ii.orph.euie, and the morphopho-

neiiiic. changes which verb steius iiiay undergo when this 

affix is added, have already been described in 3.32. 

The addition of this affix to a sten, simply 

yields another verb stem, to whicVi the suffixes de

scribed below are added. This affix is added directly 

to a steir,; no other suffix intervenes. 

The addition of /-hi/ Bias the effect of (l) 

chancing an action stei. which can take an object, 

to an action steiu which does not take an object (i.e., 

is "passive"), (2) chanf*in^ an action stem which does 
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not take aii object to an action stem v;Mch uiay take 

an object (i.e., is "causative"), and (3) changing 
A f* 

a description stem to an action stem which can take 

an object, ii. g., /rnulli-/ 'be bitten* from /mul-/ 

'bite1, /seu-/ 'stand (soiiiething) up' from /s#-/ 

'stand Cup)', /cuki-/ 'kill' from /cuk-/ 'die', 

/poi-/ ~ /pwe-/ 'be seen, appear' from /po-/ 'see', 

/caphi-/ 'be caught, be arrested' from /cap-/ 'catch, 

arrest', /(twi) ciphi-/ 'be turned lover)' from 

/(twi) cip-/ 'turn (over)', /pulkhi-/ 'make red' from 

/pulk-/ 'be red'. 

Examples are: /poike.ta./ '(it) will appear.', 

/c}j0tiLi pwepkessttiiuiita./ 'I'm glad to meet you.', 

/ytfky#cinta./ 'I was made to think.', /pamssaie caphiy0sstuiinita#/ 

'lie v;,-;s arrested during the night.1, /pyjZQCtfQttili 

kulul cukyeissuiiinita./ 'The soldiers killed him.', 

/jplkul'dl pulkhinta./ 'He blushes.', /chaka twi-ciphyjatta./ 

'The car was turned over.', /0l«mtil nokhinta./ 'lie 

lets the ice melt away.' , /ujkilul phoksu^eke 0phy0la./ 

'Put the baby on Phoksurig's back.'. 

5.22 The formalizing extender /-si»/ 

The morpheme /-si-/ (with variants /-si ~ i*si/) 

has already been discussed in 5.1. As was pointed out 

there, the addition of /-si-/ yields another stem (formal), 

/-si-/ may be added to a stein to which /-hi-/ has already 

been added. 
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5.23 The tense stei:. extenders: /-0S-, -kes-/ 

The tv.o important extenders are /-EJS-/ and 

/-kes-/. /-us-/ has a number of alternants which 

differ in the vovel in just the same ways that the 

/-£?/ morpheme described in 5.33 differs amon;; its 

various alternants. Thus, /-os-/ has the alternants 

/-y^s-, -as-, -a;s-/. (The analysis of /-as-/ and 

/-kes-/ into /na/ plus /-s-/ and /-ke/ plus /-s-/ 

is discussed in 5.331 below.) 

To these suffixes are added other suffixes; 

the suffixes which are ad^ed to stems with /-gs-/ 

and /-kes-/ are the same, on the whole, as those which 

are ad ed directly to the verb stem. Furthermore, 

/—0s —/ and /-kes-/ are adaed to stems plus /-si-/ 

and /-hi/ as well as to stems without /-si-/ and 

/-hi/. We re.Totrd stems with /-0s-/ and /-kes-/ as 

extended stems. /-0S-/. is the past tense marker; 

/-kes-/ is the future tense marker. Stems with /-ps-/ 

we call "past" stems, those with /-kes-/ we call "future" 
^ A A A 

stems. Stems without /nzrs-/ or /-kes-/ we cala "simple" 
#•»  ̂

stems, or refer to them merely as stems. 

The past marker /-0s-/ and the future marker 

/-ke--/ may be added not only to simple stems, but 

also to past stems. The final /s/ ol a pait stem 



changes to /ss/ before /r0s~/ and /-kes-/, or, /-0S-/ 

aJ. ed to /-0s-/ has the alternant /-S0S-/. E.g., 

/h«jss0ssuiiinita/ 'I bad thought', /kotan-has0kkesstuunita/ 

'jfou must have been tired.'. 

note: It is also possible to say that the 

simple stems have a zero tense suffix, analogous to 

/-0 s—/ and /-kes-/o 

5.24 /-tj;S-/ 

Analogous to the tense extender /-0S-/ is 

the extender /-tajs-/, as in /hasitaisso, hatcecciyo, 

sscitajcciyo./ /-t«s-/ seems to give a "perfective" 
^ a 

effect to the tfense of the verb often translatable 

by 'used to' (Cf. /-tjz/ in 5.25). E.g., /ta^sini 

ku-salaBi-poko olako has S0 yo? / 'Did you tell him to 

come?', /lie. ceka olako h&jttcccciyo./ 'Yes, I said 

I told him to fiome.1 ,* /ta^sini ktt-salariml olako haittako 

htess0yo?/ 'Did you say that you told him to come?', 

/gscecqsneke pony0k«l hataiscumnita./ 'Last night I 

was translating.', /c0nchalnl thako-kanun-to^ane 

cb^kttl potu:ss0y4,/ 'V/hile I v;as riding on the street

car I was reading off and on.'. 

/-t&s—/ (and the gerund suffix /-ta/ discucsed 

in 5.331-2) is a feature of X. Korean speech, perhaps 

in particular a feature of the dialect of Phyongyang, 
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but not of Seoul. In Seoul speech, the past tense suffix 

/ —0s —/ repeated seems to be used instead of /-tass-/> e.g.* 

/hatstta i hay0SS0tta/ 'used to do'. 

5.25 /-tjzf-/1; /-no-~ nw/ 

The morpheme /-t0-/ has a more limited distribution 

than the verb suffixes so far described. The distribution 

of this morpheme is best seen in the form of a chart. /-t0-/ 

never occurs without at least one other morpheme added to 

kunyo 
ita 

-t0-

Verb 
stem 0S 

la~ 
1<£ my0n 

ni 

na 

n Noun stem 

1. See also 5.332 

2. In charts like this one, read from left to right, picking 
up one item in each column (the item may be zero). Items in 
the same column are mutually exclusive. Do not cross any ho
rizontal line; but an incompleted horizontal line leaves a 
passageway to move above or below it in going on to the next 
column. An item written astride a horizontal line may be picked 
up above or below that line. 



The morpheme /-tja-/ has two variants, /ts?/ 

and /tu/; this seems to je a dialectal variation, 

Ixi dtoul and the south , the £ ox fu /ho: ttctuiyjE/'ii/ is 

apparently considered more "corrcct" than /h<ctt0iuy0n/, 
a . 

but /habuni, hatmia/ are more "correct" than /hatjsni, 
A A 

hat0na/. There seeis to be a ;j;reat deal of variation 

in oLher fon.iS with /*%&/, too, as la /ha 10lato hatulato 

hattilaito/ (/la la;/). 

The morpheme /-la/ in the chart above ri.ay 

be identified with t'!*e /-la/ which h.ay be added Lo 

the /-£'/ -eriu.d i'ui'ii. of verbs (see b.Co).^" The mor-

p^'Sii es /—iiiypn, —ni , -na/ are tfu clause—j xnax sui fixes 

discussed in 5.7. V«e can regard Tories v.dth /-te/ 

as uedeveraai liui.u. steins, or else as oeiii,j 6X-

tended vera stems, but having a Lore limitec use then 

stems extended with /-jas-/, -kes-/ have. The morpheme 

/-11/ can be ie,;;,rded as the /-11/ participle suffix 
(5.4) o 

/-t#'-/ seeii;s to ,;ive a "perfective" effect 
A 

oi. the tense us the vex*d. 

The sequence /-t^ita/ is seiitencc-final; it 

is v^i-y i'o-i'L.al and literary, e#~., /kacako t^ita#/ 

11.e askc?d to 1 
# 

i!l0 CfcJCjUfcJilCc? J-ci/ G Uij 0OllU0"" j | 

kj d.t -l -l o oi -l i - a-L. c j of • • .1. l» _i. i-> o o i, t ^ 11.-G o ix^ 6^-3. 11. j 

1. /-la/ is more fully discussed in 5.57 
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tellii.j uaxi-atives to children. It jives an exclama

tory affect to the sentence. The subject of a verb 

in this form is always a third person, e.g., /ka-1taeenun 

salami co\vatt#la./ 'At that tiice, he was a jood fellow.1, 

/poiiiChelan kihuka cotl^la./ ' The we... :,her is jxice in 

che Spring oili.e. ' . 

ihe sequence /-t/slato/ (i..<; v.<ith /-talato, 

- talwto, tjalwto/) means 'although, ovei, if : /pika 

ot0lato, osiyo./ ' Come even iit vains.1, /chipt0latc 

Paii.ivt̂ 'S£ un toijtil hay# la./ * xjXb l'cisfj ou oo uig even x.j. 

it's cold.1 , /haci an-r.iuttttlato, coviassttlklyc. liyo./ 

'i shouldn't have done it.1. 

ifif c  s c i w  1 i c e  / * " * t u n a /  i s  y p p a v e n t j - y  m u c j i  m o r e  

rarely used thaix /-tamy^'n/ or /-tttni/:, in particular, 

it occurs in expressions like the following: /pika 

otcina mattana/ 'whethex- it rains or not1 , /cuktsna 

matuna/ ' whe '.her U" ey die or not1 . 

/-tcini/ is proLab.lv more co...n.only used than 

/-tmnypn/; /-tmuy&n/ is usually added to the pqst 

stein, expressing a coutrary-to-fact hypothesis. 

The sequences /-lamyjan/ 'if, /-fceuii/ 'since, 

an^' , /-~tcuxci/ ' al tho ujh' , hl e clau so ihal ( see 5.4). 

xuxaL.pies of /-tumyen/ and /-tnul/ are: 

/caijny^ne pika v:aotau.yen, kEH-jry# n«n phu^yeni 

oweyjsssbil ki^simnita./ ' I.x it had rainec a j_ a t> t 
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year, we'd have had a good harvest this year.1, /chteknl 

pilly0-ci#tt#ni, tollici anssonmita./ 'He doesn't 

return the books he borrows.1 , /ktt-salamttn kosasgttl 

man! hat^ni, ciktunan cal tweypssumnita./ 'He used to 

have a hard life, but now things are all right.', 

/papal n#kt0ni, kat0la./ '(Once) he ate, he went away.'. 

/-tnla/ plus /-myjzn, -ni, -na/ are rare; the 

only such sequence which seems to occur (usually added 

to past stems) is /-tulamyern/, expressing a contrary-

to-fact hypothesis, as in /ktttekhe hajtt«larny0n, cowakkessupsiyo./ 

'It would have been fine if you would have done so.'. 

The sequences /-tan, -0ttun/ varying dialect-

ally with /-t^n, -0tt0n/ are adjectival, i.e., come 

only before noun stems (see 5.34). E.g., /ku-ika 

neeka mal-hatEm-salam-imnita./ 'That's the person I 

talked to' or 'That's the person I'm talking about.', 

/c0-salam«n ilul cal hatsn-salam-imnita./ 'That's 

the person who used to work hard.', /santil n^ratun-ili 

seeQkak-namnita./ 'I recall that I once passed over 

this mountain.' , /c0-salami k^npaQ-citun-ili sasQkak-

nainnita./ 'I recall that he used to be very haughty.', 

/cal chinsetwn-siozli iss0sswimnita./ 'There was a time 

when I was happy.' , /moch0l#m. os0ttmi-k0sul sillyse-

hay0ssumnita./ 'I'm sorry that I couldn't be hospitable 

enough (to your kind coming).' , /mHi kass0ttan-il»n 



cal tweytfsstmjnikka?/ 'Did the thing you wanted to 

do (far away) turn out all right?1 , /kttlitrni-kulinml 

poyp-cuptita./ 'He showed me a picture which he was 

drawing.1, /i-kuntaeto cal ssahwattun-ili issumnita./ 

'This army once fought well.1, /onalw ktflie salam 

aco tfpttfkunyo./ 'There wasn't anybody in the streets 

today.'. 

/-no- ~ n«/ is similar to /-t#-/ in distri

bution, though there are some important differences, 

/-no ~ ma/ is always followed by /-la/. The break

ing down of /-nola/ into two morphemes may be an extreme 

analysis. However, we do so because of the distribu

tional similarities of /-no ~ rm/ with /-t0-/, and 

because /-la/ is found elsewhere as well as with 

/-no ~ ntt/.1 /-nola/ is sentence-final; it indicates 

a statement sentence with some affect. 

/-nola/ may also be followed by certain other 

suffixes, such as /-ko, -non, -my0n, -keftun, -ni/, 

and these sequences are non-sentence final (see 5.58). 

As for the alternants /-no-/ and /-nn-/ of 

this morpheme, only /-nu-/ occurs before /-ko/; else

where, they seem to be in free variation, except that 

/-no-/ is perhaps more literary. 

/-nola/ as a sentence-final sequence is added 

to simple, past and future stems of action verbs, 

1. See 5.571. 
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but with a following suffix it is usually added only 

to simple stems. 

/-no ~ no/ may also have the "binding" vowel 

/tt/ prefixed to it after certain stems ending in a 

consonant; these are the same stems which take the 

/-tmi/ variant of /-ni/ (see 3.32 and 3.43). 

Examples of /-nola/: 

/nanun c0lly0k.nl ta hako innola./ 'I'm doing 

my best.1, /nan«n halssu innttn-ilwi ta hayjerssuni, 

hani jzfmnola./ 'Since I did everything in my power, 

I've no regrets.', /kalttae-kkacinan ka-pwannola./ 

'I tried as much as I could.', /halssu innttn-iltm 

ta hakennola./ 'I'll do as much as I can.'. 

Examples of /-nulako/ 'while doing' or'in 

doing' or 'since': 

/kicha thanulako, taysintil mot-pwasso./ 'I 

couldn't see you, as I was getting on the train.', 

/ppalli cina-kanalako, uli pocito mot-hsesstimnita./ 

'She went by us so fast, she didn't even see us.', 

/nanun il-hannlako sonul thach^ssomnita./ 'I hurt 

my hand while working.', /iyaki hannlako mict^sse^kakal 

mot-hay#ssumnita./ 'I didn't notice while we were 

talking.' , /ppalli hannlako tullici mot-hay# ssuriinita./ 

• 1, couldn't drop in to see .you,, because I- was 

in a hurry.'. 



/kogpu hanwlako hay^ssumnita-man, silphee-hajssmnnita./ 

' I, failed even though vl/ tried t^tudy hard.'. 

Examples of other forms with /-nola/: 

/ko^pu-hanolamypn, talnn-il halssikanan cokomto 

grpsumnita./ 'If we want to try to study hard, we can't 

have time for other things.', /kttka koQpu-hanola~k0tun, 

musttn-kogpu-hananyako multf-posiyo./ 'If he says he's 

studying, ask him what he's studying, (i.e., he's 

just fooling around).'. 

5.26 /-p-/ 

An extender /-p-/ may be added to stems when 

the gerund suffix /-ci/ (see 5.33) is added. This 

/-p-/ has the alternants /-p, -up,-sup/. The sequence 

/-pci/ is usually followed by /-yo/, as in /popciyo, 

mtfkapciyo werksapciyo, cohapciyo, cowassttpciyo, 

palltapciyo/. They are formal sentence-final forms 

(see 5.5). The /-pciyo/ forms seem also to be used 

in sarcastic or ridiculing ways (i.e., when used in 

speaking to an equal or initmate). 

/il^n-iltm htanhi popciyo (pociyo)./ 'We 

can see these things frequently.', /jzoakke knkcaqe 

kassitpciyo?/ 'You went to the theater last night, 

didn't you?'. 

This /-p-/ also appears in combination with 



the element /-si/. This /-si/ cannot be identified 

with the stem formalizer /-si ~ usi/, because the 

/-usi/ variant of the latter suffix is the one which 

occurs after consonants. 

The sequence /-psi-/ does not finish a word 

off, but is followed by /-yo/ or /-ta/. /-psi-/ is 

adaed to simple stems of action verbs only, fielding 

the sequences /-psiyo, -psita/, as in /kapsiyo, kapsita/. 

Forms with /-psiyo/ are polite request forms; 

/-psiyo/ is frequently added to stems with /-si/f 

making a still more polite request form: /kapsiyo, 

kasipsiyo/ »Please go.». 

Forms with /-psita/ are polite hortative forms: 

/kapsita, kasipsita/ 'let's go1. 

The extender /-p-/ is discussed again in con

nection with the analysis of certain other suffixes 

in 5.561. 

5.3 Syntactic Nouns : Nominalizing Suffixes 

Certain suffixes which are added to noun stems 

make forms which are syntactically noun stems. To 

the verb stem plus nominalizing suffix may be added 

the usual noun stem suffixes. 



5.31 /-ki/, /-m/ 

The morphemes /-ki, -m/ are added to simple 

stems; less frequently to past and future stems, 

/-ki, -m/ are added to stems of both action and 

description verbs; but /-ki/ is less frequently used 

with description verbs, /-ki/ has no other alternants, 

/-m/ has the alternants /-m ~ ttm ^ sum/; for the dis

tribution of these alternants, see 3.43 . 

Forms with the suffixes /-ki, -m/ are nominal; 

they occur with noun suffixes and last-position noun 

stems. In general, they occur in the same positions 

as noun stems; they may be the subject or object of 

a verb, /-m/ forms occur in fewer different uses 

than do /-ki/ forms. 

/-ki/ forms are generally equivalent to Eng

lish "ing" or "to" forms of verbs; they express the 

activity or state of the verb as a concrete thing. 

With different suffixes or in combination with different 

noun stems following them, /-ki/ forms have somewhat 

different translations in English. E.g., /pika oki 

sicak-hamnita./ 'It's starting to rain.', /na tt^naki-

C0ne c0nhwa-haciyo./ 'Suppose I phone before I leave.1, 

/uli oki-kkaci kitalici masiyo./ 'Don't wait for us 

to come.', /nan nee-page .ikkilo haessttmnita./ 'I decided 
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to stay in my room.1, /kachi kakinwn kato, ulinen 

ilccuk waya-hamnita./ 'We can go with you, but we'll 

have to come back early.', /ssakito hako, cokhito 

hamnita./ 'It's both good and cheap,', /cham chupkita 

chupso./ 'It's very cold.', /tto pwepke twekilttl palamnita./ 

'I hope to see you again.', /cgncisgi ilgfnaci ankhilal 

palamnita./ 'I hope war won't break out.', /ka-salam 

P0lss0 kakki-ttsemune poci mot-hay0sso./ 'I couldn't 

see him because he had already gone.', /kot kakekki 

t0 mal-haci amzrsso./ 'I didn't say anymore because 

I was going soon.' ,/naeka pokientua, Kim-s0nsaeQi cham 

cohian-pun-imnita./ 'The way I look at it, Mr. Kim 

is a very nice person.', /panucil-hakie c0QSini 

0psBiunita./ 'They are terribly busy sewing.', 

/ciper0n#nina acumunitttli sinpu kuhae-cukie punci-

hasstunnita./ 'My mother and aunts were busy looking 

for a bride for me.' , /c0-nampa33caiochinwi i-pa^-anel 

t^ppke hakienwi puc0k-hamnita./ 'That radiator is 

too weak for warming this room.', /siQcagnoka ikkinan 

hacl-man, .../ 'There is a highway, but....'. 

Forms with /-m/ express the abstract action 

or stcte of the verb (warmth, difficulty, etc.). A 

number of verb forms are sometimes or usually preceded 

by an /-m/ form based on the same stem, as in /chum 

chu-/ 'dance (dancing)', /cam ca-/ 'dream (dreams)'. 
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While /-ffi/ forms with zero suffix, or with /-i ~ ka, 

wi ~ nun, -ttl - lwl/ are not too literary for spoken 

use, /-m/ forms with /-ulo/ are more highly literary. 

Forms with /-mulo/ are often translated by 'because, 

since'. 

/kyefttlenan chuumi sim-hamnita./ 'The cold 

in winter is severe.', /kulim-pakke 0psi«nnita./ 'There's 

nothing but a drawing of it.', /ktainon mitumi cossumnita./ 

•His belief is strong.' , /jcim-s0nsaa3-k0lmiittn cham 

n^limnita./ 'Mr. Kim's walk is very slow.', /kuinun 

0ly0S0-puth0 0ly0umul mani taQ-han-salam-imnita./ 

'He's a man who has faced many difficulties since 

he was young.' , /toni 0pstunul kokc0Q mala./ 'Don't 

worry about not having money.', /cinan-pamttoqan 

olcettoQan chalnl thako wacci-manon, chaes0 cassunmlo 

sikan kanttncilul mollassumnita./ ' I, had a long ride 

here on the train last night, but I slept, so I didn't 

know the time was passing.' . 

Verbal nouns with /-m/ are used at the end 

of a sentence in announcements and signs, e.g., /ipcagtal 

0lttneke-man hanham./ 'Admittance to adults only.' , 

/soannn tain togpane-man hanham./ 'Children must be 

accompanied by adults.'. 



5.32 /-i/ 

The suffix /-!/ is added to consonant-final 

simple stems of action verbs, and also to those stems 

consisting of a noun stem plus /ha-/ (see 5.7). Stems 

ending in /p/ change /p/ to /w/ before this /-i/, as 

in /t#uwi/ ~ /t0wi/ from /ttfup-/ ~ /t0p-/ 'warmth1 ; 

stems ending in /-la-/ or /-llu-/ drop the /n/, and 

in the case of /-ltt-/, double the /IX/, when /-i/ 

is added, as in /palli/ 'quickly' from /palltt-/ 'be 

quick'j stems ending in any other consonant add /-i/ 

with no changes, except that /th/ becomes /ch/ before 

/-i/ (a regular morphophonemic change); stems ending 

in /l, m, n, tq/ plus /h/ often lose the /h/ when /-i/ 

is added, e.g., /manhi - mani/ 'much' from /manh-/; 

stems consisting of a noun stern plus /ha-/ drop the 

/a/ of /ha/ and add the /h/ to the noun stem when 

/i/ is added, as in /wanc0nhi *•' wanc0ni/ 'completely'. 

This suffix /-i/ is not so productive as are 

/-ki, -m/. Not only is /-!/ added only to stems of 

the types mentioned above, but also not all stems 

of these types occur with /-!/. 

Forms with /-i/ may occur with certain noun 

suffixes, such as /-i ~ ka/, /-e/, but perhaps more 

frequently they occur without any suffix. In the 

latter case, they are usually translated by English 



adverbs (-"ly"), especially those based on noun stem 

plus /ha-/. (I*1 this use, they are perhaps less con

versational than /-ke/ gerund forms, for which see 

5.33). 

The difference in meaning between •etrbal nouns 

with /-i/ and with /-ki/ (5.31) may be seen in the 

pairs /chuwi : chupki/ 'cold : feeling cold', /cohi : 

cokhi/ 'easily, well : goodness'. 

E»g.» /phypQanChU/ 'comfortably', /efpsi/ 

'lacking, without', /kaman(h)i/ 'quietly', /mukizwi/ 

or /muki/ 'heaviness, weight', /talli/ 'difference, 

differently', /capi/ 'capture', /k0li/ 'walk, road', 

/nophi/ 'height', /kachi/ 'similarity, like, with'. 

/efce sax]C0mes0 pon-chaksafl-mukika 0lmana 

twekessuptikka./ 'About how heavy was the table we 

saw in the store yesterday?', /usim jzpsi/ 'doubtless', 

/com-t0 nophi kypgyag-hasiyo./ 'Aim higher.', /tfceppanmn 

hancamto moccata siphi hasso./ 'I was awake most of 

the night.' , /ankyjzfq 0psin\m kti-salaman cal poci mot-

hao./ 'He can't see well without his glasses.', /k#c0 

uyjcjnhi ii^n-ili ssQkytfsso./ 'This happened purely 

by accident.', /kilwni chuwie tflgr-kuttfsso,/ 'The 

oil caked in the cold (weather).', /talttn-ktfsun mal-

halkktftto jzrpsi toni pucok-haianita./ 'We haven't got 

enough money, not to mention other things.'. 



/siphi/ (from /siph-/) is used in many ex

pressions such as the following: /asita siphi/ 'as 

you know', /mal-hata siphi/ 1 as they say1 , /cukta 

siphi/ 'as if he were dead'. Examples are: /kmian 

cukta siphi iltil hayefssttmnita./ 'He worked himself 

nearly to death.' , /ktt-cipaQ-salamtuli kctltfkhe hata 

siphi, ktii haaQtoQun cham nappgrssumnlta./ 'His bad 

actions justified what the people of the area did.1, 

/kannn kur^ly^un-ilnl panm#kta siphi haesstunnita./ 

'He did it as if it were as easy as pie.', /ata 

siphi, ku-salamon yumy^Q-han hakcae-atnl-imnita./ 

'As you know, he's the son of a famous scholar,'. 

•J 
5.33 The gernunds: suffixes /-#, -ko, -ke, -ci, -t<s/ 

(1) The morphemes /-0, -ko, -ke, -ci/ are 

adaed to all verb stems; /-tae/ is added to simple 

stems. The alternants of /-#/ have been described 

in 3.32 (in addition it has the alternant /-s#/ when 

adied to past and future stems). The morpheme /-ko/ 

has the dialectal variant /-ku/, which is perhaps 

more common then /-ko/ in ordinary speech. The mor

pheme /-ci/ sometimes has the free variant /-uci/ 

when added to simple stems ending in certain conson

ant clusters, as in /kophnci - kopci/. We call these 

suffixes the "gerund suffixes" and we call forms con-

1. As mentioned in 5.24 the stem extender /-taes-/ is 
dialectal. Similarly, /-ts/ is probably more common 
in Phyongyang than in Seoul. 



sisting of a verb stem plus a gerund suffix "gerunds". 

These suffixes are added to all stems - simple 

past and future stems of both action and description 

verbs. 

C2) The gerund forms with /-#, -kof -ci, 

-ke/ occur in clause-final arid sentence-final position 

/-tae/ also occurs sentence-final. However, while 

/-&/ and /-ci/ gerund forms occur frequently in sen-

tence-final position, they occur in clause-final posi

tion more often if some other element is added, such 

as /-S0, -to/ in the case of /-izf/, and /-man/ in the 

case of /-ci/. While /-ko/ gerund forms occur com

monly in clause-final position, they occur less com

monly in sentence-final position. 

/-#/ and /-ci/ gerunds occur commonly with 

/-yo/ in sentence-final position} see below. 

Examples of sentences whose final verb is in 

the /n?/ gerund form: /p&lss0 n»zk#nna-pwa./ 'Maybe 

he has already eaten.1, /ca, kamani iss#./ 'Be still1.' 

or 'Wait a minute'.', /pakke naka'./ 'Go outsidei1 . 

/-ci/ forms in sentence-final position: 

/ctfnytfk-hue hae-cuci./ 'Do it after supper.'. 

/-tae/ : /kuiokhe hatae./ 'Oh, he did it'.'. 

Clauses ending in a /-ke/ gerund form indicate 

a state or activity at the same time as that of the 



following clause, /-ko/ clauses are translatable 

in English by ' and' In some sentences, the /-ko/ 

clause indicates an action that takes place just 

before that of the following clause: 

/cheeksaQ hana ikko, ucato tul issumnita./ 

•There's a desk and two chairs, too.', /khan-ainan 

ygrlssal-iko, C0kun-aintm y0t0lssal-imnita./ 'The older 

child is ten, and the younger one is eight years old.1, 

/kyjzmlen cham chupko, nunto mani oinnita./ 'It's very 

cold in the winter, and it snows a lot, too.' , /nanism 

mikuks^ oko, ku-salamwi cuokuks0 wassumnita./ 'I come 

from America, and he comes from China.', /kul0m pul 

kkuko, ale-chttQttlo n«ely0-kasiciyo./ 'Suppose we turn 

out the lights and go down stairs.', /otto com kal0-

ipko, nakaciyo./ 'I'd better change my clothes before 

we go out.', /kichalttl thako, S0ule kanta./ 'He's 

going to Seoul by train.' , /k#ki ancci malko, yjzfki 

ancusipsiyo./ 'Don't sit there; sit here.', /ap0nim-

hako, ce-ans-hako, khwi-attale-sikku set-hako, ku-

aleelo aika sesimnita./ 'There's my father, my wife, 

three in my oldest son's family and my three younger 

children.'. 

1. The /-ko/ forms of certain verbs are frequently 
used in place of certain of the noun suffixes; e.g., 
/hako/ 'and, with', /poko/ 'to, for'. 



Sequences of a /-ko/ gerund form followed by 

/malko/ (which is the /-ko/ gerund form of /mal-/ 

•avoid1) are common emphatic statements. E.g., 

/salami cokho malko./ 'No need to discuss whether 

he's good or bad.1, /#pko malko./ 'There aren't any 

at all.', /kuljzkhu malku./ 'Certainly.1. 

As has been mentioned above, there is a 

dialectal variant /-ku/ of this suffix. These 

sequences are probably more commonly heard with the 

/-ku/ variant. 

/-ke/ gerunds used in sentence-final posi

tions are informal imperatives: 

/yp-poke. canen ince kttman cake./ 'Listen, 

you'd better go to bed now.', /ili osike./ 'Come 

here1.', /tampeelal phisike./ 'Have a cigarette'.' . 

/-ke/ gerunds in clause-final position indi

cate a state or action following that of the follow

ing clauses, and are translatable by 'so that' or 

'in order to' in English: 

/0tis0 wannmicito molttke, kapcaeki kn-salami 

wasstamnita./ 'I don't know whaee from, but he arrived 

suddenly.' , /cim cam nailyp oke ppoi hansalam oily#* 

ponasiyo./ 'Please send a boy up for my luggage.1. 

/-ke/ gerund forms also occur in adverb posi
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tion, translatable in English by an adverb or by 'in 

order to' or ' so that1: 

/ktt-yeaki khjtke com ilketsiyo./ 'Read the story 

aloud.', /nan i-potam t0 nakkenmi mot-hamnita./ 'I 

can't do better than this.', /com-t# khnke malssum-

hasipsiyo./ 'Please speak a little louder.', /i-chakon 

cham ssake s^nnwiteyo./ 'This book was a great bar

gain.' , /sseentnwichilttl mcentttlke ppagul piya-hakesso./ 

' ̂1/ have to cut the bread for the sandwiches.', /mw/zi 

kultfkhe us0upso?/ 'What are you laughing at (like 

that)?', /kilttl kefnntake hay0sso./ 'I helped him across 

the street.', /nnkke wassumnita./ 'I came late.', 

/ktt-salame-haegtoQtil nanan olkhe saegkak an-hamnita./ 

'I don't think his conduct is right.', /kti-solika 

on-to:anilttl nollake haypsso./ 'The noise alarmed the 

whole to^in.', /aphuke hay0ssumnikka?/ 'Does it hurt?', 

/c0n mot-kake twaessttmnita./ 'It turned out that I 

couldn't go.', /ku-salamtulan ta 0tt0khe twey0sso?/ 

'What became of them all?' , /kaul-kkacinon y0ki ikke 

twekessiyo./ 'I presume I will be here until fall.', 

/n#ci an0 com ta pyanwaka ikke twekilial palamnita./ 

' We, hope to bring about a change soon' (we hope 

it will turn out that there will be a change soon). 

(3) The gerund forms are noun stems; they 

occur with the usual noun suffixes, although not all 
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combinations occur. The following table shows which 

combinations occur in the material of this study. 

(The form /-yo// which is a form based on the copula 

stem /It*/ (see 5.6), is included in this list as a 

noun suffix) 

0 ke ko ci tee Noun sfiffix 

X X X X tin ~ nan 

X X X i ~ ka 

X al - lttl 

X alo ~ lo 

X S0 

X X X ya 

X X to 

X X X man 

X X X X X -yo (copula 

It is worth noting that /-ta/ has the most 

limited use of all these suffixes, occurring either 

with nothing following it, or only with /-yo/ follow

ing it at the end of a sentence. When we re£er to 

gerund forms from here on, we do not include /-ta/ 

in our statements, unless it is specifically included. 

Combinations of a gerund plus /-to/, /-s#/, 

1. The combinations which occur are indicated by 
x in the table. 



/-man/ are clause-final forms. 

Forms with /-ci-man/ are translatable in Eng

lish by 'even though' or 'but'; 

/neyo. mian-haci-man, kalssu 0pswnnita./ 'I'm 

sorry, but I can't go.' , /ciktun hae-eulssu 0pci-man, 

kitaleyo./ 'I can't now; wait (a while).', /paflttn 

man<5hi-man, chimkuman r*2fgr#kci mot-hamnita./ 'We have 

enough rooms but not enough bedding.', /pika oci-man, 

kttlato kapsita./ 'It's raining, but let's go anyway.', 

/an-kamypn molttkecci-man, manyak kantamy^n, y#t0lssi-

c0ne kaciyo./ 'I'll be there at eight, if I go at all.'. 

The suffix combination /-&to/ (i.e., the /-#/ 

gerund suffix plus /-to/) is translated by 'even though' 

in English. The /-to/ may be added to /-0S0/ as well 

as to /na/. E.g., /m, com 111010 to, uli k0l0 -kaciyo./ 

'Well, even if it's a little far, let's walk.', /i-k0t 

aman kkupulysefto, an-pul^cimnikka./ 'How much will 

this bend without breaking?1, /amo sunaa-hante mulpto, 

amnita./ 'Any policeman can direct you (i.e., having 

asked any policeman, you will know).', /naaka kato 

cowayo?/ 'May I go?' (i.e., even though I go, is it 

all right?), /taske-kkaci masiko kato, kWianchanssumnikka?/ 

•May I accompany you home?'. 

The suffix combination /-0S0/ (i.e., the /-«/ 

gerund suffix plus /-s#/) places the action or state 



of the verb before that of the verb in the following 

clause. It may mean simply an earlier action (trans

latable in English by 1 and' or ' and then1) or it may 

imply cause of the action in the following clause 

(translatable in English by 'since' or 'because' or 

1 ... so1). /*"0S0/ forms are also translatable in Eng

lish by 'having been...' or 'having done'. Examples 

are i 

/c0npu ta hap-ha2S0, tflmamnikka./ 'How muah 

is it (added) all together?', /physznci haystfso, mulzf-

posiyo./ 'Write arid ask about it.' , /c^-chtt^chnotajlo 

naily#-kasr?, wen-ccokulo kasipsiyo./ 'Go down that 

stairway aid then go to the left.', /malssam-com multf-* 

polkktfsi iss0S0, wassamnita./ 'I came because I had 

something to ask you.', /pollili issgrs#, phyjznayag-

com kanon-kil-imnita./ 'I'm on my way to Phyongyang 

to see about some business.', /onttn-kile sakoka nas0, 

iltfkhe nukke wassomnita./ 'I had an accident on the 

way, so I got here late.' , /i-ktft na wi- h^es# com 

cunpi hae-nolssu ikkessumnikka?/ 'Can you arrange this 

for me?', /sosikttl ola mot-tul^s#, cham aeeethasso./ 



•I was worried (about you) because I hadn't heard 

from you in a long time.' , /talk<el ka;S0, ri0siyo./ 

'Beat the e,-;g before putting it in.', /ku-salamttn 

apt#S0, an-wasstwnnita./ 'He didn't come because he 

was sick.1, /mm pissas0, an-sassmnnita./ 'It was 

too expensive, so he didn't buy it.', /mollas0 

kttlaesstumita./ 'I didn't know.', /alechtioe kas0 

m0kciyo./ 'Let's go downstair® and eat.', /kssoQ 

kas0s0 ola kesikesstunnikka?/ 'Are you going to stay 

long in Kajsong?', /kas0s0, manian-csemi posipsiyo./ 

'If you go, you'll have a good time.' , /ama kepi nas0, 

tal^-nanna pociyo./ 'fie must have run away because 

he was afraid.', /c0-kil motho]3il«^Ginas0, ku-cipi 

issumnita./ 'The house is beyond the bend in the 

road.', /cochi anhttn-umsikttl m0k0S0, py0fli nasstunnita./ 

'He got sick from eating bad food.1. 

Examples of /-ke/ plus /-man/, /-to/i /motun 

hy0flphy0ni uli-hante an-tweke-man twey0-iss0sso./ 'The 

breaks were against us.', /onul achumen 0tt0kheto 

pappanci sinmunto mot-ilk0sso./ 'This morning I was 

too busy to read the newspaper.', /i-kochukkalun 

0tt0kheto majunci nunmuli kkok namnita./ 'This pepper 

burns my tongue.' . 

/—0, -ko, -ke/ plus /-ya/s forms with /-#ya, 

-koya/ occur only in combination with a following 
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verb. Forms with /-keya/, however, occur in any posi

tion that /-ke/ forms may occur. /-#ya, -koya/ are 

treated in more detail in Chapter VII. An example 

of /-keya/ is: /pam niakkeya calie nuersstamnita./ 11 

went to bed late.1. 

/-0, -ko, -ci, -ke, -t»/ plus /-yo/: this 

is a very common kind of combination, yielding /rtfyo, 

-ciyo, -koyo, -keyo, -tseyo/. We analyze /-yo/ as 

the /-o ~ yo ~ so/ form of the copula verb /-i-/f 

with the /i/ of the stem dropping when added to a 

vowel-final morpheme (i.e., /-(i)yo/). 

Sentences ending in these forms are statement 

or question, depending on intonation. They may also 

be used as imperatives. /*^yo/ and /-ciyo/ are per** 

haps more frequent than the others. 

/~0yo/^~ : /c0li kayo./ 'Go there.1, /kaftan-

kamani mal-haeyo./ 'Speak quietly.1, /pefp mollayo// 

'Don't you know the law?' , /y^ki salami ph0k mamzfyo./ 

1. See also 5.61 for /-(i)y0yo/. 
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•There are a lot of people here.1 , /nali tto t0wjzryo./ 

'It's hot again.', /kttluss0ss0yo?/ 'Is that so?', 

/y0kwani pulphyern-haci an0S0yo?/ 'Isn't the hotel 

comfortable?1 , /ca;mi mani pos0ss0yo?/ 'Did you have 

a very good time?1, /phyjjgyaqe mechil kesikess0yo./ 

1 How many days will you stay in Phyongyang?' , /ta 

capsus0ss0yo?/ 'Kave you finished eating?' , /ketlayo?/ 

'Is that so?1. 

/-ciyo/: /kaman-kamani hacciyo./ 'We did it quietly.1, 

/ilkopsi-ini, ince tatul kot osikecciyo./ 'It's seven 

o'clock, so they'll probably come soon.', /c0, cha-

hancan hasiciyod / 'Will you have a cup of tea?', 

/komnypne messal-iciyo?/ 'How old is he?', /i-0lin-

senan nukuciyo?/ 'Who is this child?' , /ciktun il-hako 

icciyo./ 'He's working now.', /kot tola-ociyo./ 'I'll 

be right ba£k.' . 

/-taeyo/s /kultfkhe hatasyo?/ 'Oh, he did that'.' , 

/ktt-y0$hwanttn cham cothayo./ 'The movie wqs very good.'. 

The /-10/ gerund (of the simple stem) also 

occurs with an element /-la/: /hay0la, m0k0la/. /-#la/ 

is a sentence-final suffix sequence, and indieates 

an informal imperative. For certain stems, there 

are irregular forms besides the regular formations 

with /rtfla/: /kala/ or /kaktfla/ 'go'./cakefla/ 'go 

to sleep'.'; /hmla ~ hay0la/ or /hala/ 'do'. The form 
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/oruzla/ 'cornel' is used instead of a regular forma

tion consisting of /wa/ (the /-#/ gerund form of /o-/) 

plus /-la/. E.g., /n0 sonim-anthe was#, insa tulypla'./ 

'Say "how do you do" to the guest'.', /m ince pakke 

naka-nolala'./ 'Go out and play now'.1, /chansuya. i-

calulnl ta.l0la'./ 'Chansu, carry this bag'.', /kamani 

iss^la1./ 'Be quiet'.', /y0ki anoala'./ 'Sit here'.', 

/s0lai/ 'Stand up'.', /ulci mal0|j/ 'Don't cry'.'. 

(4) The gerund forms with /-0, -ci, -lco/ 

also occur in sequences where they are followed by 

another verb stem. These combinations are treated 

as constructions involving more than one stem and 

are described in Chapter VII. 

5.331 Reaaalysis of /-0s-, -kes-, -ties-/ 

The similarities between the tense extenders 

/-0s-, -kes-, -tees-/, on the one hand, and the gerund 

suffixes /-0, -ke, -tas/, on the other make it reason

able to consider breaking up the tense extender mor

phemes as sequences of the gerund suffixes plus /s/. 

However, this /s/ occurs in no other position but 

in /"*0s—, -kes-, -taes/. This alternative analysis 

of / —0s —, -kes-, -t<es-/ may not be advantageous from 

a pedagogic point of view, but it makes the reanalysis 

of another set of elements, /-t#/ and /-tse/, a possibility. 



This is taken up in the following section, 

5.332 Reanalysis of /-tgr, -tae/ 

In considering the distributions of /-ttf/ 

(5.25) and /-tae/, on the one hand, and of /-&/ on 

the other, an analogous relation is seen to exist 

between the total distribution of /-tee/ and /-t#/, 

and of / —0/. /-tag/ and /-"tef/ are in complementary 

distribution with one another; their ranges together 

match, in some significant points, the range of dis

tribution of /-0/ alone. I.e., in / yo/ : 

/ss^yo, ssntayo/, / la/ : /sstfla, ssatjzfla/. 

Furthermore, /-tees/ mure or less matches /-#s-/ in 

distribution; while there is /-tae/ plus /s/, there 

is no /-tjzr/ plus /s/. It seems reasonable, then, 

to consider /-1#/ and /-tea/ as morpheme alternants. 

5.34 The Participle Suffixes /-n, -1, -nun, -tun/^" 

The morphemes in this group, are /-n, -1, 

-nun, -ton/, /-ntui/ and /-tun/ have no other alternant 

forms, but /-n/ and /-l/ have the forms (a) /-n, -1/ 

1. /-ton/ is d&Acussed here as a unit morpheme, although 
it has been shown to be composed of /-t0 ttt/ plus 
/-n/ in 5.25. /-ton/ varies dialectally with /-t0n/# 



after vowel-final or /l/ final sterns, (b) /-tan/ and 

/—til/ after consonant-final stems; /-l/ has the form 

/-sal/ after past stems, /-n/ does not occur after 

past and future stems, while /-ton/ occurs after all 

three types of stems, but least commonly after the 

future stem. 

The suffix /-nan/ does not occur after all 

verb stems. This is the basis for the classification 

of verb stems into action and description stems. 

Those stems which do not occur with /-non/ are called 

"description" stems. In some cases, we are presented 

with a problem of class intersection, for in some 

occurrences, /-nan/ may be added to a stem but not 

in others. There is always a difference in meaning, 

however, e.g., the stem /kha-/ 'be big1; with the 

suffix /-nan/, /khanon-/ means 'growing1. This is 

like the problem of those verbs in English which 

have transitive and intransitive uses, and have 

different meanings. However, not all stems in the 

description group occur with /-non/ with a consequent 

different meaning, /-n, -1, -tan/ are added to both 

action and description stems. 

/-n, -1, -nan^/-tan/ are always followed by 

a noun stem, with /-/ or close juncture between them. 

In the case of /-l/, there is in nearly all cases 
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only close juncture, and a following noun stem, if 

it begins with /p, t, c, k, s/, changes that conson

ant to the corresponding double consonant. When there 

is /"/ juncture between the verb form and the follow

ing noun stem, we call the sequence a phrase; when 

there is close juncture, we call it a compound. 

Forms with /-n, -1, -nan, -tan/ have some 

attributive relation to the following noun stem. 

We call these suffixes variously participle, adjec

tival, or relative suffixes, /-n/ is the past participle 

suffix, /-l/ the future, /-nan/ the present, and /-tnn/ 

the perfect participle suffii. Structures consisting 

of such a participle form and a noun stem are called 

attributive phrases and compounds. Syntactically, 

the participle forms of verbs are nouns. 

Most attributive phrases and compounds are 

syntactically nominal constructions; but certain ones 

are syntactically verbal constructions. These are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter VII. 

Examples of attributive phrases and compounds 

follow: 

/olssonim/ 'the guest who will come', /masilkktft/ 

1 some thing to drinlf1 , /uncjzn-'nalccu/ 'knowing how 

to drive1, /ton nan-salam/ 'the man who paid', /khan-

paq/ 'the large room', /t0«nte/ 'warm situation,* or 

'since it's Harm', /s^ki innttn-salam/ 'the person 
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over there', /sinmun i^ntui-salam/ 'the person read

ing a newspaper' , /nakanbin-kil-imnita./ ' (I) am going 

out', /izrce wattmi-salam/ 'the person who came yester

day', /w0n-hatmi-kj2ft/ 'something (I) wanted', /nwsitanci/ 

'whatever, anything', everything1. 

5.341 /-l/ participle forms plus copula verb /i-/: 

/-li, -lita, -likka, -liyo/ 

There are verb forms which end in /-li, -lita, 

-likka, -liyo/. There seems to be no cleas way of 

analyzing these forms because of homonymity. It seems 

feasible to identify the /l/ as the /-l/ participle 

suffix; the problem is with the remaining parts. 

They may be analyzed as forms of the copula verb /i-/, 

which occurs elsewhere in the forms /-imnita, imnikka, 

ita, iyo/, but not /ikka/. Also, it would be unusual 

for the copula verb to follow a participle form directlyjji 

however, there are analogous occurrences of the copula 

verb, such as coming after noun stems with a suffix. 

An alternative is to analyze /-li/ (alternants 

/-iali, -stali/)as analogous to /-ni — uni ~ stani/ and 

/-na ~ una ~ scina/ (which will be taken up in 5.4l). 

We might do this if we wish to say that /-ni - nni ~ 

stmi/ is composed of the /-n/ participle suffix plus 

an element /-i/ (5.411). However, we would then have 
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but also after past and future stems (where it has 

the alternant form /-s an/; provided however, that 

this /-i/ follows (/a/ in the case of /-na ̂  una *-

s«na/)L Further, there is no /-!/ participle suffix 

plus /-a/ combination; this would leave the /a/ of 

/-na ~ ana - sana/ as a unique and dependent element. 

In addition to the assymetrical morphology of these 

elements, while there is a /-nikka/ (which we can 

break up into /-ni/plus /-kka/), there seem to be 

no regular occurrences of /-ni/ or /-na/ jfojLus /-ta, 

yo/, analogous to /-lita, -liyo/. 

We consider the /-li-/ forms to be composed 

of the /-l/ participle plus the copula. 

/-li/ occurs without a following /-ta, -kka, 

-yo/ only in poetry; e.g., /taqsin #psi, 0cci hali./ 

•Without you, what shall 1 do?1. 

Forms with the suffix sequences /-lita, -likka, 

-liyo/ come at the end of the sentence. They are 

somewhat literary. They indicate future or probability. 

Added to past stems(/wassttlita/), they are used in 

the apodosis of a contrary-to-fact sentence. 

/-lita/ indicates a statement, while /-likka/ 

and /-liyo/. indicate questions, /-liyo/, however 
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iThere won't be any.', /cohalita./ 'It will be all 

right.', /kn-ilul mannamy^n, iyaki-halita./ 'If I 

see him I'll speak to him.', /cokhom issumypn, pika 

olitf./ 'It'll rain soon.', /il0lth0-imy0n, fcagsini 

0cci. wassuliyo./ 'Why did you come if you knew that?1, 

/i-c^iaekal ilkasimypn, cos0n-y0ksalt*l asilita./ 'You 

can learn about the history of Korea from this book.', 

/c/zmchaka ppallassttraygrn, opun-C0ne wassalita./ 'If 

the streetcar had been quicker, I'd have been here 

five minutes before.', /kumny^nun kamulita./ 'This 

year will be dry.'. 

Examples of /-liyo/ are as follows (/-li/ 

alone is also used, poetically, as has been mentioned 

above): /erttefkhe saliyo./ 'How can I live?', /0nce 

tasi oliyo./ '^hen will I ever come back again?', 

/0nce oli./ 'When will I come?'. 

/-likka/ is used in addressing superiors, 

or one's self: /chaskul kaci olikka./ 'May I bring 

the book?1 , /phyjzncilal ssalikka, sinmunal polikka./ 

•Should I write a letter, or read the newspaper?', 
, ^ 
/taqsini ktteb0l0m noy0W0-hasi^leeul al0tt«my0n, 0cci 

naeka wassttlikka./ 'If I had known you'd be made angry, 

I wouldn't have come (i.e., how could I have come 

to see you now?)'. 
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Some speakers also have the sequences: /-limnita, 

-limnikka/, used in addressing another person: 

/kachi an-kalimnikka?/ 'Won't you come with me?1 , 

/an-iyo, kachi kalimnita./ 'Yes, I will.1. 

5.342 /-lys?/ 

Forms of the Jtype /haly#/ are analyzed in a 

way analogous to forms of the type /halita/ etc. We 

may consider the /yes/ to be the /-#/ gerund form of 

the copula verb /-i-/, with the /i/ of the verb dropping 

when added to /l/ (see 5.6). Various other suffixes 

may be added to /-ly#/, chiefly /-ko/, yielding /-lyefko/, 

and /-taka/, yielding /-ly0t̂ ka/. 

The vowel /&/ varies with /a/, and /l/ varies 

with /ll/. The precise conditions for this variation 

have not been discovered on the basis of the material 

of this study. 

All these forms containing /—lyj2f/ are non-

sentence final, i'hey indicate a following action or 

purpose. E.g., /kninttn ypki misul koqpu-haly# wassomnita./ 

'He came here to study art.1, /suypQctl halyszko hamnita./ 

'We're going to go swimming.', /mikuk hally^taka an-

wasso./ 'I intended to go to the U.S., but didn't.1, 

/paptm tftto'khe hasillyamnikka./ 'What about dinner?', 

/ku-salami ilnl 0tt#khe hasillyamnikka./ 'How's he 



going to do it?1 or 'What does he say he was going 

to do?' , /c0ny0k roakullyako h<ecci-man, an-mefkefsstunnita./ 

'I intended to eat supper, but didn't.1, /ceka yefki 

meehil t0 issttllyako hamnita./ 'I'm thinking of stay

ing here a few more days.' , /c#-pp0sst*l thallyjermypn, 

0S0 ppalli h£eyo./ 'If you want to catch that bus, 

hurry up.', /kuky^Qttl kallyamy^n kalssuto ikkecci-

man, nan kako sipci ansso./ 'We could go to the movies, 

but I don't want to.', /ca^nse mw^si twellyefko ssegkak-

hasiyo./ 'What do you aim to be?', /kyiefgchali ktt-salamttl 

capuly^ko ttale? tanininita./ 'The police are after 

him.', /cina-kaly0my0n, momttl kkupuly0ya-hamnita./ 

'You'll have to bend down to get through here.'. 

5.4 The Syntactic Verb : Clause-Fina^- Suffixes 

The clause-final suffixes mark the end of a 

clause; there are only a few other morphemes which 

may be added to them. TJje clause-final suffixes in

dicate various kinds of relations between clauses, 

such as "if, and, but, although, when, because, while." 

These clauses are generally dependent clauses, i.e., 

are followed by another clause in the same sentence. 

5.41 The clause-final suffixes /-ni, -na, -my0(n)(s0), 

-k0t«n/ 
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These suffixes are added to all verb stems. 

/-k#ton/ has no other alternant, but /-ni, -na, -my#/ 

have the alternants (l) /-ni, -na, -my#/ added to 

vowel-final stems (hani), or to /l/ final stems with 

loss of /l/} (2) /-wii, -ttna, -tamy#/ added to conson-

ant-final stems /patoni/j (3) /-soni, -s curia, -sjony#/ 

added to past and future stems (/hakessrnia/). 

The suffix /-ni/ may have added to it another 

element /-kka/, yielding the sequence /-nikka/, as 

in /hanikka/. 

The suffix /-my#/ is literary. To /-my#/ 

is added an element /-n/, yielding the suffix sequence 

/-my0n/, as in /hamy#n/. Further, to /-my#n/ may 

be added an element /-s#/, yielding /-my^ns#/, as 

in /hamy0ns0/; /-my0ns0/ is the more common replace

ment for /-my#/ in speech. 

/-ni/ and /-nikka/ mean 'because, since, as', 

/-na/ means 'although, but', /-my#/ and /-my0ns0/ 

mean 'while, simultaneously', /-my0n/ means 'if, when', 

/-kotmi/ means 'when'. 

While /-nikka/ may finish a sentence (often 

with /-nyo/ or /-yo/ added, the other clause-final 

suffixes usually do not finish off a sentence, except 

under special circumstances. 
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/nan tonwi maniani, ktfc^g mal^la./ 'Don't worry-

about me; I've enough money.', /aika cani, coyog-hasiyo./ 

' i'he child's asleep, be quiet.', /ince n^mp olte iss0sstmi, 

kayakessumnita./ 'I've stayed too long; I have to go.'. 

/cip-aphe ancraiikka, salamal mani pociyo./ 

'When I sit in front of my house, I can see many people.1, 

/nwka sesie anikka, ktt-puni p0lss0 nakassanmita./ 

'When I came at three o'clock, he had already gone 

out.'. 

/chaekttl ilktunyo, kttlssilul ssumnita./ 'I'm 

reading a book and writing characters.'. 

/k0C0 camkkan nakasintako kttl0simy0ns0, 

nakassomnita./ 'He just said that he was going out 

for a while, and left.', 

/chalul m0k0ssumy0n, cokhessmmita./ 'I'd 

like to drink some tea.' , /kttlfskhe twemy0n, tah<£Q-

ikennwite./ 'If ao, I'll be glad.1, /yakkan hamy^n, 

S0Q«1 namnita./ 'Pie's made angry very eas ily.', 

/pomyern, anpulttl c0n-h£e-cukessmnnita./ 'If I see him, 

I'll give him your regards.', /nappasstuiiy0n, pakkusiciyo./ 

'If you think it was bad, change it.'. 

/-my0n/ and /-k0t«n/ are often interchangeable, 

but one is usually preferred in any particular sentence, 

for /-my011/ has a rather weaker conditional meaning. 
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Examples of /-kptun/: /posik0tEtn anpulul C0n-h£e-

cusiyo./ 1 If you see him, give him my regards.1, 
/chipkeftun tule-osiyo./ 'Come in if you feel cold.1, 

/cami ikk0twi kacisiyo./ 'Keep it if it's interesting.', 

/nappatk0t«n, pakkusiciyo./ 'Change it if you think 

it was bad.'. 

5.411 /-tnni, -tuna, -ttunyan/ 

These elements (with the /n/ vowel varying 

dialectally with /-#/) have been analyzed as /-t0 ** 

tu/ plus /-ni, -na, -myizn/ in 5.25. As mentioned 

there, these suffix sequences are "perfective" in 

tense (carried by the /-t# ~-tu./), concessive or 

conditional (carried by the /-ni, -na, -my^n/}. For 

examples, see 5.25. An additional example is: 

/pilul mac0ttoni, cham citok-han-ka^kie ktfllytfsstumita./ 

'1 caught a bad cold in the rain.'. 

5.412 Heanalysis 

Reanalyzing /-ni ^ turii ** sttni/ as the participle 

suffix /-n/ plus /i/, and /-na tina snna/ as the 

participle suffix /-n/ plus /a/ would require a rather 

tail-chasing kind of statement: (l) /-n/ has the addi

tional alternant /-stm/ (beside /-un/) when it comes 

after past and future sterns; (2) the range of distribution 



of /-n/ is extended from occurrence only directly 

after a simple verb stem to occurrence also after 

past and future stems, but only if /i/ or /a/ is addedj 

(3) /-n/ now occurs not only before noun stems, but 

also before /i/ and /a/. 

/-n/ occurs elsewhere as a morpheme; /i/ and 

/a/ do not. However, we could consider /i/ and /a/ 

as bound noun stems, like /-ta/, but occurring only 

with preceding /-n/. 

Such an analysis would destroy the symmetry 

of the elements /-ni, -na, -my0 /, however, since 

/-my0 / would presumably not be broken down into a 

sequence of morphemes. 

5.42 Other clause-final suffixes: /-taka, -ca, -tolok/ 

The elements /-taka/ and /-ca/ are added to 

simple stems of action verbs, and to their past stems, 

/-taka/ has the variant /-ta/; the noun suffix /-on — 

ntm/ may be added to the /-taka/ variant, though not 

to the /-ta/ variant, /-ta/ is probably the more 

frequently used variant, but we refer to this mor

pheme as /-taka/ in order to distinguish it from a 

morpheme /-ta/ described in 5.52. 

Forms with /-taka/ and/-ca/ come at the end 

of a clause. In a few, but frequently occurring phrases, 



consisting of the past stem of an action verb plus 

the morpheme /-taka/ followed by a form based on the 

verb stems /cu-/ 'give' or /tali-/ 'offer1, the variant 

/-ta/, rather than /-taka/ is used. E.g., /mul-com 

katta-eusiyo./ 'Please bring me some water.1, /y^lmu 

han tutftan-man sata-cusiyo./ 'Get (buy) me a couple 

bunches of radishes.'. 

Verb forms with /-taka/ have the meaning of 

'when...' or 'while...1. Often, they indicate some 

activity which is followed by, or interrupted by another 

activity. 

Verb forms with /-ca/ usually have the mean

ing of 'as soon as...', 'just as...1. 

Examples of /-taka/ and /-ca/ are: 

/snqkagki thako olla-kataka, ka-salam mannasso./ 

'1 met him (while) going up on the elevator.', 

/hantalccam ittaka osiyo./ 'Come again in about a 

month.', /kattaka palo osiyo./ 'Come back right away.'. 

/nupca cami tulesso./ 'As soon as I lay down, 

I fell asleep.', /papal n#k0cca salami wassamnita./ 

•Just as I had eaten, a man came.'. 

Forms consisting of /-ca/ added to the simple 

stem of action verbs also occur at the end of a sentence 

These forms are informal hortatives: /kaca./ 'Let's go.' 



The element /-tolok/ is added to simple stems 

of action and description verbs. It has no alternant 

forms, /-tolok/ expresses 'in order to1 or 'so that', 

and /-tolok/ and /-ke/ are often substitutable for 

each other. 

E.g., /nanun naccailal an-hatolok, kogpu-

haeyakesstunnita./ 'I have to study hard so I won't 

fail in the examinations.', /tagsinun kulul potolok 

aQky^Qttl ssusipsiyo./ 'Use your glasses to read it.', 

/tagsine-kehweki silhaaa twetolok him-ssnkessumnita./ 

'We'll try to carry out your plan.1. 

5.5 The Syntactic Verb? Sentence-Final Suffixes 

The sentence-final suffixes indicate two things 

(1) whether the sentence is a statement or question, 

and (2) the formality level of the whole sentence. 

V/hile the tferb stem indicates the formality relation 

between the speaker and the person spoken about, the 

sentence-final suffixes indicate the formality rela

tion between the speaker and the person spoken to. 

Thus, any combination of formal or informal verb stem, 

and formal or informal sentence-final suffix may be 

made. E.g., /kiw-S0nsc£Q os0ss«mnikka?/ 'Is it you, 

Mr. Kim?1 (formal verb stem, formal sentence-final 

suffix), /cokkom-c0ne os0tta./ 'Ke came a little while 
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ago.1 (formal verb stem, informal sentence-final suffix), 

/na mikuks# watt a./ 'I'm from America.' (informal 

verb stem, informal sentence-final suffix), /naeka 

paechu saki W0n-hao./ 'I want to buy (some) cabbages.* 

(informal verb stem, mid-formal sentence-final suffix). 

5.51 /-o ~ yo ~ so/ 

The suffix /-o/ has the alternant forms /-o 

yo ~ so/, which have been discussed in 3.43. The 

form /-no/ is a free variant of the alternant /-so/.^" 

The suffix /-o/ is added to all stems. Forms with 

/-o/ occur only at the end of a sentence and are mid-

formal. /-o/ indicates a question when the intona

tion is a rising one, and a statement when the intona

tion is a falling one. E.g., /nukuyo?/ 'Who is it?', 

/0pso/ 'There isn't any.'. This suffix is mid-formal. 

5.511 /-so/ 

There is a /-so/ suffix which has to be kept 

separate from /-o ** yo ~ so/ because of the difference 

in distribution. In some positions, these may be 

homophonic, as in /n^kso/, but not in others, as in 

/hao/ : /rugrksa/. /-so/ is added to simple stems, 

both vowel-final arid consonant-final, of action verbs, 

e«g«» /oso, m0kso/. It indicates an informal impera

1. Except after /-kes-, -0 s-/, where only /-so/ occurs. 



tive, as in /0S0 oso./ 'Come quickly'.1 , /pamm0kso./ 

1 Eat'.' . 

There is also an element /-soita/ which is 

added to simple stems and also to past and future 

stems, /-soita/ is added to both vowel-final and 

consonant final stems, e.g., /hasoita, hakessoita/. 

Just as we analyze the suffix /-t0ita/ as being com

posed of /-t0/ plus /-ita/ (see 5.25), so may we analyze 

/-soita/ as /-so/ plus /-ita/. 

Forms with /-soita/ come at the end of a state

ment sentence. They indicate a high degree of formal

ity, and are used in praying and in poetic expressions. 

Frequently, /-soita/ is either flattering to the person 

spoken to, or sarcastic. 

/pika osoita./ ' <1 pray that it will rain.'. 

To the employer who says to an employee /nuka il^khe 

h£enna0/ 'Who did (it like) this?' , the employee may 

answer /ceka hasssoita./, which may be interpreted 

as either a fearful 'I did it, sir.' or a sarcastic 

'Yeah, I did it. So what?'. The polite but even 

reply would be /ceka hasssnmnita./ *1 did.1. 

5.52 /-ta/ 

The suffix /-ta/ has the alternants /-ta 

nta ~ nanta/. The alternant /-ta/ is used with the 



siEiple stems of description verbs, including the copula 

stem /i-/, and with all past and future steiaf. E.g., 

/khuta/ 'it's big', /aphata/ 'it hurts', /cotha/ 

'it's good1, /mnteta/ 'it's a far place1, /osjzrtta/ 

'(he) came', /haketta/ '(I) will do (it)1. The al

ternant /-nta/ is used with simple stems of action 

verbs ending in a vowel, and those ending in /l/, 

which drops; e. g . ,  /hanta/ 'do', /anta/ 'know'. 

The alternant /-ntanta/ is used with simple stems of 

acti o n  v e r b s  e n d i n g  i n  a  cons o n a n t ,  e x c e p t  / l / ;  e . g . ,  

/pannwita/ 'I receive', /tfmnonta/ 'there isn't1, 

/i^nanta/ 'I read', /imnwita/ 'he puts (clothes) 

on' . 

Forms with /-ta/ occur at the end of the sen

tence, and indicate a statement, with informal rela

tion between speaker and person spoken to. In 

written material, however, as in books or articles, 

/-ta/ is the normal statement suffix, and is a-for-

mal, so to speak. 

/an-ita./ 'Ho.', /molanta./ 'I don't know.1, 

/ne-ipoki phe'k kopta./ 'Your dress is very pretty.1 , 

/na kwasnchantha./ 'I'm all right.1, /cokkom-c^ne 

osjatta./ 'He came a little while ago.' , /kh0phika 

n0m0 talta./ 'The coffee's too sweet.1, /zlin-aelo 

ch^imytfn, cal ss0tta./ 'For a child, it's well written.' 



The suffix /-o/ may be added to sentence-final 

/-ta/ forms; e.g., /0ptao/ in /toni #ptao./ 'Sorry, 

.I .<1ve no money.1, /toni 0pta./ is a matter-of-fact 

1 .I,1ve no money.1 

Forms with /-ta/, also occur with the /-ko/, 

/-non/ or /-n/ (quotative, see 5.58). Forms with 

/-tako/ occur before verbal constructions, with /#/ 

juncture between them; and forms with /-tanun/ or 

/-tan/ occur before noun constructions, with /-/ or 

/#/ between them. Forms with /-tako/ and /-tanun/ 

or /-tan/ indicated that the preceding part of the 

sentence is a quoted statement. For examples, see 

5.58. 

An alternative analysis of the elements /-ta, 

-nta, -nunta/ would be to regard the /-n/ and /-nun/ 

as the participle suffixes (see 5.34). This would 

make /-ta/ different from all other suffixes which 

are added to verb stems, in that those suffixes which 

are added to verb stems are not also addable to other 

kinds of form, such as participle forms. For now 

/•ita/ would have the following distribution: directly 

added to a verb stem, when it is the simple stem of 

an action verb, or to the past or future stem of any 

verb; added to the /-n/ participle form of action 

verbs ending in a vowel and to the /-nan/ participle 



form of action verbs ending in a consonant. If we 

were to identify the /-ta/ of /~taka/ (see 5.42) with 

this /-ta/, the distribution of /-ta/ would be still 

more different from the other sentence-final suffixes. 

5.53 /-ni/, /-ne/ 

The suffixes /-ni/ and /-ne/ are added to 

all verb stems. These suffixes have the alternants 

/-ni — ttni/ and /-ne — tine/. The distribution of 

the alternants of /-ni/ has been discussed in 3.32 

and 3.43. The same statements apply to /-ne ̂  ane/. 

Both /-ni/ and /-ne/ make informal sentence-

final verb forms on a parallel with /-ta nta ~ nunta/ 

/-ni/ indicates a question sentence, while /-ne/ in

dicates a statement or half-question ('it is, isn't it' 

/-ne/ also may have /-yo/ added to it; the added /-yo/ 

raises the formality level somewhat. 

Examples of /-ni/s 

/iltenni?/ 'Have you read it?', /kogpulttl 

hani?/ 'Are you studying?', /kakenni?/ 'Will you go?', 

/erlma pattini?/ 'How much do they charge?1, /n# mikuki 

0tenci ani?/ 'Do you know where America is?', /cal 

iss0nni?/ 'How are you?1 (i.e., have you been well?). 
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/sa^c^ine mullein sala kachi kakenni?/ 'Do you want 

to go with me to the store to buy something?'0 

Examples of /-ne/: 

/naska ch&skttl pone./ 'I'm looking at a book 

now.', /papal mefgne./'I'm eating.', /cjzr-salami 

kaltf thane./ 'He says it is so.' , /ku-cipmi taetani 

khune./ 'That building is very big, isn't it?', /onulrni 

taetani chiune ~ chimne./ 'It's very cold today, isn't 

it?1, /kaqi khimne ~ kiphtane./ 'The river's deep, 

isn't it?1, /Wceppame kti-salanral pwanne./ 'I saw him 

last night.', /neil tasi-pokenne./ 'I'll see you to

morrow again.', /kul0khe hay03ss®my n̂» cokhenne./ 

'It'd be fine if you did that.'. 

5.54 /-na/ 

The suffix /-na/ is added to all simple and 

past stems, but only rarely to future stems. It has 

the alternants /-na ~ ana/; the statements for /-ni ̂  

ttni/ in 3.32 and 3.43 also apply to /-na - ana/. 

Forms with /-na/ occur at the end of sentences; 

in this use, /-na/ is a very informal interrogative 

sentence marker (to children), /-na/ also occurs 

with a following /-yo/; /-nayo/ is also an informal 

interrogative sentence marker, but used between equals. 
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(For /-yo/, see 5.6). 

In other positions, forms -with /-na/ (but 

without /-yo/) are found before certain verb stems, 

such as /po-/ 'see1, /ha-/ 'do, think'. In these 

cases, /-na/ translates as 'inaybe, probably* with 

/po-/ and as 'whether' with /ha-/ and has no formal

ity function. Examples: 

/cjzrmsinml m0$na?/ 'Is he eating lunch?1, /kic0kttl 

pul0nnayo?/L/camika innayo?/ 'Is it interesting?', 

/phyefnci wanna com ka-posiyo./ 'Go see if the mail 

has come.', /kttito kanayo?/ 'Is he going, too?'. 

/pagi hana inna hasgf, mul0-pe»ly0 wasso./ 'I 

came to inquirS about a room.', /phy^nci wanna com 

ka-posiyo?/ 'Will you go after the mail?', /sag-

haci amnna posiyo./ 'See if anything is (n't) damaged.', 

/y0l0nna-pwa./ 'Maybe I opened it.', /kanna-pwa./ 

'Maybe he left.', /ona-pwa./ 'Maybe he's coming.', 

/nato kalkka-pwa./ 'I'll probably go, too.'. 

Note: As has been suggested in 4.5, it is 

possible to regard the element /-ina na/ as the 

/•fria/ form of the copula verb /i-/. 

5.55 /-se tase/ 

This element is added to simple or past or 

future stems of action verbs. After past and future 

1. 'Has the whistle blown?'. 



stems, /-se/ is always followed by /-yo/. With simple 

stems, /-se/ may be used alone, with a following /-yo/, 

or with /-na/, 

A form consisting of a simple stem plus /-se/ 

is an informal imperative; with /-na/ it is an informal 

hortative. These forms are used by men and women. 

The /-seyo/ forms are considered "polite," 

and are used by women in speaking to men. They are 

declarative, interrogative or imperative depending 

on intonation, as in the case of the /-o ~ yo ~ so/ 

suffix alone. 

It is possible to analyze the /-se/ which 

occurs after /-kes-, -0s-/ as a dialectal variant 

of the // gerund suffix, which occurs in the al

ternant /—S0/ after /-kes-, rtfs-/. However, /-se/ 

also occurs directly with simple stems, a position 

not otherwise occupied by the /-s#/ variant of the 

gerund /-#/: in this position, the form of the gerund 

/-0/ is usually /-0 ~ y#/. 

The vowel /e/, as against /#/, seems gener

ally to identify women's speech forms. There such 

alternations as /poy0yo ~ poyeyo/, /kath&yo ~ katheyo/, 

in which the /e/ clearly seems to be a dialectal variant 

of the /-#/ gerund suffix. The alternation /-S0 ~ se/ 

(as variants of the gerund suffix /-tf/ after /-kes-, 



—0s/) may account for the forms consisting of stem 

plus /-kes, -0s/; this would mean that /-se/ in a 

form like /haseyo/ (stem plus /-se/), would be a similar 

dialectal variant of the honorific /-si ~ stsi/ before 

/-yo/. 

Examples of /-se/ : /kasena/ 1 Let's go1.1 , 

/il-hase./ 'Let's work.', '(You) work1.', /il-haseyo./ 

'You'd bettor work.', /com kitaliseyo./ 'Wait a 

minute.', /tagsin hwesaes# onul il mani hay^sseyo?/ 

'Did you work hard in the office today?', /panusil 

mani hakesseyo./ 'I'll sew a lot.', /manital capsuseyo?/ 

'Please eat a lot.', /cami poseyo?/ 'How are things?', 

/kalizfsseyo?/ 'Really?', /ta^loseyo?/ 'Is it different?1, 

/pulaseyo./ 'You may call me.', /cal cineesseyo./ 'Fine' 

(i.e., things have been going well), /kachi kaseyo?/ 

'Do you want to go with me?', /yo^s#-haseyo? wassuni./ 

'Excuse me - he's here.', /neilun ku-salami okessraiikka, 

kkok oseyo./ '(I urge you to) come tomorrow, because 

he will surely be here.1. 

5.56 /-mnita, -mnikka, -ptita, -ptikka/ 

The suffixes /-mnita, -mnikka, -ptita, -ptikka/ 

are added to all verb stems. They have the post-vocalic 

alternants /-mnita, -mnikka, -ptita, -ptikka/ and 

the post-consonantal alternants /-sumnita, -somnikka, 



-suptita, -suptikka/. After simple stems ending in 

a consonant, /-mnita, -mnikka/ also have the alter

nants /-umnita, -ttmnikka/ as free variants of /-stunnita, 

-sumnikka./"L 

Forms with these suffixes occur at the end 

of a sentence, /-mnita, -ptita/ indicate statements 

with formal relation between speaker and person spoken 

to. /-mnikka, -ptikka/ indicate questions on the 

same formality level. While forms with the suffixes 

/-mnita, -mnikka/ may refer to the speaker or to the 

person spoken to, forms with /-ptita, -ptikka/ refer 

only to someone other than the speaker or person spoken 

to. Very often, the present form (/haptita/) is used 

in place of the past form (/hajssciptita/). Examples 

of forms with these suffixes are: /m0kalssu issuptikka./ 

1. A women's speech variant of /-mnita, -mnikka/ 
is /-mnaeta, -mnaskka/. The latter forms are used by 
mature and educated women. These forms express some 
emotion, unlike /-mnita, -mnikka/ which are matter-
of-fact. E.g., /p0lss0 kassumnaekka?/ 'Going already?', 
(indignant) 

The vowel /ee/, like /e/, seems to be a women's 
speech device. E.g., /kapsaeta/ for /kapsita/ 'Let's 
go ' (formal). Also, the /-{l)y<syo/ variant of 
/-(i)yejno/ (see 5.55). 



'(how) can (anyone) eat (it)?', /eftefittako haptikka./ 

'Where does he say it is?1, /anny#J3-hasimnikka?/ 'How 

are you?1, /ch0um pwepkessttmnita./ 'I'm glad to meet 

you.1, /cfiemi ikke twasssimnita./ 'It turned out to 

be interesting.'. 

To /-mnita/ may be added the morpheme /-man/ 

'only', yielding /-mnitaman/ 'but, although.', 

/-mnitaman/ is in turn followed by another sentence, 

or by /-yo/, ending the sentence and giving it an 

effect of doubt: /onulun ilkika cassumnitamanyo./ 

'The weather is nice today (but maybe not tomorrow).', 

/nuninmn an-ke si mnitaman, nui-togsaegi hana issumnita./ 

'I don't have any older sisters, but I have one younger 

sister.'. 

i'o /-mnita/ may also be added the element 

/-kuly#/, which is also addable to /-ta/ (see the 

beginning of this section and the following section). 

/-mnitakuly#/ indicates an emphatic statement, and 

makes the sentence slightly less formal, e.g., /ceka 

acu khon-silsul hasssnmnitakuly#./ 'I sure made a very 

big mistakei1 . 

5.561 Reanalysis 

It is possible to reanalyze the elements 

/-mnita, -cinikka, -ptita, -ptikka, -psita, -pciyo/. 



in terms of the suffix /-P~/ (see 5.26) and morphemes 

/-ni/, /-ti/, /-ci/, /-ta/, /-kka/. We may consider 

this /-ni/ as the suffix /-ni/ discussed in 5.53} 

its position after /-p-/ is an additional position 

of occurrence. However, /-ti-/ occurs nowhere but 

after /-p-/ and before /-ta/ and /-kka/. We may identify 

the /-ci/ as the gerund /-ci/ in 5.33. We may also 

regard the /-ta/ in the above elements as the same 

/-ta/ discussed in 5.52; again, as in the case of 

/-ni/, this would be a special additional point of 

occurrence. It is not neat that these extra positions 

of occurrence for /-ni/, /-ta/ should be so different 

from one another. As for /-kka/, we may consider it 

to be the same /-kka/ as occurs in /-nikka/ (see 5.4l). 

But /-si/ in /-psita/ cannot be identified with the 

stem formalizer /-si ~ nsi/, for it does not have 

the alternant form /-nsi/. 

It is necessary to say that /-p-/ after vowel-

final stems has alternant forms: (l) /-p-/ after vowel-

stems, (2) /-sup-'/ after stems ending in a consonant; 

after simple stems ending in a consonant /-sup-/ varies 

freely with A-up-/, but after past and future stems 

only /-sttp-»/ occurs. Furthermore, the /p/ phoneme 

of all these morpheme alternants changes to /m/ before 
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/n/ (a regular morphophonemic change). It is also 

necessary to add that /-ni/ has the form /-ni/ after 

/-p-/, and that /-ta/ has the form /-ta/ after /-ti-/. 

The following chart shows the arrangements 

of these morphemes with respect to one another and 

to the verb stem. 

0S 0S 

-ft±-

kes ti 

si~ 
asi 

Verb 
stem 

0S 0S 

kes 

si 

ci 

-yo-

Hote: This chart really has the geometric 

property of a cylinder, as can be seen from the necessity 

of repeating the stems in columns 3, 4, 5 at top and 

bottom. 



5.57 /-la ula/ 

The suffix /-la/ is added directly to simple 

action stems, and to the copula stem /i-/. It has 

the alternant /-la/ after vowel-final stems, or /l/ 

final stems with the /l/ remaining. It has the form 

/-ula/ after consonant-final stem. 

To forms with the suffix /-la/ is added /-ko/ 

/-nun/; or /-n/; /-nun/ and /-n/ seem to alternate 

freely here. The actual forms which occur are thus 

forms like /(i)lako, (i)lanun, halako, tulygr-tallako, 

olanun/. Such forms ending in /-lako/ are followed 

by a form based on anerb stem, or by a clause; such 

forms ending in /-lanctn/ or /-lan/ are followed by 

a noun-copula phrase, /-lako/ and /-lantin/ or /-lan/ 

are both followed by noun-verb (other than copula) 

phrases: /kitalllako kul^s^si^yo./ 'He told me to 

wait.1 , /ama n^mchtjlanunka pociyo./ 'Maybe he wants 

us to stop?1, /cugyo-han-il-ilako saQkak twemnita./ 

•I think it's important.'. 

The sequences /-lako, -lanun, -lan/ indicate 

that that part of the sentence preceding them is a 

quoted request (imperative) or a copula sentence. 

E.g., /nukulako kul#s^cciyo?/ 1 Who did you say he 

is?'t /coyoQ-halako kul^siyo./ 'Tell them to be quiet 



/meil olarmn phy.0nci pattfsso?/ 'Did you get a letter 

(telling you) to come tomorrow?', /naka halanwitailo-

man hasiyo./ 'Do just as I tell you.1, /k«-salam 

cakinttn-hupoca anilako puin hay^sso?/ 'Has he denied 

that he's a candidate?'. 

The difference in meaning between /-lako/ 

and /-lanan, -lan/ may be seen in the following pair 

of sentences: /kraian mikuk-salam-ilako mal-hajssttmnita./ 

'He said that he is an American.' : /kraiun mikuk-

salam-ilan mal-ita./ 'It is said that he is an American. 

5.571 Other instances of /-la/ 

As has been mentioned, a morpheme /-la/ occurs 

with /-tjz ~ t«/ and /-no ~ no/, and with the /-&/ 

gerund. 

In addition there is a /-la/ in the forms 

/-nila, -mrnila/. /-nila/ is added to simple stems 

of description verbs, while /-netnila/ is added to 

simple stems of action verbs, /-nila *•* -nonila/ marks 

the end of a sentence, and is used in proverbs, truisms, 

etc. E.g., /salami nstlkEtmyjzn, cuqnunila./ 'Man gets 

older, he dies.'. 

Another instance of /-la/ is in the clause-

final word /anila/ 'not... but...'. 
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/-la ~ tila/ occurs without /-ko, -ntui, -n/ 

and marks the end of a clause and means 'not... 

but.*.1: /ike pothog htalki anila, sakom-imnita./ 

'This isn't just ordinary dirt; it's gold dust.1, 

/i-iltrn 0ly0ulppuninan anila, wih0m-han-il-imnita./ 

'This is not only difficult work, but dangerous also.', 

/ssttntm-kerso anila, kttl-inwi-loasimnita./ 'It's not 

writing, but drawing.'. 

The identification of these various instances 

of /-la/ as the same morpheme cannot be shown here. 

They may well be homonyms. 

5.58 Quotative A*ko, -ntm, -n/; other quotative forms 

It is possible to regard the elements /-ko, 

-niwi, -n/ mentioned in the preceding section as the 

same morphemes as the /-ko/ gerund suffix (5.35), 

and the /-non/ and /-n/ participle suffixes (5.34). 

In addition to this use with /-la ̂  nla/, they are 

also used with other forms with (1) /-ta ̂  nta ~ nanta/, 

(2) /-ca/, (3) certain forms consisting of a participle 

(adjectival) form plus noun stem, such as /hally^ko, 

kannttnyako/. The selection of /-ko/^"or /-nun/ ~ /-n/ 

1. /-ko/ has the variant /-kko/ at least after the 
/-ta/ forms; the /-kko/ variant seems to prevail in 
S. Korea. 



depends on what kind of expression follows (see 5.57). 

For example: 

/ku-salami kacako ktilaesso./ »Ke said "let's 

go'.111 , /ku-salami kacantan mal-iyo./ 'Ee means "let's 

go'."', /Kini-S0nsa2Qi caki-samusile kantako haptita./ 

'Mr. Kim said that he was going to his (own) office.', 

/&te hasikettako kttlaacciyo?/ 'You said you wanted to 

go someplace, didn't you?', /erte hasikettanun malssam-

iwnikka./ 'Where is it that you want to go?', /il0khe 

hanon-kiz'si nattako kta-ika malssmra-hamnita./ 'He says 

it's better to do it this way.', /onul pika okettako 

sinmune poto-hasssamnita./ 'The newspaper reported 

that it will rain today.' , /sacin-kuky^ge ca;milttl 

pwannunyako naka muizfsso./ 'I asked him how he liked 

the picture.', /sas-ipokttl sally0ko hamnita./ 'I'm 

planning to buy a new suit.1, /kocip pulintako cokomto 

iloulkk0n 0pso./ 'Being stubborn won't help you a 

bit.'. 

Forms with the suffixes /-ta, -ca, -ly0, -la/ 

often occur directly with the clause-final suffixes, 

mostly with /-my^n/, and the sentence-final suffixes 

/-mnita, -mnikka, -ptita, -ptikka, -ciyo/. E.g., 

/hantamy0n, hantamnita, hacamy0n, halarunikka/. Such 

forms usually express a quoted sentence (analogous 

to /hantako hamy0n/, etc.), and are often used when 



the source of the report is unspecified. It is not 

clear, however, whether verbs of the form /hantamy0n/, 

for example, can be substituted for expressions of 

the type /hantako hamy^n/ in all eases (allowing for 

the change in meaning). 

/s^nsaQnimi kasintamy0n, C0to kachi kalkka 

hamnita./ 'If you (say that you) are going tommorrow, 

I think I'll go with you, too.', /ceka i-calu-we t0 

tnlko kalamnikka?/ 'Should I carry something besides 

this boy?', /c0Q chaaki pakkwintaimita./ 'There will 

be a change in policy.', /kul0ss0ttaciyo?/ 'Is it 

true?', /manyak kantamyjzfn,.../ 'If he goes...', 

/mal-hacamy0n,.../ 'For example,...' or 'If I nay 

say so.'. 

5.59 Forms containing AW 

The element /-ku/ occurs in the following 

sequences: /-kun, -kuman, -kun#n, -kul, -kunyo, 

-kumanyo, -kumanyo, -kulyo ~ kuly0/. ^'hese sequences 

beginning with /-ku/ are added to all verb stems; 

they have variants beginning with /-ku/ after all 

stems except stems except stems of simple action verbs, 

where they have variants beginning with /-nttnku/. 

That is, /-ku/ and /-ntanku/ are alternants of one 

morpheme /-ku/, if we break up these sequences in 
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the following way: 

Description 
verb stem 

Gopula stem 

ku 

na Description 
verb stem 

Gopula stem 

0S 

kes 

ku 

n 
m 
man 

mem 

Action 
verb stem 

0S 

kes 

ku 

n 
m 
man 

mem 

Action 
verb stem tjzr-ta 

ku 

n 
m 
man 

mem 

Action 
verb stem tjzr-ta 

ku 

1 

• •• yu • 

y0 

Action 
verb stem 

nun 

ku 

1 

• •• yu • 

y0 

mnita 

nun 

ku 

1 

• •• yu • 

y0 

Presumably, /yo/ may be analyzed as /-(i)yo/; how

ever, it should be noted that after /-kul/, /yo/ varies 

freely with /y0/. Rather than consider /yo/ and /y#/ to 

be variants of one morpheme, it is perhaps neater to consider 

/y#/ to be /-(y#)/, i.e., the /-#/ gerund form based on the 

copula.verb stem /i-/. The /-#/ gerund form of verbs may, 

in general, occur in sentence-final position. The variation 

between /yo/ and /y^/, then, is a variation between two dif

ferent verb forms, i.e., the form with /-o ~ yo - so/ and 

the form with /-#/. 



While /man/ occurs elsewhere as a noun stem, 

the identification of /n/ is not clear, /-nyo/ occurs 

elsewhere as a substitutablc element for /-yo/, added 

to certain forms, e.g., /issmiikkanyo ~ issunikkayo/ 

'because there is1. 

The identification of /-n^n/ is also not clear 

it could perhaps be regarded as a free variant of 

/-man/, but only in the environment /-ku /. 

/-ku/ itself might be identified with the 

/-ko/ gerund suffix, since the latter has the form 

/-ku/ as a dialectal variation. But the gerundive 

/-ko/ ~ /-ku/ elsewhere does not have the alternant 

/-nonku/ after simple action stems. For this reason, 

it is not possible to identify these two elements 

as the same morpheme. It is also of interest to note 

that in these forms /-ku/ has the dialectal variants 

/-k«/ and /-kef/. 

Forms with /-kun, -kuman, -kunt0n, -kul/ come 

at the end of a sentence; they indicate a statement 

expressing surprise, dismay, wonderment. When ended 

off by /-yo/ (/or -ys/), the sentence is presumably 

being addressed to someone other than the speaker 

himself, with expectation of an affirmative answer. 

When not ended off by /-yp/ or /-y#/, the speaker 

is not addressing anyone else. 



/unhelakonwii molonsnkun./ 'He doesn't under

stand gratitude,' , /o, konttn iri«kculnl mani masimankun./ 

'Oh, he sure drinks a lot of beer'.', /naaka ilttttQ 

halpp^n-iyefkkun./ 'I should (would) have been first.', 

/cham kttl0khekkun./ 'Oh, that's true.', /cham chupkun 

onttlun./ 'It's awfully cold today.', /cham ippukun./ 

'Oh, it's very beautiful.', /i-k0Stun najka chattjzrn-

k0sikuna./ 'Oh, this is what I was looking fori', 

/c0-salami p#lss0 wakkuntetn./ 'Oh, he's here already'.', 

/salami cokhumeml/ 'He's a nice person (after all).', 

/kkwe tertsipkun'./ 'Boy it's hot'.', /ik#si ph#k pissakunyo. 

'These are very expensive.', /cham ijjani m0Qnr*nkunyo ./ 

'He sure eats a lot.', /onal nali t#W0S0, cakko tami 

nanwikunyo./ 'It's so hot today, I'm sweating.', 

/ceka acu khwn-silsul hassscurinita^kuly^./ 'I sure made 

a big mis take 11 , /nuka mw/a'lako ktil^na pokuly#./ 

5.6 Noun Stem Plus Verb Stem 

5.61 Noun stem plus copula 

As has been mentioned earlier, the copula 

verb stem /^i-/ occurs only with a preceding noun 

stem; this noun stem may be an ordinary noun stem 

or one based on a verb stem, such as the gerund forms. 

No other verb stem is dependent on any preceding element 

We might look upon /-i-/ as a noun stem suffix, perhaps 



as a kind of verbalizer of noun stems. 

The element /-yo/ occurs very frequently as 

a sentence-final element, added to various kinds of 

forms, such as gerunds and noun stems. V/e have 

chosen to regard this /-yo/ as being the /-o ~ yo ~ so/ 

form of the copula stem /i-/ whose vowel drops after 

morphemes ending in a vowel, or in /l, m, n/# 

While the copula verb is ordinarily never 

preceded by anything but a noun stem, with no (other) 

noun suffixes intervening, the /-(i)yo/ form is often 

used after a noun stem plus suffix, especially in 

response utterances. E.g., /toflmuekeyo?/ * To your 

friedd?', /c0t0yo./, /natoyo./ 'Me, too.', /ku-salanmnyo ̂  

1 You mean him?', /k&intuiyoi cip cikintm-kefsici, aitial 

to^muka aniyeyo./ 'The dog? It's for guarding the 

house, not for being a pet for the children.', 

/ciphajQiloy©^ '(What?) With a cane?1, /cina-kamm-

salamulyo?/ '(Re bit) the passerby?', /amyo./ 'Sure.', 

/ketlo'iimnyo, 0tt0khe halikka./ 'Then what should I do?', 

/ole-kan maniyo./ 'It's been a long time (since I 

saw you).', /makchaka yeflttusinikkayo./ 'Becaase the 

last train is at 12 o'clock.', /mw0llyo./ 'Don't mention 

it. (i.e., what is it?)', /hakoya malkk0lyo./ 'We'll 

do it anyway.' . 



In connection with substantives based on verb 

stems, /-yo/ occurs after /-ci, -0, -ko, -ke, -ki, 

-m/. In connection with the clause-final suffixes, 

./-yo/ occurs after /-nikka/, but not after /-ni, -na, 

-my#, -mysm, -my0ns0, -kistan/. In connection with 

sentence-final suffixes, /-yo/ occurs after /-mnita, 

/-se, -na/, but not after /-ta, -ca, -la/# 

There are also the variant forms /-(i)y0yo, 

(i)yeyo, (i)yaiyo, (i)yayo/. It is reasonable to 

suppose that the variations/0 ~ e ~ at a/ in these 

forms are all variations of the vowel of the copula 

form of the copula verb /-(i)y0/. /-(i)yeyo/ seems 

to be most common; /-(i)yajyo/ seems to be very fre

quent in women's speech. /-(i)y0yo/ means the same 

thing as /-(i)yo/ but expresses more affect. Examples 

are: /aniyeyo./ 'No.1, /mus«n kkatalkiyeyo?/ 'What 

was the reason?1, /0cc0n-iliyeyo?/ 'What happened?', 

/anyeyo. ttan-k0siyeyo./ 'Ho, I mean the other one.', 

/ssonttn-k0t malyeyo./ 'I mean writing.', /kti-k0S«n 

ceka philyo-han-loz>3iy0yo,/ ''^his is what I need.1. 

5.62 Noun stems plus the verb stem /ha-/ 

A very common sequence which occurs in the 

position of a verb stem consists of a noun stem plus 

the verb stem /ha-/. The stem /ha-/ is used elsewhere 
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with a wide range of meanings, such as 'do, make, 

say, tell, think1. Following are examples of noun 

stein plus /ha-/» with /-/ juncture between them (we 

give the present tense form with /-nta/ if it is an 

action verb or with /-ta/ if it is a description verb): 

/sjggkak-hanta/ * think' , /pa-hata/ ' be hungry' , /rnal-

hanta/ 'say, tell', /cowa-nanta/ 'like', /sag-hanta/ 

'hurt', /nolse-hanta/ 'sing', /sanpho-hanta/ 'walk 

around', /phyer^an-hata/ 'be safe', /thanthwi-'nata/ 

'be strong', /y0ncu-'nanta/ 'play', /si0m-hanta/ 

'exercise', /uncjzn-hanta/ 'drive', /siW0n-hata/ 

'be refreshing', /coyoQ-hata/ 'be quiet', /il-hanta/ 

'work', /w0n-hanta/ 'want', /mian-hata/ 'be sorry', 

/koqpji-hanta/ 'study', /vanctfja....-hata/ 'be complete', 

/k0C0l-'nanta/ 'refuse', /sok-hanta/ 'include'. 

Many of these noun plus /ha-/ phrases occur 

also in contracted forms, i.e., the /h/' of the stem 

/ha-/ is added to the last phoneme of the noun stem, 

and the /a/ vowel of /ha-/ drops. These forms are 

thus verb stems ending in a vowel or consonant plus 

/h/: /sanphochi/ from /sanpho-ha-/ plus /-ci/, /scegkakci/ 

from /saagkak-ha-/ plus /-ci/, /cumunchi/ from /cumun-ha-/ 

plus /-ci/, /phycQanchi/ from /phyeqan-ha-/ plus /-ci/, 

/k0c0lchi/ from /k#c0l-ha-/ plus /-ci/, /mantha/ from 

/man-ha-/ plus /-ta/. 



However, these contractions are not freely-

made. Fewer of the vowel-final noun stems seem to 

permit contraction with the following /ha-/ than 

of the consonant-final stems. Some consonant-final 

stems do not permit this contraction. -E.g., these 

is only /ka^-hata/ 1 be strong', /koqpu-hanta/ 1 study1. 

In a few cases, a noun-plus /ha-/ phrase and a verb 

form v.'hich looks like its contracted form are in con

trast, i.e., are different morphemes: /il-ha-/ 'work' 

and /ilh-/ 'lose1 in /il-haci amtta./ 'I didn't work1 

and /ilchi arietta./ 'I didn't lose1. 

In most of these noun plus /ha-/ phrases, 

the noun stem has a zero suffix; sometimes it has 

the object suffix /-al - lutl/. There is a difference 

in meaning: /ap^cinan no Ice-has samnit a./ 'My father 

sang.' and /apefcinttn nolalttl hcsssomnita./ 'My father 

sang a song.*. 

Note: The verb stem /ha-/ has the dialectal 

variant /ft?**/; ©•£•> /haki siphumnikka?/ •*» /h0ki 

siphtannikka?/ 'Do you want to do it?'. 

5.63 /an, mot/ plus a verb stem 

The morphemes /an/ and /mot/ occur not only 

in /anh-/ or /an-ha-/ (e.g., /antha/ or /an-hanta/, 

and /mot-ha/), but also -with other verbs besides /ha-/. 



Those verbs with which /an/ and /mot/ occur are, on 

the whole, the same verbs which occur in the /-non/ 

participle form, or which have the /-nta, -nunta/ 

alternants of the sentence-final verb suffix /-ta ~ 

nta - nraita/. That is, /an/ and /mot/ occur with 

the class of verbs we call "action" verbs, but not 

with the class of verbs we call "description" verbs. 

However, there are some verbs which have other char

acteristics of action verbs but do not occur with 

/an/ and /mot/ e.g., /iss/ 'be, exist1. Also, the 

copula verb /-ita/, while it is a description verb 

in many respects, does occur with /an/, though not 

with /mot/, e.g., /ani, anita, aniyo, anyeyo/ 'it 

isn1t' or 'no'. 

The /t/ of /mot/ undergoes regular morphopho-^ 

nemic changes before consonant-initial verbs, e.g., 

/mossmita/ 'cannot use' from /mot-ssunta/, /monnselinta/ 

1 cannot go down' from /mot-nselinta/. 

The /n/ of /an/ generally does not undergo 

any rnorphophonemic changes before consonant-initial 

verbs. 

Both /an/ and /mot/ make a verb stem negative; 

/an/ is translatable in English by 'not' while /mot/ 

is translatable by 'cannot1. 



Some verbs which do not take /an/ or /mot/ 

are paired with another verb in the same way that 

a verb without /an/ or /mot/ is paired with the same 

verb preceded by /an/ or /mot/. For example, the 

negative of /al-/ 'know1 is /molu mollti-/ 'not 

know'. 

Examples of verbs with /an/ and /mot/ are: 

/an-ita/ 'is not1, /an-kesinta/ 'is (exists) not1, 

/an-onta/ 'does not come', /mokkanta/ 'cannot go', 

/monmasinta/ 'cannot drink'. 

Most action and description verbs can, how

ever, be made negative by being put into the /-ci/ 

gerund form of the simple stern followed by /anh-/ 

or /mot-ha-/* For example: /cochi antha/ 'is not 

good', /wslcl antha/ 'is not far', /manchi antha/ 

'is not much, many1, /t0apci antha/ 'is not warm1, 

/kaci annttnta/ 'does not go', /kaci mot-hanta/ 

'cannot go1, /icci anmanta/ 'is not (present)1. 

This is further discussed in Chapter VII as a verb 

construction. 



CHAPTER VI 

NOUN PHRASES AND NOUN COMPOUNDS 

Noun stems very frequently occur in structures 

consisting of a noun stem plus a noun stem, or of 

an adjectival form based on a verb plus a noun stem. 

These structures may have /-/ juncture or close junc

ture between the two members. In the first case, 

we call the structure a noun phrase, while in the 

second case we call the structure a noun compound 

or compound noun. 

Whether a combination is a noun phrase or a 

noun compound depends on the morphemes involved, or 

in some cases on the final or initial phonemes, (l) 

A structure involving a noun stem which does not occur 

except in these positions (i.e., before or after another 

noun stem, or after an adjectival form) is a compound} 

e»g.» /-si/ 'hour' in /hansi/ 'one o'clock1, /amo-/ 

'any, some1 and /-te/ 'place' in /amoteko/ 'anyplace, 

some place', /-ka/ 'question' in /kesinka/ 'question 

of being'. (2) A structure in which some morphopho-

nemic change takes place in the final consonant of 

the first morpheme or the initial consonant of the 

second morpheme is also called a compound; e . g . ,  
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/y^lam/ 'summer' plus /togan/ 'period of time' is 

/yeflumttogan/ 'during the summer; /hantal/ 'one 

month' plus /cam/ 'approximation' is /hantalccum/ 

'about a month'; /hal/ (future participle or adjectival 

form) plus /-su/ 'ability' is /halssu/ 'possibility 

of doing', /kal/ (future participle or adjectival 

form) plus /salam/ 'person' is /kalssalam/ 'person 

who will go'. 

Other cases of adjective-noun and noun-noun 

sequences may be compounds or phrases: which one, 

has to be determined by repeated renditions of the 

sequence. 

6.1 Adjective-noun Compounds and Phrases 

Generally speaking, adjective-noun sequences 

are nominal constructions, e.g., /kan-salam/ 'person 

who went', /khon-ktft/ 'large thing', but some of these 

sequences are syntactically substitutable for verbal 

constructions, e.g., /innante/ 'There is, and...'. 

Which kind of construction is yielded by an adjective-

noun sequence depends on the noun stem. There are 

a few bound noun stems which are not added to noun 

stems but only to forms based on verbs, such as /-ci, 

-ka, -te/. This special sub-class of noun stems is 

treated in the discussion on verbs (see 5.34 and Chapter Vll). 



6.2 Nous-noun Compounds and Phrases 

There may be structures consisting of more 

than two nouns. The stringing together of two or 

three noun stems to form compounds or phrases is char

acteristic of the language: /cos0n-salam/ 'Korean 

(person)', /cos^n-salam-chi^ku/ 'Korean friend', 

/costfn-salam-chiQku-hansalam/ 'a Korean friend,' 

/kunkukcui/ 'militarism', /c^khwa-sasaq/ 'leftism', 

/kukhwe-uiw0n/ 'member of the national assembly'. 

Similarly, there may be structures involving 

an adjectival form plus not only a single noun but 

a noun phrase consisting of two or more nouns or 

of a noun compound, as in /khon-pyjzktol-cip/ 'big 

brick building.' Two adjectival forms do not occur 

together, however, since the adjectival forms are 

always followed by a noun stem, as pointed out in 

5.34. 

The usual noun suffixes and other suffixes 

may be added to the last noun stem in noun phrases 

and noun compounds. 

The first noun in a noun-noun phrase or com

pound usually has an attributive relation to the fol

lowing noun, just as the first member of an adjective-

noun sequence does. 



6.21 Chinese and Korean nouns in compounds 

In considering noun compounds, it is necessary 

to recognize two classes of noun stems which we may 

call Chinese stems and Korean stems. Generally speak

ing, noun stem morphemes which are historically Chinese 

combine in compounds only with each other; Chinese 

stems are, on the whole, not found combined in com

pounds with noun stem morphemes of Korean origin. 

E.g., /co 13/ 'bell' + /lo/ 'street, way1 in /coQno/ 

•Bell St.' (in Seoul), /hae/ 'sea' + /p y#n/ 'coast1 

in /haepy0n/ 'seacoast', /mi/ 'beautiful1 + /nam/ 'male 

person' + /ca/ 'person' in /minamca/ 'handsome man', 

/un/ 'carry' + /toy/ 'move' + /ca^/ 'place' in 

/unto^cag/ 'playground', /vuai/ 'drinking' + /nyo/ 

'staff' + /ch^n/ 'fountain' in /ttinnyochzn/ 'drinking 

fountain'. In some cases, however, we find a Chinese 

compound in combination with a Korean stem which means 

the same thing as the head of the Chinese compound, 

e»g*» /co:gno/ 'Bell Street' + /kk^li/ 'street' in 

/coQnokktfli/. 

Chinese stems used as adjectives, however, 

are substitutable by Korean adjective forms based 

on a verb stem, e.g., /no/ (Chinese) or /nttlketn/ (Korean) 

'old' + /unto^ka/ 1athelete' in /nountoy^a/ or /nEtlktm-
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untogka/ 'old athlete', /tea/ (Chinese) or /khan/ (Korean) 

'big, famous' + /hakca/ 'scholar' in /tashakca/ or 

/khttn-hakca/ 'famous scholar'. That a Korean adjec

tive may combine with a Chinese compound noun does 

not destroy the general principle of Chinese stems 

combining only with Chinese stems in compounds, for 

the construction of an adjective form based on a verb 

stem plus a noun stem may be a noun phrase, as well 

as a noun compound (see above), and these are instances 

of noun phrases. 

Probably most Chinese stems can be paired 

with a Korean stem semantically; i.e., the Chinese 

stem is said to be the "sound" of a Chinese charac-» 

ter, from which there is a Korean stem which is the 

"meaning" of it. E.g., /i/ (Chinese) and /pee/ (Korean) 

^pear', /hwa/ (Chinese) and /kkot/ (Korean) 'flower1. 

(See also the number words in 6.51.) But not all 

Korean stems can be paired with a Chinese stem; e.g., 

there is no Chinese stem for /pusttlpustil/ 'soft(ly)'. 

It is not possible at this point in our study 

to tell whether a stem is Chinese or Korean fjy»m its 

phonemic composition (we rely on informant testimony, 

i.e., on the reading of Chinese characters, for this 

until such a study can be made). However, it seems 

likely that some such analysis may be possible; a.g., 



it may well turn out that stems beginning with mor-1 

phophonemic /l/ are of Chinese origin. 

The Chinese stems are highly productive, so 

far as combining in noun compounds is concerned. 

We give below an example list of such compounds. 

(See also the number words in 6.51.) 

/lo/ 'street1 s /cogno/ 1 -^ell Street', 

/ttlccilo/ 'Uljji Street'. 

/cscq/ 'ground' s /hwecag/ 'meeting place', 

/c0TQk0caq/ 'train station', /unto^ca*}/ ' playgeound' . 

/chwe-/ 'first place' : /chwekune/ 'recently', 

/chwekoktip/ 'highest quality'. 

/hak/ 'science' : /ha^mun/ 'science', /suhak/ 

'mathematics', /ctozlhak/ 'philosophy', /hwahak/ 'chem

istry', /mullihak/ 'physics', /tssuhak/ 'algebra', 

/haksffQ/ 'student', /hakkyo/ 'school'. 

/way/ 'king' : /waQca/ 'king, prince', /wajaygr/ 

'princess', /waqppi/ 'queen', /wa^json/ 'king's grandson'. 

/py0Xi/ 'disease' i /, py^ijca/ 'patient', /pyetgw^n/ 

'hospital', /pytfqsil/ 'hospital room'. 

/cui/ 'ideology, -ism, opinion' : /kunkukcui/ 

•militarism', /cekukcui/ 'imperialism', /ko^sancui/ 

'communism', /sahwecui/ 'socialism'. 

/ik/ 'wing' i /coaik-sasaq/ 'leftist', /mik* 

sasaq/ 'rightist'. 



/ky^o/ 'glass' : /ajQky0%/ 'eyeglasses', 

/ma$w0iiky0]o/ 'binoculars', /yociky0g/ ' kaleidescope' , 

/sik/ 'style, ceremony' : /kusik/ 'old style', 

/sinsik/ 'new style, modern', /hy^Qsik/ 'formal style, 

ceremonial'. 

/sahwe/ 'society' : /sahwecui/ 'socialism1, 

/sahwecils#/ 'social system', /sahwe-muncae/ 'social 
4 

problem1. 

/kan/ 'while' : /sikan/ 'hour', /cuqkan/ 'middle 

of a space or period (i.e., between)'. 

/pu-/ 'negation' : /puta^/ 'injustice', 

/pucui/ 'carelessness'. 

/pul-/ 'negation' : /pulman/ 'dissatisfaction', 

/puizrn^pulwn/ 'not far', /pulli/ 'disadvantage'. 

/kuk/ 'drama' : /hikttk/ 'comedy', /pikuk/ 

' tragedy', /sokttk/ 'farce'. 

/kyo/ 'religion' : /kitokkyo/ 'Christianity', 

/pulkyo/ 'Budd hism', /yukyo/ ' Conf ucionism'. 

/kuk/ 'country' * /kukcse y0n-hap/ ' international 

union (UN)', /kUkcie-sac^/ 'international affair'. 

In the above examples, we can speak of an 

attributive relation between a noun stem and the one 

following it: the last noun stem is the head of the 

sequence and is modified by the stem preceding it. 



There are some compounds, however, in which 

the semantic relation between the two noun stems is 

one of conjunction, 'and'! e.g., /Wlssu/ 'Monday 

and Wednesday', /sosulle/ 'ox and wagon', /macha/ 

(N. Korea) 'horse and wagon'(/mal/ 'horse' plus 

/cha/ 'wagon') or /mal-sulki/# 

Besides the noun constructions discussed above, 

there are also sequences of two noun stems with the 

connective /e/ added to the first noun stem (see 4.3). 

There is /-/ juncture between the first noun stem 

plus /e/ and the following noun stem. The second 

noun stem may have added to it any of the usual noun 

stem suffixes: /hwew^ne-pannn/ 'as for half of the 

members', /name-cip/ 'someone else's house1, /name-

nala/ 'foreign country' . 

6.22 Reduplication 

A fairly common kind of noun-noun sequence 

is reduplication, e.g., /salam-salam/ 'every person'; 

they may also occur with the last-position noun stem 

/-mata/, as in /cip-cimmata/ 'every house'. Some 

of these reduplicated phrases or compounds occur with 

the noun suffix /-i/, e.g., /yonny^ni/ 'every year', 

/nal-nali/ 'every day'. Some reduplicated forms also 

occur with other suffixes, especially /-lo ̂  nlo/, 
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added to each occurrence of the stein, e.g., /ttalo 

ttalo/ 'separately1, /taikuelo tae uelo kassamnita./ 

'Everybody was going to Taigu.'. 

Reduplicated phrasea or compounds often h«ve the 

meaning of 'every' or are adverbs syntactically (and 

also in their English translations): /S0IS0I/ 'slowly', 

/ttalo-ttalo/ 'separately', /ssttlssul/ 'loneliness'. 

6.3 Pre-noun Stems 

There are noun stems which occur only as the 

first member of a noun compound or noun phrase. Some 

important ones among these are /i-/ 'this', /ku-/ 

'that', /op-/ 'that (yonder)', /ytfl0-/ 'many', 

/gmtt-/ 'which', /amo-/ 'some, any', /sa*/ 'new', 

/mak-/ 'last', /on-/ 'every, all', /maj-/ 'iwrery'. 

The stems for the numbers (6.51) are also included 

in this group, though the both the Chinese and the 

Korean numbers eccur independently in counting, and 

the Korean numbers may occur after a noun in a noun 

phrase. Many morphemes included in this class are 

translatable in English as adjectives. This is not 

strange, since in any Korean compound or phrase, the 

first member modifies the following member, or has 

some attributive relation to it; this is so in the 

case of noun-noun compounds or phrases, and in phrases 
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consisting of certain forms based on verb stems plus 

a noun stem. 

It seems preferable to consider the pre

positional morphemes as members of the noun class, 

rather then to set up a class of adjective morphemes, 

because (l) some of these morphemes sometimes, if 

rarely or under special circumstances, take noun suffixes 

directly, and (2) when followed by a noun stem they 

pattern in longer sequences like the first noun of 

a noun-noun combination. 

These pre-positional noun stems or "pre-noun 

stems" usually have /-/ juncture with a following 

noun stem, but certain ones of them have close junc

ture, e.g., /amo-/ in /amoteto/ 'any place1. 

Some of these morphemes, e. g . ,  /i-, ku, C0-/, 

may be put into a small class by themselves. These 

never occur without a following noun stem, and they 

have a wider range of uses than do most of the other 

members of this sub-class. They are used not only 

before single noun stems, but also before noun com" 

pounds and noun phrases. E.g., /ikjason cham cohunteyo./ 

•This is very good.', /ku-chaiki y0ki 0psttmy0n, talwi-

kose isstilkk0t kathayo./ 'If the book isn't here, 

it might be someplace else.', /o, kmrnn maekculnl maani 



inasiimnkun/ 'Oh, he sure drinks a lot of beer.1 , /ktt-

salami kotan-hatako haes#, ilccwk nawasseuunita./ 'He 

said he was tired so he left early.'. These three 

would usually be translated into English as articles. 

The construction /i-, kn-, C0/ plus a noun 

phrase or noun compound yields the sequences noun-

noun-noun arid noun-adjective-noun. 

6.4 Bound Noun Stems 

There are certain noun stems which occur only 

with other noun stems which may be of this group, and 

which form noun compounds. These stems are probably 

largely Chinese, but this remains a problem for further 

investigation. While many of these stems occur after 

a preceding stem, some occur as the first stem, and 

some as either first or second. In some cases, the 

positions of two of these stems (which we will call 

bound noun stems) in a compound are freely reversible, 

as in /silkwa ~ kwasil/ 'fiuit'. 

There are other bound stems which we put into 

a different class because of a difference in distribu

tion from the ones being discussed here (see also 

6.5). 

Examples of some of these bound noun stems 

follow: 



/-kwan/ 'building1 in /pa^mulkwan/ ' museum1, 

/-ssi/ (term of address) in /kimssi/ 'Mr. Kim1, /-pu/ 

•person who does something' in /kwa^pu/ 'miner1, /-sik/ 

'style, ceremony' in /col^psik/ 'graduation exercises', 

/-ca/ 'thing, small thing, person, person in authority' 

in /chaekca/ 'booklet', /kisulcaa/ ' engineer', /annaeca/ 

'guide', /ca^nca/ 'adviser', /"•wgrn/ 'building' in 

/py0J3W0n/ 'hospital', /-ka/ 'person who does something' 

in /umakka/ 'musician', /-hak/ 'science, study' in 

/haksajg/ 'student', /suhak/ 'mathematics', /-tag/ 

'building' in /yepeta^/ 'chapel, church', /-sa/ 'person 

who does something' in /ipalsa/' barber' , /-#/ 'language' 

in /y^ij#/ 'English (language)', /-su/ 'matter' in 

/cwesu/ 'crime'. 

This list can be extended much farther than 

the examples given here, depending on how far one 

wishes to go in analyzing sequences into separate 

morphemes, but these examples include some of the 

more commonly occurring ones, in addition to some 

listed in 6.2. 

Included in this class, though perhaps in 

a sub-class, are morphemes which are analyzed as 

numeral classifiers, taken up in 6.5. 



6.41 /tal/, /man/ 

The morpheme /tttl/ has a rather special dis

tribution. Its most common position is after a noun 

stem, with all suffixes free to occur after it. How

ever, /tal/ also occurs as an independent noun, with 

/i-, ktt-, c0-/, and it occurs after a noun stem plus 

a suffix /-e/ or/-lo/. 

/till/ indicates 'several, many' and is often 

used to translate English plural. Examples: 

/katttlan tunakal tolal# omnita./ 1 l'hey come to listen 

to music.' , /ull-ttili silssttpmi mte-cuil w^lssu ktunyoile 

issttmnita./ 'We have lab on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 

Fridays.' , /mustm-iyoekitttlnl hako iss^sstunnita./ 'What 

were you (pi.) talking about?', /s0ullo S0ullott*l 

kassumnita./ 'Everybody was going to Seoul.', 

/sanetul ittwn-nuni/ 'the snow on the mountains'. 

The morpheme /-man/ 'only, just', also hasa 

distribution wider than the first group of suffixes. 

It can come directly after a stem, or after a stem 

plus a locative suffix C/-e, -eke, -es0, -lo/), but 

not /-i ~ ka/, /-rai ~ nun/ or /-nl ~ lal/. Examples 

are: 

/camkkan-man kitalisiyo./ 'Wait [just] a minute, 

/ktiman hamy0n, twelkkayo?/ 'Just like that?', /y0$0-



mail anun-ika olttaee soyog-twemnita./ 'Some of the 

people "who come (in) speak only English.'. 

6.5 Numeral Classifiers 

6.51 The Number stems 

we make some remarks on the number stems. Number 

stems are noun stems, and there are two sets of num

ber stems. One set, which forms compounds with cer

tain noun stems, but not with others,we call Chinese 

numbers; the other set we call the Korean numbers 

(see 6.21). These two sets are as follows (the forms 

given here are the forms used in counting). 

Before discussing the numeral classifiers, 

Korean Numbers Chinese Numbers 

/hana/ 

/tul/ 

/set/ 

/net/ four' 

one' 

two' 

three 

A/ 
/sam/ 

/sa/ 

/°/ 

/yuk/ 

/chil/ 

/phal/ 

/ku/ 

/sip/ 

/il/ 

/tas0t^tastit/ 

/ y0 S0 t^y0 s u t / 

/ilkop/ 

/y0t0l/ 

five' 

six' 

eight' 

seven' 

/ahop/ 

/y0l/ 

nine' 

ten' 



The morphophonemic changes and the morpheme 

alternants relating to these stems have been noted 

in 3.2 and 3.4l. 

For Chinese numbers above 10, the tens are 

make by compounds consisting of the stem for an integer 

plus the stem for "ten". The units of each ten are 

made by compounds consisting of the stem for "ten" 

plus the stem for an integer. For example: /sipil, 

sipi, sipsam, sipsa, isip, isipil, isipi, samsip, 

sasip, osip, yuksip, chilsip, phalsip, kusip/ 'eleven, 

twelve, thirteen, fourteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-

two, thirty, forty, fifty, siacty, seventy, eighty, 

ninety'. 

Besides the stems for 'one1 to 'ten', the 

only other Chinese number sterns are those for 'hundred, 

thousand, ten thousand' ; /paek, chtfn, man/. Multiples 

of 100 and units in the hundreds are formed in the 

same way as in the tens: /ipaek/ 'two hundred', /ilch^nil/ 

'one thousand one', /ilmanil/ 'ten thousand one'. 

The Korean nambers are used only up to 99; 

from 100 up, the Chinese numbers are used. The units 

are made in the same way as the Chinese numbers. The 

tens, however, are not compounds, but different stems: 

/y0lhana, y0lttul, yerlsset/ 'eleven, twelve, thirteen1; 

/sumul, S0lh«n, mahtm, swin, yeswin, ilhun, ygrton, 



ahttn/ 'twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, 

eighty, ninety'j /sumulhana, sumulttul, ahnnahap/ 

'twenty-one, twenty-two, ninety-nine1. 

Even for the numbers 20-99, the Chinese num

bers are often used rather than the Korean numbers. 

The Korean numbers and the Chinese numbers 

differ in two respects: (1) The Korean numbers may 

occ u r  a s  t h e  l a s t  m e m b e r  o f  a  no u n  p h r a s e ,  e . g . ,  

/paq-hana/ 1 one room' , or as the first member in a 

noun compound, e.g., /hantal/ 'one month' /hancim/ 

'one load' (carried by animals or people), while the 

Chinese numbers occur only as the first member in 

a noun compound, e.g., /ilwjzn/ 'one "won" (unit of 

money)', except for compounds with /ce-/ preceding 

them, and except for compounds involving the Chinese 

numbers themselves. (2) The Korean and Chinese num

bers are used with different stems, e.g., with the 

stems /w^n/ 'won' , /Wl/ 'month' , only Chinese num

bers are used (see 6.2). 

The Chinese numbers used before a following 

noun stem are translated in English as ordinal num

bers: /sam-il/ 'third day1, /sam-il untog/ 'March 

1st Movement (1919 revolt)1, /yuwpl isipo-il/ 'June 

25th affair (outbreak of the Korean War) , /ilsa chtflthwe/ 



'January 4th Retreat'. 

The Chinese numbers may be preceded by /ce~/ 

yielding expressions which are translated as ordinal 

numbers: /ceil, cei, cesam, cesa, ceo, ceyuk, cechil, 

cephal, ceku, cesip, cesipil, ceisip, ceillppsek/ 'first, 

second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 

ninth, tenth, eleventh, twentieth, hundredth1. (The 

nature of the juncture between /ce-/ and a following 

morpheme in this list is not clear from our material.) 

The Korean numbers are used in compounds with 

the morpheme /-ca2/ (also /-ce/) in last position. 

Before /-cee/, as has been mentioned in 3.41, /hana/ 

is replaced by /chzrs-/: /cbzccae, tulcca, seccee, 

neccaj, tas^ccas, y0s0cc<£, ilkopcae, y0t0lccas, ahopcae, 

y^lccaj/ 'first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, 

seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth1 . 

Other stems used in compounds and which can 

replace the number words, are /my^ch-/ or /mech-/ 

'few, some', /y0I0-/ 'several', /tu^-/ 'a couple', 

etc.: /my^chil/ 'how many days, a few days'. 

6.52 The numeral classifiers 

As we have mentioned, number stems plus a 

noun stem form noun compounds: /tupun/ 'two persons', 

/y^lssal/ 'ten years of age', /saw011/ 'four won'. 
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Some noun stems which occur in last position in these 

compounds also occur elsewhere, e.g., /salam/ 'person' 

in /nesalam/ 'four persons' and /ku-salam/ 'he' (i.e., 

that person); certain other nouhs never occur in such 

compounds, e.g., /mul/ 'water'. A third group of 

noun stems is used only in these compounds, e.g., 

/-k«, -si, -tae, -w^n, -sal/ 'piece, hour, vehicle, 

won, years of a^e.' 

Noun stems which are used only in . last position 

in a number compound we will call "numeral classfiers"; 

the stems in the first group mentioned above (i.e., 

which occur in these number compounds but also else

where) we will also include in the numeral classifiers 

when they are so used. 

The compound consisting of a number stem plus 

a numeral classifieristhe last member of a phrase 

whose first member is a noun stem, e.g., /sulppy0Q-

tuka;/ 'two bottles of wine.'The number compound may 

also occur by itself, e.g., /meppun/ 'how many persons'. 

In phrases of the type mentioned above, there 

is agreement between the first noun and the numeral 

classifier; that is, different nouns occur with different 

numeral classifiers. Some nouns may occur with more 

than one numeral classifier, depending either on different 

contexts or on stylistic considerations, e.g., /chimtse/ 



' bed' goes with /-k«e/ or /-tas/. There is generally 

a semantic connection bwtween noun and numeral classifier 

as may be seen in the following list of commonly used 

numeral classifiers, but there may be more than one 

numeral classifier pertaining to the same class of 

objects, such as /-calu, -kachi/ (sticks); it is 

therefore not always possible to predict which numeral 

classifier a noun goes with on the basis of the physical 

form of the object referred to by the noun. Finally, 

some noun stems do not occur in any construction in

volving number stems, and so do not go with any numeral 

classifier, e.g., /anny0^/ 'peace1. 

/-kaj/ (objects, pieces) : /chsek-sag hankae/ 'a desk1, 

/cim hank#/ 'a piece of baggage 

/-cag/ (flat things) : /phyo n^kcao/ 'four tickets1 

/-calu/ (sticks) : /y0nphil tas0ccalu/ 'five pencils' 

/-mali/ {animals) : /toqmul tumali/ 'two animals' 

/-salam/ (persons) : /chigku hansalam/ 'one friend' 

/-pun/ (persons)(formal) : /sonnim tupun/ 'two guest®1 

/-myeno/ (people) : /opaegmy#^/ 'five hundred people1 

/-ccak/ (shoes, gloves, etc.) : /kutu hanccak/ 'a shoe' 

/-kh0lle/ (pairs) : /kutu hanktozlle/ 'a pair of shoes1 

/-chaj/ (buildings) : /cip hancha/ 'one house' 

/-kachi/ (sticks) : /s0QnytfLo tukachi/ 'two sticks' 

/-kW0n/ (volumes) : /chaek nekw0n/ 'four books' 
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/-P0l/ (sets of clothing) : /yaQpok hanp0l/ 'a suit' 

/-ccokak/ (chunks, pieces) : /khttmcimak-hanktft hanccokak/ 

' one fairly large chunk1 

/-tte/ (vehicles, long objects) : /catoqcha hantae/ 'an 

automobile' ;/tampie tuta*/ 

•two cigarettes' 

/-cha/ (carload) : /cim tucha/ 'two carloads of goods' 

In addition to the numeral classifiers above, 

we may list other stems which are frequently used 

as numeral classifiers; these are stems referring 

to measurement of capactiy, volume, weight, etc. 

For example: 

/can/ 'cup' r /cha S0kcan/ 'three cups of tea' 

/kalttt/ 'bowl' : /kuk hankttlut/ 'a bowl of soup' 

/py^X)/ 'bottle' s /ppilu han tu0py0g/ 'about two bottles of wine' 

/mal/ 'basket' : /ssal hanJBal/ 'a basket of (uncooked) rice' 

In the case of a few noun stems which occur in 

compounds with a number stem, no noun stem precedes 

the compound; e»g#, 

/-sal/ 'years of age' : //messal/ 'how old' 

/cuil/ 'week' : /hancuil/ 'one week' 

/-si/ 'hour' i /tusi/ 'two o'clock' 

/tal/ 'Kionth' : /y0S0ttal/ 'six months' 

/w^n/ 'won' (unit of money) : /saw0n/ ' f o u r  w o n '  

/c0n/ 'jon' (unit of money) : /ic^n/ 'two jon' 
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Some noun stems do not occur in numeral classifier 

phrases or compounds, but only in phrases consisting 

of the stem and a following (Korean) number stem: 

/kaq-tul/ 'two rivers1, /sikthak-hana/ 'one dinner 

table1. 

Ordinarily, suffixes are added to the numeral 

classifiers, as in /cim yjzlchaphanttl silgr-watta./ 'We 

brought ten carloads of goods.1 , but the first noun 

stem may take the suffix, if to the numeral classifier 

is added one of the other suffixes /-ina ** na, -kwa -

we, -hako, -iya ya/ etc., as in /cimnl tuchana 

sil0tta./ 'We loaded about two carloads of goods.'. 

Even where the numeral classifier has no such suffix, 

the ordinary subject, object, etc. suffixes may go 

either with the numeral classifier or with the first 

noun stem, or with both, e.g., /salam hansalami/ or 

/salami hansalmi/1 one person1, /cim tukaska/ 'two pieces 

of baggage'. Whether this is free or at least partly 

determined has not yet been made certain. 

Finally, it should be noted that most noun 

sterns which can occur in phrases consisting of one 

of these noun stems followed by a number stem plus 

numeral classifier may also occur in phrases consisting 

of the  n o u n  st e m  f o l l o w e d  b y  t h e  n u m b e r  s t e m ,  e . g . ,  

/cip-hanch&/ or /cip-hana/ 'one house'. 
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6.6 Last Position Noun Stems 

6.61 Thoso which occur mainly or only after noun stems 

Some noun stems which we will call N' or last-

position stems differ from the other noun stems (in 

varying degrees) in the following group of respects: 

(a) they rarely occur as the only stem (and some never 

do, i.e., are bound stems), but occur usually (or in 

some cases, only) as the last noun stem of a sequence 

of two or more noun stems; (b) the combination end

ing in one of these last-position stems usually has 

(except for a few stems) one or more of the suffixes 

/-e, -S0, -lo ~ nlo, on ~ nun/, but not the other 

suffixes; (c) combinations consisting only of two of 

these last-position stems do not occur; (d) if we 

consider a combination N, N' (where N, is any ordinary 

noun stem and N1 is one of these last-positien stems), 

then the larger sentence environments of N, (plus 

its Suffixes) alone are more likely to be similar 

to the larger environments of the N,J1 combination 

than to the environments of the sequence N|N,j N1 

usually translates into English as prepositions. In 

short, N' plus locative suffixes syntactically sub-* 

stitute for the locative suffixes alone. 

Most of these last-position stems have /-/ 

juncture with the preceding noun stem, so that the 



combination N,N' is usually a noun phrase. 

This class of noun stems is not fixed, for, 

as has been suggested, some of them are relatively-

more frozen in the post-noun stem position as substi-

tutable elements for the noun suffixes than are others. 

However, it is possible to list those which do seem 

to be most restricted to this position and having 

this syntactic function. We illustrate these stems 

with the suffixes that they most frequently occur 

with, in example sentences. We list these stems in 

isolation with the locative suffix /-e/, but most of 

them also occur with /-es#/ and /-lo/; a few usually 

occur with no suffix other than /-un nan/ (which 

may occur after the other expressions as well). 

Note: /hant(e), anth(e), kkaci, kkili, ccum, 

rnata/ have not been found in any positions other than 

post-noun stems. The other stems listed here are 

found elsewhere, e.g., /twi/ in /kn-salam ile twi 

tttfltfqzssnmnita./ 'He's fallen behind in his work.'. 

When one of these nouns occurs independently before 

a verb, it is usually an adverb, syntactically and 

in semantic effect, as in the preceding example. 

/hante/ 'to, for' : /na-hante/ 'to me', 

/chaca^-nante mul0-posiyo./ 'Ask the conductor.'. 

/anthe/ 'to, for1 j /ku-salam-anthe multf* 

posiyo./ 'Ask him,', /ktt-salam-anthentui amosoyoyto 



0Pta./ 'He's of no use at all to us.', /m ac0ssi-

anthe phyernci hani?/ 'Do you write letters to your 

uncle?' , /ac0ssi-anthes0n phy0ncika ntal omnita./ 

'We always get letters from my uncle.'. 

/ane/ (stem /anh-/) 'in' : /y0ns0l-hataka 

cug-ane/ 'in the middle of my speech.'. 

/soke/ 'in, inside' : /i-s®ke tonke mw0mnikka./ 

'What's inside?', /kti-s0lyutttl-soke posiyo./ 'Look 

among the papers.' , /kathttn-k^nmul-soke tusamusili 

ta issumnita./ 'Both offices are in the same building.', 

/ue/ 'over' : /chaksag-ue/ 'on the desk'. 

/aleee/ 'under' t /cheeks ag-alaee/ 'under the desk', 

/kkaci/ 'to, till1 : /ceka y0kwan-kkaci mosiko 

kakessomnita./ 'I'll go with you to your hotel.', 

/0ce-kkaci/ 'until yesterday', /him calanonte-kkaciya./ 

'I'll do what 1 can.', /chtflttoka S0pue-kkaci noin-

k0s«n 0nceciyo?/ 'When were the roads to the west 

paved?1. 

/aphe/ 1infront of, before' : /koccaQ-aphulo 

kasiyo./ 'Go straight ahead.'. 

/-ilai/ 'since' : /ke^kuk-ilai/ 'since the founda

tion of the nation' , /ktekyo-ilce/ ' since the foundation 

of the school' . 

/kkili/ 1 among' i /cakinetal-kkili ssam-

haessmonita./ ' ¥hey quarreled among themselves.', /ikjzt 



tagsintul-kkili nonakacisiyo./ 'Divide this among 

yourselves.', /uli-kkil-ini/ 'Just among ourselves.'. 

/mithe/ 'beneath' : /cha-iphalika can-mithe 

iss0sso./ 'There were tea leaves at the bottom of 

the cup.', /i-pasnun ktt-toli-mithnlo cina-kalssu isso./ 

'This boat can pass beneath the bridge.'. 

/ccum/ 'approximately' : /tusalam-cctun na-

anthelo kot com panasiyo./ 'Send about two men over 

to me right away.' , /y0s0ssi-cc\ira cipe tola-kamnita./ 

'I'll be home around six.'. 

/y-0phe/ 'next to' : /ku-kul-y^phnlo naente 

tamc0i3i isso./ 'A fence runs along the road.' , 

/c^Qk^caQ-yei'phe yszkwani hana isso./ 'There's a hotel 

by the station.'. 

/pakke/ 'outside of' ; /cip-pakkes#/ 'outside 

the house'. 

/mata/ 'every' : /konmata/ 'every place', 

/nal-mata/ 'every day'. 

/kane/ 'between' : /tutosi-kane/ 'between the 

two towns'. 

6.62 Those which may occur after noun stems and after 
adjective forms 

There is a group of these last-position noun 

stems which occur not only after noun stems, but ^lso 
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after adjectival forms based on verbs. These are 

discussed and illustrated in their post-adjective 

occurrence in Chapter VII. But we give here some 

examples of these stems after other noun stems: 

We list the stems in isolation with no suffix, 

although in the sentences they usually occur with 

/-e/ or /-ulo ** lo/: 

/twi/ 'behind, after1 : /catog-cha cip-twie 

sew^ssttmnita./ 'The car was parked behind the house.1, 

/ahopsi-twie osiyo./ 'Come after nine o'clock.'# 

/hu/ 'after1 : /pansi-hu/ 'after half an hour' . 

/taum/ 'next' : /kutaume/ 'after that', 

/sai/ ' between' : /taysin cikistm taQsin-ehigku-

saie isso./ 'You're among your friends now.', /ku-

cip-sailo k0Jj?-kasstimnita./ ' ,'#e, walked between the 

buildings.' , /y#si8ssi-hako ilkopsi-saie mannapsita./ 

'Let's meet between six and seven o'clock.'. 

/c0n/ 'before' : /i-c0ne ulinan S0pue sal0ssnmnita./ 

'At one time, we lived out west.', /kyeru sippun-c0ne 

tahtfssomnita./ 'I just got here ten minutes ago.', 

/ilcc0ne ceka malsstunul tttlygrcciyo?/ 'Did I tell you 

that story the other day?'. 

/te/ 'place' : /ktsi-cato^cha 0ce-kkacito 

amoteto sa^-hante 0ps0ssttmnita./ 'The car didn't break 

down until yesterday.'. 
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/toiaan/ 'while1 : /olge-togan ilkika chain 

nappumnita./ 'The weather has been bad for a long time.1. 

/CUQ/ 'midst' : /chi^ku-cufle/ 'among friends', 

/-tsalo/ 'according to' : /maum-teelo hasipsiyo./ 

'Do as you wish.', /kanyaQ kttteelo n<£pjzfly0-tusiyo./ 'leave 

it as it stands.1 

/ttas/ 'time' : /amottako ahopsi-twie osiyo./ 

'Come any t^ime after nine o'clock.'. 

6.63 Those which occur mainly or only after adjective forms 

As has been mentioned in 6.1, there is a sub-class 

of last-position nouri stems which are added mainly or only 

to adjectival or other forms based on verb stems. These 

include such common ones as /ci, ka, ya, su, cul/. These 

noun stems are treated in 5.34 and in Chapter VIII. 



CHAPTER VII 

VERB CONSTRUCTIONS 

Two forms based on verb stems combine in phrases 

or compounds with a following verb stem or noun stem: 

(l) the gerunds (5.33) occur in phrases or compounds 

with a following verb stem; and (2) the participle 

forms of verbs (5.34) occur in phrases or compounds 

with a following noun stem. 

7.1 Constructions Involving the Gerund Forms 

7.11 The /-ci/ gerund 

/Vci anh-/, /Vci mot-ha-/, /Vci mal-/:**" 

/-ci/ gerund forms based on a simple stem 

may be followed by the verb stems /anh-/ 'not be, 

not do1, /mot-ha-/ 'cannot be, cannot do'. A /-ci/ 

gerund form based on a simple action stem may be also 

followed by /rislÎ / 'avoid' , but in the case of descrip

tion verbs, these are put into the /-0 gerund form/ 

which is in turn followed by /haci/ (/-ci/ gerund of 

/ha-/) and then by /mal-/, as in /napp# haci mal-/. 

The /-ci/ gerund form may have the object 

1. V means verb stem. 



suffix /-cil ~ lal/ or the subject suffix /-i ~ ka/ 

•when followed by /anh-/; it may have the object suffix 

/-ul ~ lal/ when followed by /mot-ha-/. The conditions 

under which a /-ci/ gerund form may take either of 

these endings have not been determined yet; however, 

a /-ci/ gerund form with no suffix seems to be always 

acceptable. The /-ci/ gerund form may also have the 

topical suffix /-«n - nun/; this is especially common 

when followed by /anh-/ or /mot-ha-/ in the clause* 

final /-na ~ una ~ stuia/ form. 

In view of the fact that the /-ci/ gerund 

forms may have these suffixes when followed by /anh-/ 

and /mot-ha-/, we might say that these sequences are 

merely special cases of the common sequence o£ object 

or subject-noun and verb. 

The juncture between /-ci/ and following /anh-/ 

is frequently close, resulting in a blending, so that 

/-ci anh-/ often is heard as /-cianh-/ or /-canh-/: 

/kwajnchanssnmnita./ from /kwasnchi anssomnita./ 'It's 

all right.'. Those speakers who have the phonemic 

contrast /cia : ca/ probably have /-cianh-/, while 

those who do not have this contrast, have /-canh-/ 

(i.e., the /i/ of /-ci/ is lost). In such cases, we 

can properly speak of a new verb stem deriving from 

a combination of two stems. 
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/pygfllo cochi antha./ 'It's not especially 

good.', /nan tamps phici anssumnita./ 'I don't smoke.1, 

/phyjtfnci oci ar^sstniiniklca?/ 'Hasn't the mail come?1 , 

/ktil^khe 110lei anssmnita./ 'It's not so far.1, 

/nuku na kjzli-com annae-ha-culssalam kuhaj-cusici mot-

halkkayo?/ 'Lan't you get someone to show me around?1, 

/knltfkhe ng5m0 ppalli uncjan-haci mal^yo./ 'Don't drive 

so fast'.1, /c0nCieQi il0naci ankhilal palamnita./ 'I 

hope war won't break out.1. 

/maani caci(ltil) mot-hiesstunnikka?/ 'Didn't 

you get much sleep?', /cami oci (ocilttl, ocika) antfssumnita./ 

'I couldn't sleep (i.e., sleep didn't come).', /nanon 

0ceppan tas^ssikan-pakke caci(lul) an0SSttmnita./ 'I 

only slept five hours last night.1. 

/il0"khe cochinan anssumnita./ 'It's not as 

good as this.'. 

/i-kssmi cochinttn annna, pat0-eusipsiyo./ 

'Even though it's not very good, please accept it.'. 

/kiponi napp^ haci malela./ 'Don't feel bad.', 

/soksa^-hae (hay#) haci maltfla./ 'Don't feel bad.'. 

7.12 The /-rtf/ gerund 

/V0-V/: 

An /-*)/ gerund form based on a simple stem 

plus another verb stem (with /-/ juncture between them) 
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constitutes a compound verb stem which works like 

any ordinary verb stem. 

(1) Certain particular verb stems occur with 

certain other particular verb stems in this construc

tion: e.g., /al-/ 'know' plus /tut-/ 'hear, listen* 

in /al^-tttt-/ 'understand1. E.g., /al0-tukkesseunnikka?/ 

•Do you understand?1, /ran ceflyulul ta th&w-p/zrlytfssttmnita./ 

'They burned all their old papers.1. 

(2) As a special case of (l) above, there 

are certain stems which frequently occur as the second 

one in this construction (i.e., they occur with many 

first stems which are in the / —jzr/ gerund form). Common 

ones of these are: /ka-/ 'go', /o-/ 'come', /po-/ 

'give', /tuli-/ 'offer', /ha-/ 'do, make, think'. 

Usually, the meaning of the resulting compound 

stems can be inferred from the meanings of the stems 

as they are used alone. But the meanings of some of 

the "second" stems are specialized in this construc

tion; e.g., /po-/ which means 'see, look, read' when 

used alone, has the meaning 'try' when used in this 

construction, as in /®0luzr.-po-/ ' taste' from /in0k-/ 

'eat' and /po-/. 

Other examples of this construction involving 

these second stems are: /k0l0-ka-/ 'go (by foot), walk', 
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/tttl0-o~/ 'enter', /tola-o-/ 'return', /mul0-po-/ 

'ask about, inquire', /k^nmzr-iss-/ 'be across', 

/hnlygJci-/ ' get cloudy1 , /cowa-ha-/ ' like' , /hie-cu-/ 

'do for someone (a request)', /hai-tuli-/ 'do for some

one (an offer)'. 

Some sentence illustrations are as follows: 

/Vjzr-po-/: /chac0-posiyo./ 'Find him.', /ktt-" 

y^kwantalo ka-posipsiyo./ 'Try that hotel.', /kitaly#-* 

popsita./ 'Let's wait and see.'. 

/V0-ka-/j /V0-o-/: /ppoli kull0-kassuiiinita./ 

'The ball rolled *way.' , /uli ye>kis0 kilsl kemr10-

kapsita./ 'Let's cross the street here.', /ktt-eimtttl 

nae-paqttlo com ollyer-kasiyo./ 'Take my baggage up to 

my room.', /ku-salame-ilun c0mc0m t0 napptf-kamnita./ 

'His affairs are going from bad to worse.', /com 

ml#to, k0l0-kaciyo./ 'Even if it's a little far, 

let' /caphancajQ-aphttlo kkwlly^-kassomnita./ 

'He was taken before the judge.', /nophuntelo com 

olla-kasipsita./ 'Let's go up to the higher place.', 

/silkwa hankwaQCulilsl kac0-wasso./ 'Pie brought a 

basket of fruit.', /chan-supak com kacgr-osiyo./ 'Bring 

us a cold watermelon.', /ca, supak kac0-on-k0t capsusiciyo./ 

'Come on, let's eat the watermelon he brought.', /nncgfssmia, 

chac0-kassamnita./ 'Even though I w$s late, I went to 

see him.'. 



/V0ci-/: /ta 0ps0C0sstuunita./ 'It's all gone.' 

/my0chil t0 isstunyjzn, t#w0cikecciyo./ 'It'll become 

warmer in a few days.', /nali com httly0cimnita./ 'It's 

getting a little cloudy.', /nali cowacimnita./ 'The 

weather's getting better.', /ko-salamun kapc&ki yurnypQ 

haec0SSttmnita./ 'He suddenly became famous.'. 

?V0 ha-/: (see 7.1). 

/V0 iss-/: /ku.-salam acxakto sala isso?/ 'Is 

he still alive?' , /ku-puintm cikmu osal pakkw0 inntrn-

cuo-imnita./ 'She's changing her clothes now.', /san 

kkok tajkiensn nuni ssay0 isstimnita./ 'The top of the 

mountain is covered with snow.', /palo nv0 isso./ 

'He's lying flat.', /y0kis0 han samsip khilomethzfna 

tt0l0C0 isstimnita./ 'It's about thirty kilometers 

from here.' , /seeka C0 ceil nophwn-kacie anc# isso./ 

'The bird is (sitting) on the highest branch.', 

/salamtuli kich0ke caselo S0 iss0ssmmita./ ''J-'he men 

were standing at attention.' , /i-pa^enon mokyoktha^to 

tally# issiamnikka?/ 'Does this room have a bath?', 

/ku-yokwanenmi motun-k^si ta kachwgr isso?/ 'Is the 

hotel well provided with everything?', /pamscetholok 

ke-koenetn cap0-m<ew0 iss0ssEunnita./ 'The dag was chained 

up all night.'. 

/V0-cu(si)-/ indicates that the recipient is 

someone other than the person addressed, usually the 



speaker (i.e., 'do for me1): /catoocha com theewjef-

cusikessumnikka?/ 'Will you give me a ride in your 

car?1, /nae chaetaxmn s^lthag iwstf-cusipsiyo./ 'I'd 

like some sugar in my tea.1 , /i-kjzt-com ch0tnl0-

cusiyo./ 'Lift this up for me.1, /ilkopsie kkawgr-

cusipsiyo./ 'Please wake me up at seven o'clock.1, 

/sgcQhanml ss^-cusipsiyo./ 'Please sign your name.', 

/kel0khe hee-cusipsiyo./ 'Please do that for me.', 

/nuku 11a kjali-com annse-hse-culssalam kuhse-cusici mot-

halkkayo?/ 'Can't you get someone to show me around?', 

/i-tttlchao-com y0l0-cusipsiyo./ 'Please open this 

window for me.', /c0, cim-eom n&ly0-cusikesso?/ 'Oh, 

would you please get my baggage down for me?'. 

/V0-tttli-/ indicates that the recipient is 

someone other than the speaker, usually the person 

spoken to (i.e., 'do for you'): /ceka samusillo into-

haj tnliciyo./ 'I'll take you to his office.', /achtune 

kkaew0-tulilkkayo?/ 'Shall I wake you up in the morning?' 

/ceka cohun-annaeca hansalamul kuhae-ttLlikessttmnita./ 

'I'll get you a good guide.', /pul khygr-tttlilkkayo?/ 

'Should I turn the lights on?', /ku-phyjanci ilk#-

tulilkkayo?/ 'Do you want me to read that letter to 

you?1 . 

(3) There is the combination of an /•"*?/ gerund 

form based on a simple or ppst stem plus the element 



/-ya/ (e. g . ,  kaya) followed by the verb stems /ha-/ 

'do' or /twe-/ 'become1. The combination means 'have to, 

must, should'. /ha-/ and /twe-/ are frequently in 

the future form in this use. In the case of /ha-/, 

there is oftSn a contraction of the syllables /ya-ha/ 

to /ya/, e.g., /kaya hakesswnnita/ or /kayakessumnita/ 

1(I) have to go.'. Examples are: 

/ince kaya halkka pomnita./ 'I'm afraid I 

have to go now.', /nail tto os0ya halkka pomnita./ 

'I'm afraid you'll have to come back again tomorrow.', 

/ka-pwaya hakessumnita./ 'I'd better be going.', 

/kapc0lun X00 iss0ya hakesso./ 'We need at least twice 

that much.', /kass0ya halkkemnita./ 'I should have 

gone.', /malssttm tuly0ss0ya halkke^sul./ 'I should 

have told (you)' , /sa^saonyjzki manzfya hamnita./ 'You 

must have a lot of imagination.' , /cikEtmcctuman yerkl 

ta0SS0ya haltte-inte, W0nil-inci molskesso./ 'He 

should have been here by now.'. 

7.13 The /-ko/ gerund 

/Vko V/: 

There are sequences of a /-ko/ gerund form 

(based on the simple stemofan action verb) plus a 

small number of verb stems. There is usually open 

juncture between the /-ko/ gerund form and the following 



verb stern. Among the most commonly used verb sterns 

with /-ko/ gerund forms are: /siph-/ 'want, desire1, 

/silh-/ 'not want', /iss-/ 'be, exist', /ha-/ 'do', 

/mal-/ 1 avoid', /ka-/ 'go1. 

/nan mw0t-com rajzkko siphmnnita./ 'I'd like 

to have something to eat.' , /nanrni catoQchalal unc0n-

hako sipci ansswnnita./ 'I don't like to drive a car.'. 

/kttlcrkhe alko issamnita./ 'I know that,', 

/ktt-salam mocalttl ssoko iss0sso./ 'He was wearing a 

hat.' , /i-s0nsaiq ciknni kicha-sikanttl mukko issumnita./ 

'Mr. Lee is asking about the train schedule.', /nanon 

kaciko isstminita./ 'I have it.', 

/taeke-kkaci inosiko kato, kwanchanssamnikka?/ 

'May I accompany you home?'. 

The /-ko/ gerund suffix is usually in the 

alternant form /-ku/"^" when /malku/ {the /-ko/ gerund 

form of /mal-/) follows, /-ku-malku(yo)/ comes at 

the end of the sentence and expresses emphasis: 

/ktdjzku-malkuyo./ 'Certainly I'll do that1.', /alku-

malkuyo./ 'Sure I know it'.'. 

1. As was mentioned in 5.33, there is the dialectal 
variation /-ko ^ ku/ for this morpheme in general. 



7.2 Participle Plus Noun-Stem Compounds 

Certain noun stems occur only, chiefly, or 

very frequently in compounds with the participle fomms. 

These participle compounds are all nouns morphologic

ally; they may take the usual noun suffixes, although 

some of them seem to occur with certain ones of the 

suffixes and not with others. Syntactically, these 

participle compounds may occur in the usual noun posi

tions in the sentence, e.g., as subject or object 

of the verb. Some of the participle compounds, how

ever, may also occur in certain syntactic verb posi

tions, as sentence-final or clause-final: this is 

stated in this way because they substitute position-

wise for the sentence-final and clause-final verb 

suffixes (5.4, 5.5). Even in these positions, the 

participle compounds may occur with certain noun suffixes, 

(as well as with zero suffix), such as /-to/ or /-tin ~ 

nan/. Thus, the participle compounds, while they are 

nouns, have a different distribution from ordinary 

nouns, (and from participle phrases or compounds in* 

volving other nouns than those illustrated by the 

list given below). 

Besides the fact that some of these participle 

compounds occur in sentence-final and clause-final 



position, the occurrence of some of these participle 

compounds in syntactically ordinary noun positions 

is also of interest, for particular ones of these 

compounds seem to be limited to particular usages. 

The syntactic role, and the "usage role" played 

by these compounds seem to depend not so much on the 

particular participle form involved as on the particular 

noun stem (which we may hereafter refer to as participle 

noun stem). This will be seen in the examples in 7.21 

below. 

The following table lists those noun stems 

(many of them bound stems) which are commonly used 

after the participle forms. Some of these noun stems 

go with all the participle forms, e.g., /-ci, -te/, 

while others go only with certain ones of the participle 

forms, e.g., /-th0, -sulok/. The checks (x1s) indicate 

those combinations of participle form and noun stem 

which occur in the material of this study. 

In the following sub-sections, we give examples 

of the participle compounds. Since all of the participle 

compounds may be used as ordinary nouns, we group the 

examples according to what other syntactic or usage 

roles they may play; within each sub-section, we group 

the examples according to the noun stems. The examples 

illustrate the uses of the participle compounds as 
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-twi -mm -n -1 jNoun Stem 

ka 

x x x  y  a 

x x x x te 

x x x x ci 

x twi 

x tatua ~ tan 

x hu 

x sai ~ s<x 

x x ttee 

x ccae 

x ccgrk 

X X t&ilo 

x x ko lo 

x cak 

x kil 

x cug 

x xx moyaQ 

x tftzr 

x su 

x x cul 

x 0 ~ a 

x sulok 

x cbsik 



-tun -rmn -n -1 Noun Stem 

X X ttttt 

X X X X il 

X X X X ke 

X X X X k0 

X X X X k01 

X X X X pa 

ordinary nouns, as well as the other syntactic uses. 

Although English translations are given for 

the noun stems, they are not intended to be taken 

completely literally, since in the compounds, the 

semantic range seems to quite wide, in terms of Eng

lish translations, at any rate. 

7.21 Sentence-final and clause-final: /ka, ya, te, ci/ 

/-ka/ 'question1: sentence-final, indicates 

informal question, may have /-yo/ added to it, and 

this makes the sentence slightly more formal. 

/kim-sgfnsasQi mw0lako malssom-hatmika./ 'What 

did Mr. Kim say?', /kyjeflkuk kunian tun-iyuka mwjzsinka./ 

'7/hat's the reason you finally quit?' , /kyoyukun 0lmana 

pat^nimnka./ 'How much education do you have?', /naj-

catoQchae kilumi n0yn0k-hanka com poslyo./ 'Check 

the oil in my car.', /kuinun cham kanan-hanka pomnita./ 



'He must be very poor.', /pika onttnka pota./ 'It looks 

as if it's raining.', /pika olkka pota./ 'It looks as 

if it will rain.', /cgrto kachi kalkka hammiita./ 'I 

think I'll go with you, too.' , /ciktam S0ul kesinkayo./ 

'Is he in Seoul now?', /onalppame mw#t-hasilkkayo./ 

'7/hat shall we do tonight?', /uli yi^kis# mw-com 

n^kko kalkkayo, ktfki kas# n^kulkkayo./ 'Shall we eat 

something here, or eat after we go there?', /myefchillal-

inkan mal-iy#./ 'What day (of the month) is it (said 

to be)?' # 

/-ya/ 'question' : sentence-final, signifies 

informal question, is not followed by /-yo/: 

/mw0nya./ '7/hat is it?', /ilumi mwnyako mull#-

pwasstunnikka?/ 'Did you ask what his name was?', 

/my0chillal-inya./ 'Vtfhat day (of the month) is it?'. 

/-te/ 'place, fact' : clause-final and sentence-

final; in sentence-final position it is informal, and 

it may have /-yo/ added to it. It signifies a state

ment. 

/tampae phanmitenon jzrteciyo?/ 'Where do they 

sell cigarettes?', /jzrtita cimcom nuekkiltte 0pso?/ 

'Where can I check my baggage?'. 

/ku-ha^ku tul0-«nnnte talilul nwassumnita./ 

' 1'hey built a bridge across the bay.', /nali il0khe 

chuunte, 0tel kasimnikka./ '//here are you going on a 
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cold day like this?1, /uchny-pa^on khrnite, was i-

pa^ttn il0khe cjzrksumnikka./ 'The upstairs room is big, 

so why is this one so small?', /kttlemte,.../ 'By the 

way,...' or 'Then...', /i-k0n mm c/zktanteyo./ 'This 

one is too small.' , /i-ctuskrai chamssake sannwiteyo./ 

'This book was a great bargain.', /halo X0 issalkka 

haess^nnonte,.../ 'I was thinking of staying another 

day, but...', /kalkka haniante,.../ 'I'm thinking of 

going, so...' /chimtaelo wannunte, chimtaska cowas#, 

cal casswmnita./ 'I came by sleeper, and the berth 

was comfortable, so I slept well.', /nesi innnnte, 

hananan ky^lhon-haassmmita./ 'I have four (children), 

and one is married.', /uli teante, chan-ksft-com halkkayo?/ 

'Since it's so warm, how about having something cold?', 

/sicaQ-nanteyo./ 'I'm hungry.', /talmitelo kaman-kgrsi 

cohcilkkemnita./ 'We'll be better off if we move.', 

/yjzki puchae innttnte./ 'Here's a fan.', /kaiS^Q kanunten 

kili 0tttl^chiyo?/ 'Kow was the trip to Kaesong?', 

/naska achume ilccuki wannonte, tarjsini 0ps0sseyo./ 

'I came earlier this morning, but you weren't here.'. 

/-ci/ 'fact' i clause-final and sentence-final; 

as a sentence-final form it signifies an informal 

half-question, /-yo/ may be added to it in sentence-

final position. A common use is with the verbs /al-/ 



'know' and /inoln-/ 'riot know1, where /-ci/ means 

' whether1 : 

/unc0n-ha;-poncika ola twcessumnita./ 'It's 

a lon^ time since I tried to drive,', /hakkyoe tanincika 

olee tWctS0, cham mani iq0ssumnita./ 'I've forgotten 

a lot since I went to school.', /cos0ne oncika mechil 

tweesso./ 'I've been in Korea a few days.' , /Wtincinun 

mo11ato, i-kunpay 0temnita./ 'It's somewhere around 

here.', /cokom niaculcci^ntui molato, kakesstuanita./ 

'I'll be there, though 1 may be late.', /nonulako 

sikani kanwicito mollasstwinita./ 'I was playing so 

I didn't even know the time was passing.', /c0-

putaie mw0si innttncilal naeke poy0-cusiyo./ 'Show me 

what's in the sack.', /nukunci asimnikka?/ 'Do you 

know who he is?', /mw0sinci molumnita./ 'I don't 

know what it is.' , /nska hatonci tagsini hatunci 

saijkwan ta 0psmmita./ 'Whether I do it or you do it 

doesn't make any difference.', /kn-salam 0tes0 santtnci 

molttinnita./ 'I don't know where he lives.', /ap0nim 

wse k#ki kanci case moltikessnmnita./ 'I don't know 

exactly why my father went there.« , /ikgl saya-halcci 

C0k0l saya-halcci moltikesso./ /aissokhulimina hana 

kalcciyo./ 'I think I'd like to have ice cream.'. 

There is also the sequence /-lltmci/ added 



to simple stems, as in /hallunci/. £he /-ci/ may be 

the post-participle /-ci/ (/hanunci/), the /hal/ may 

be the /l/ participle form of /ha-/. The problem 

concerns the middle part /-lwi/. If we take the /-ci/ 

to be the post-participle /-ci/, then /-lmi/ must 

be a participle suffix. We may identify /-lun/ with 

the /-nttn/ participle suffix whose initial /n/ changes 

to /l/ when added to the /-l/ participle (an expected 

morphophonemic change of /in/ to /ll/), 'i'here does 

not, however, seem to be any other case of two participle 

suffixes combining, /-lltanci/ often has /-to/ added 

to it; the verb /molt*-/ nearly always occurs after 

it. 

/-lltmci/ gives the sense of 'may, might1, 

'whether1; it is used like /-nnnci/. 

/nanmi kuika kalluncito .lolnmnita,/ 'I think 

he may go.' (i.e., I don't know whether he will go.), 

/kuika orml-c0ny0ke kalssu 0psmllttnci molemmita./ 

'lie may not be able to go this evening.' , /mun y0lmy0n, 

s0ns0n-hacillttncito molumnita./ 'Opening the window 

might make it cooler.'. 

7.22 Clause-final: /twi, taum tam, hu, sai ~ saj, 
ttce, ccae, cc^k, talo, kolo, cctk/ 

These compounds usually occur with the locative 
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/-e/ suffix when they are used in clause-final position. 

/twi/ 'behind, after1 : /nakasin-fcwie wass^sstunnifca./ 

'He came after you left.', /cinci capsusin-twie na 

carukkan posilssu ikkesstannikka?/ 'Will you be able 

to see me for a moment after you eat?', /zflma cinan-

twientm cowac0sstuunita./ 'After a while, it became 

better.1. 

/taum ~ tarn/ 'after' : / m l i  pisun-tame 

yagchi-hcesso./ 'After he combed his hair, he brushed 

his teeth.' , /nae kan-tame nuka wasswimikka?/ 'Did 

anyone come after I left?', /yplssi cokom cinan-taam-

kkaci kitalitaka kasswimita./ 'He waited until ten 

and then left.'. 

/-hu/ 'behind, after' : /naeka C0msim mtfktin-

hue, .../ 'After I ate lunch, ...', /s^qsuka tahakkyo 

col^p-han-hu, .../ 'After oongsu graduated from the 

university, 

/-togan/ 'during' : /aii-kcsin-toyan nuka chac# 

wass0sso./ 'Someone called while you were out.'. 

/sai ~ see/ 'between' : /pakke na-kan-saie 

nuka wass0ssulkkayo./ 'Who could have called while 

I was out?', /naska 0mnun-saie C0nhwaka omy0n, com 

pat0-cusipsiyo./ 'If there's a phone call for me while 

I'm out, please take it for me.'. 



/ttifci/ 'time' : /cipe kaltt&ka an-twcessumnita./ 

'It's not time to go home.1, /papttl iaakulttase nuka 

watta./ 'Someone came while you were eating.1, /y#lame 

ktfltf-kaltta;, soniakika olmoyajQ-imy/zai, pi-osul ipumnita./ 

' IA the summer, when you walk, and it l&oks like rain, 

you weafc a raincoat.', /tnlef-oltta nuku pwassumnikka?/ 

'Did you see anyone as you came in?', /ulika taltt&-

kkaci kitalici masiyo./ 'Don't wait until we arrive.1, 

/osilttean rnili allisipsiyo./ 'Let me know in advance.1, 

/neil osiyo. cikum hancham pappwlttce-imnita./ 1 Come 

tomorrow, I'm very busy right now.1. 

/ccse/ 'time' : /copan-iitflpalccee siniuun 

iksnmnikka?/ 'Do you read a newspaper when you eat 

breakfast?' , /sgrul issttlccai kim-cipe tucuilttogan 

issjsrssmnnita./ 'When I was in Seoul, I s-tayed at Kim's 

house for two weeks.'. 

/cc0k/ •while' : /pihce^ki thassalccszke sonamu 

inani pwasso./ 'While riding in the plane, I saw many 

pine trees.', /kalcc0ke pulul kkuko kasiyo./ 'Blow 

out the lamp before you go.' , /cipe kasilccjzke nteka 

usan pilly-0 tuliciyo./ 'You may borrow my umbrella 

to get home.' , /cos0ne-ky0Qcelul mal-halcctfke mikuk-

ky0Qcelul phyocun h# mal-halssunon 0pso./ 'In speaking 

of the Korean economy we can't take the U.S. economy 

as a standard.1. 



/-taslo/ 'according to'; (the /-lo/ may be 

the instrumental suffix /-lo ~ nlo/, but /-t&c/ does 

not occur elsewhere): 

/halssu innontcslo ppalli kaya-hakessuiunita./ 

'I.have to go as soon as possible.1, /amm-taslo allyjz-

cusiyo./ 'Tell cie as much as you know.' , /malsstua-

hae-cusintaelo hakessumnita./ 'I'll do as you tell me.', 

/salamtttl ttOja-onrnitaelo sesiyo./ 'Count the people 

as they come in.'. 

/-ko/, usually in the form /kolo/ 'by reason 

of' (literary): /onetl nuni onnn-kolo t0 chipso./ 

'It's colder today because it's snowing.'. 

/-cttk/ 'reason' : /kul0ncnk ku-twie mmsersi 

innonci alj^-pwaya-hakcsso./ 'For that reason, we should 

try to see whfet's behind it.'. 

7.23 Before the copula verb: /kil, cuq, moyaQ, th&/ 

These participle compounds occur directly with 

a form of the copula verb /-i-/ following. The copula 

verb itself may presumably be in any form that it 

ordinarily has elsewhere, i.e., sentence-final, clause-

final, participle compound, gerund, etc. 

/-kil/ 'road, way' : /na-kanurx-kil-imnita./ 

'I'm going out.', /achu^e olla-kasinun-kile ktt-pul com 

kk0-cusipsiyo./ 'Please put out the lights as you go 

upstairs.1. 



/cux}/ 'midst1 : /na cikum cim ssantm-cuQ-iy^sso./ 

'I was in the midst of packing.1. 

/-moyaio/ 'form, model, shape' : /na?ka cami 

tt*l0ttun-moyac-imnita./ 'I must have been asleep.1, 

/ama soneekika olmoyaQ-imnita./ 'It looks as if there 

will be a shower.', /taltm-moyaije kutumm an-

twekessumnikka?/ 'Wouldn't some other sj^rle (model) 

shoe do?' . 

/-t/ 'supposition (?)' (/th0-i-/ varies 

with /the-/, which seems to be the more common form): 

/ka-ika cato^cha thako kot olth0-inte, y#ki 

actak-kkaci oci antfcciyo./ 'He's supposed to come by 

car, but he hasn't shown up yet.', /rueka sgfQSulul 

kitali.lth0-inte, kot okiltil palao./ 'I'll wait for 

SongSu, I hope he comes soon.', /cinml ssaya-halthtf-

inte, corn t0 khtm-sagcaka iss^ya-hakessamnita./ 'We 

need a larger box for packing.' , /mnc0 kasipsiyo. 

ince kot ttal# kalthtf-imnita./ 'Go on ahead. I'll 

catch up with you right away.' , /cikumccnmmi y#ki 

t^ass^ya halth0-inte, W0nilinci molukesso./ '(He) 

should have been here by now.'. 

7.24 Before other verb stems following: /su, cul, -0""a/ 

.These participle compounds occur with a follow

ing verb stem, usually with /#/ juncture between. 
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/su/ 'effort, possibility' (with simple /-l/ 

participle of action verbs, followed by /iss-/ 'be' 

and /0ps-/ 'not be'; the /su/ may take the /-nun/ 

or /-ka/ suffix): 

/c0nun kalssu 0psurmita./ '1 can't go.', 

/i-yaqpokto-cem talilssu ikkesso?/ 'Can you press 

this suit, too?', /k«lolssuka 0pci ari0yo?/ 'You can't 

mean that, can you?'. 

/-cul/ 'ability' may have /-tin/ or /nl/ suffix, 

and is often followed by certain verbs such as /al-*/ 

'know', /mold-/ 'not know': 

/cos0n-mal halccul asirnnikka?/ 'Can you speak 

Korean?', /ku-salami ktt-il hancul amnita./ 'I know 

he did that work.'. 

/->0 ~ a/ (the participle compound /-I0 ~ la/ 

expresses purpose; see also 5.343): 

/nanwn ktfC0 tatul# on-salam-iyo./ 'I've merely 

come to listen.', /kim-s0nsge^) com po3# wasso./ 'I 

came to see Mr. Kim.' , /cmisikc0mtilo chiqku mannala 

kassumnita./ 'He went to a restaurant to meet a friend.', 

/kukul pul0 sikhisiyo./ 'You can blow on your soup 

to cool it.'. 

7.25 Other Participle Compounds 

We illustrate here a group of participle compounds 



which do not seeiji to play any syntactic role other 

than that of ordinary nouns (even though their Eng

lish translations do not always bear this out). 

/sulok/ 'purpose' : /ppalli kaniyem, kalssulok 

cosso./ 'The sooner you go there, the better ±t will 

be.' . 

/cbzrk/ 'side' : /moletn-ch0k hako cina-

katunteyo./ 'He passed by me.' , /n&eka hagilel hay0ssttna, 

ku-salaiimn tutan-chzkto an-hasswimita./ 'He brushed 

my protests aside.'. 

/ttut/ {ttns-i 'similarity, likeness' : /Wttokhe 

ka-cha thalssu issttl^ttut haninikka?/ 'Is there any 

chance of catching the train?', /kw-l^-han-ttusulo 

hasin-malnn an-iciyo?/ 'You can't mean that, can you?'. 

/il/ 'work, thing' : /ilpon kas# ttttn-ili isso?/ 

1 Have you ever been to Japan?'. 

/ke/ 'thing' : /pyjzllo an-hananke 0psumnita./ 

'There's hardly anything we don't do.', /ertil kanmikeyo?/ 

'Where the hell are you going?', /sswikemnikka, 

tankemnikka./ 'Is it sweet or bitter?', /wsiql10k* 

halkkenmita./ 'It'll probably be enough.', /ama kn-

k#t cohttlkkemnita./ 'I'm pretty sure it'll be all 

right.', /au-tttl# olkkemnita-man, 0ti kttltfto kitalyer-

popsita./ 'Ke may not be in, but we'll take a chance.'. 

/k#/ 'thing' : /kti-salam kassttlkktfyo./ 'I'm sure 



he's gone.', /chalali i-ktfsi cohalkke hakkunyo./ 'I 

think this one is better.'. 

/•*k0t/ (/-k0s~/) 'thing' : /mw0t talon-k0t 

sasilkk^t 0psumnikka?/ 'isn't there anything else 

you want to buy?', /py0llo halkkfft 0ps«mnita./ 'I've 

got nothing in particular to do.' , /ku-chasktm pullans0 

salami ssun-keJsimnita./ 'That book was written by a 

Frenchman.' , /ch0n-k0t tweyjzrsso./ 'He was appointed.1 , 

/p01 sS0 kaya-hcs3ssulkkefsininita./ 'We should have gone 

before.' , /aria onttl-c0ny0ke yasica$es0 phalkktft 

kasswnnita./ 'Maybe we can get it at the night market 

tonight.' , /naalun nali com kailkk0t kathumnikka?/ 

'Does it look like the weather will clear up tomorrow? 

/hailopci anuiklssjsita./ 'It won't hurt.'. 

/pa/ ' thing' (literary) : /i-k0stm nteka W0n-

hattin-paninita./ 'This is the thing I wanted.', /ulika 

citoe pananpawa-kachi, .../ 'As we see on the map 

(like that which we see on the map), 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ADVERBS, PARTICLES 

8 .1 Adverbs 

There is a small group of morphemes which 

seem to be sufficiently different in their distribu

tion from those so far considered, to justify setting 

up, at least tentatively, a separate morpheme class. 

These morphemes, such as /acu/ 'very1, /ph0k/ 'very1, 

/cal/ 'well', /acttk ~ acik/ 'still, yet', /kkok/ 'just, 

exactly', /kot/ 'immediately', occur before verb stems; 

in the material of this study, they do not occur before 

verb suffixes or before the copula verb, or before 

noun suffixes. E.g., /onttlan ilkika acu cossamnita./ 

'The weather is very fine today', /kkok almasso./ 

'It's just right.', /cal kasiyo./ 'So long'.', life 

call this class of morphemes "adverbs." 

Similar to morphemes like the above, but differing 

in that they may also occur at the beginning of a 

clause, are morphemes such as /ama/ 'perhaps', /tto/ 

'also, too, in addition'. Some of these, such as 

/tto/, also occur with the noun suffix /-un ~ nan/: 

/ama onnlrni y/zllahalelkkemnita./ 'Today is probably 

the 19th.', /mw0si tto soyo^-twemnikka?/ 'Do you need 



anything else?1. Whether these two groups differ 

sufficiently to be classified as different ruorpheme 

classes, rather than as sub-classes of one class, 

remains a moot question at this point. We may refer 

to them as introductory adverbs. 

In addition to the adverbs discussed above, 

there is also a group of forms which occur in the 

same positions as they do but which are patently verb 

forms, chiefly the /-tf/ gerund and /-ko/ gerund forms, 

such as /0S0/ 'quickly1, /k^c#/ 'just', /njemc#/ 'first, 

ahead', /p0lss0/ 'already', /cakko — cakku/ 'repeatedly' 

there are also such forms as: /mili/ 'beforehand', 

/hato/ 'very', /han/ 'approximately'. From the material 

of this study, however, the verb stems apparently 

underlying these forms do not occur otherwise. It 

is very likely not coincidence that these forms resemble 

verb forms; they probably represent verbs which his

torically have come to survive only in these forms 

(cf. /putho/ and other verb-like forms in Chapter IV)0 

The possibility that the underlying stems do occur 

elsewhere, however, should not be discounted entirely. 

Also, as the case of the verb-like forms discussed 

in Chapter IV, it may be reasonable to consider these 

forms as morphological verb forms, only having a special 

standing. 
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It may be of interest to note here that the 

/-i/ form of verbs (in Chapter V) makes syntactic 

adverbs out of verb stems, e.g., /kamanhi/ 'quietly1. 

Some examples of the above forms are: /Wnc# 

kasipsiyo./ 'You go on ahead.', /0S0 ppalli hseyo./ 

'Hurry up'.' , /ceka kerc# mytft-malssum tttliko siphante, 

kwanchanssnmnikka?/ 'May I give you a bit of advice?', 

8.2 Particles 

There is a group of morphemes which occur 

as independent utterances, or as introductory particles; 

for example, /ye ~ ne/ 'yes' , /u^/ *-yes« , /o/ 'oh' , 

/C0/ 'well', /w/ 'well', /ca/ 'say, oh', /cham/ '©h', 

/aiku ~ &ku/ ' oh' , /ya;/ ' hey' . These usually have 

an independeat intonation contour. Some examples 

are: /ye. knlpkessnmnita./ 'Yes, I'll do that.', 

/eg), ontilan coHn-p0S0tto issnmnita./ 'oh, we have 

nice mushrooms today, too.', /aiku, i-k#si pt^k pissakuriyo./ 

'Oh, they're very expensive, aren't they?', /yee. saQcgrme 

nawa-kachi im/wzt-com sala kaci ankhenni?/ 'Aren't you 

going with me to buy something at the store?'t 

There is also a morpheme /-a ~ ya/ which is 

added to personal names; the alternant /-a/ is added 

to names ending in a consonant, while the alternant 



/-ya/ is added to names ending in a vowel. It is 

used in calling someone, presumably on an informal 

level; e.g., /ca, htfsuna'.n0-ince pakke naka-nolala./ 

'All right, Ho sun1. Go out and play now'.1, /chansuya 

i-calultil tcil0la./ 'Chansu, carry this bag'.1. 

This morpheme /-a ~ ya/ could be analyzed 

as a noun suffix, or as an alternant of /y#/ (see 

above), for they are complementary and have similar 

meanings: /y&/ when used independently, but /-a ya/ 

1 when used with a preceding morpheme (names). 

1. Such a distribution of morpheme alternants would 
exist also in the case of the elements /-to/ 'too, 
also, even' and /tto/ 'too, also', for /-to/ occurs 
added to a noun stem, while /tto/ occurs independently. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CLAUSE 

9.1 The Order of Elements Within the Clause 

V/e give here a very brief description of the 

order of elements within the clause. For this pur

pose, we define clause"*" as the stretch from one clause-

boundary to the next. Clause-boundary is either utter

ance-boundary or (l) a clause-final or sentence-final 

verb form (such as those with the suffixes /-ni, -na, 

-myzni, -ta, -o/), (2) certain occurrences of the gerund 

forms, i.e., those which end a contour of the kind 

that ends on clause-final or sentence-final verb forms 

and such that the sequence of elements before the 

gerund form is the same as that which precedes a clause 
p 

or sentence-final verb form, or (3) certain participle 

plus noun stem compounds in certain occurrences (i.e., 

under the same conditions as stated above for clause-

1. In using the term clause in this discussion, we 
mean either a dependent clause or an independent clause 
for the syntax within each is identical. 

2. See 5.53 for clause-final occurrences 
of gerund forms. 



final occurrences uf the gerund, forms), such as /-nte/. 

There also are instances of clauses ending with other 

noun forms, besides the cases of gerunds and participle 

compounds, but these are relatively rare. 

The word or compound, or other construction, 

which contains a verb stem and occurs at the end of 

a clause we may call the verb of the clause; for con

venience in describing the syntax of the clause, we 

also call clause-final gerund and participle forms 

verbs of the clause. 

The other elements in the clause are the noun 

constructions (noun phrases, noun compounds, unit 

nouns) and adverbs. The noun constructions are iden

tifiable by their suffixes, except for the instances 

when they have zero suffix. Some adverbs are iden

tifiable by their form (the /-i/ form of verbs), others 

only by position. 

As implied above, the verb of the clause has 

the most fixed position, i.e., at the end of the clause 

The order of the other elements with respect to each 

1. See 7 t p.p. for which participle compounds may 
occur in clause-final position. 

2. This does not always hold, but it is the normal 
case. 



other is more variable. Basically, however, the order 

may be stated as follows (we represent the nouns of 

the clause by their suffixes, particles by P, adverbs 

by D, introductory adverbs by D' ; the /-e/ here is 

the locative /-e/, for read and/or; the vertical 

bars separate successive elements): 

P I -un ~ nmi I D' I -i ~ ka I D, -tilo ~ lo, -e, -S0 I 

-til — 1*1 1 Verb. 

The order of D, /-ulo ~ lo/, /-e/ and /-s#/ 

relative to each other is variable. The order of 

these elements relative to /-i ** ka/ is also variable; 

they may come before or after /-i ~ ka/. The posi

tion of /-un ~ nsn/ at the beginning of the clause 

is rather stable but not completely fixed; similarly, 

/-tal ~ lul/ comes as close to the verb of the clause 

as possible (i.e., just before it) but it is also 

found before D, and before /-ulo ~ lo, -e, -S0/. 

The subject Buffix /-i ~ ka/ and the object 

suffix /-til ̂  lal/, as has been observed in Chapter IV, 

may be replaced by zero under certain conditions (which 

have not been completely established in this study). 

The minimum clause consists of the verb alone; 

e.g., /kttlpko/ 'it is so and ...', /khas^to/ 'even 

after (they've) grown up' , /kttltessttmnita./ 'That's 

true.'. 



The absence or occurrence of one element does 

not require the absence or presence of some other 

element. 

There are many instances in which a noun with 

/-i ~ ka/ (or its zero alternant) is lacking in the 

clause. In this case, we assume, for purposes of 

translation into English, that a subject is implied 

by the verb itself. Such clauses are translated in 

.English with a pronoun subject. This is discussed | 

further in 9.5 below. 

Any form based on a verb stem (except, prob

ably, the adverbial /-i/ form) may have its own "com

plement" of noun constructions and adverbs. Thus, 

the elements of one clause may be included in another, 

except that the verb of the included clause is not 

in one of the clause-final forms. 

These included clauses are in some mominal 

form, that is, with the verb in a nominal form, such 

as /-ki/ or /-m/, or in a participle compound. Clauses 

are very frequently nominalized by having the verb 

put into a participle compound, such as /-nci, -lkktft/. 

The included clause may simply precede the 

including clause; i.e., letting C stand for clause, 

the succession may be C-jCg or CgC-jCg. E.g., /nteka 
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mal-han-kgft c#npuka chammal-iygrssumnita./ 'All I said 

was true.', /ap0nim wa ktfki kaiici case m«lttkessttmnita./ 

'I don't know exactly why my father went there.', 

/cikmn ctfncaeQ-hanwn-kosentm salami cakko cukko issamnita./ 

'Many men are dying on the battlefield now.', /ka-

salami cakika nail nyuyoke kantako hamnita./ 'He says 

he is going to New York tomorrow.'. 

9.2 Agreement in the Clause, Formality Level 

As has been mentioned _„i Chapter V, verb stems 

are informal, formal or neutral with respect to for

mality level. Sentence-final suffixes are also in

formal, formal or neutral. Kon-sentence-final suffixes 

have no formality function. The formality of the 

verb stem refers to the subject of the verb stem, 

that is, there is agreement between a formal noun 

and the verb whose subject il is. The formality of 

the sentence-final suffixes refers to the person ad

dressed; there is no agreement between the sentence-

final verb and any noun which is its subject. Strictly 

speaking, we should perhaps regard the sentence-final 

suffixes as suffixes to the whole sentence, rather 

than to the verb stem alone, at least when we consider 

the formality function of these suffixes. 

The grading of sentences according to their 



formality level involves rather detailed statements 

concerning the relationship between the speaker and 

the person spoken to. Various factors help determine 

which formality level is "correct" in any situation, 

factors such as the relative ages, occupations, social 

positions and sex. A full grading would presumably 

be a continuum of shadings, rather than a clear-cut 

division into two or three levels into which we fit 

all sentences. We give here only the most general 

indication of the levels, however, using formal, mid-

formal (or non-committal) and informal (or intimate) 

as categories. 

In the following table, we summarize the most 

common verb forms which occur in sentence-final posi

tion, noting also whether they indicate a statement 

of question. 

The addition of /-(i)yo/ to /~ne, -na, -se/ 

makes these somewhat mure formal. 

In addition to the forms listed below, the 

gerund forms (/-0, -ci, -ko, -ke, -tie/) and certain 

participle compounds (such as /-nte, -nci, -lkka/) 

also commonly occur sentence-final, as has been noted. 

These are, on the whole, informal or intimate. The 

addition of /-(i)yo/ makes them somewhat more formal. 
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Verb-form Statement Question -formal Mid-formal Informal 

-ta X X 

-ne X X 

-na X X 

-ni X X 

-se X X 

-o yo so X X X 

-mnita X X 

-mnikka X X 

-ptita X X 

-ptikka X X 

Another case of agreement between subject 

noun and verb is in connection with a verb in the 

/•-ntita, -ptikka/ forms. Here, the subject noun is 

one which refers to a third person. 

9.3 Subject of the Verb 

The subject of a verb, as has been indicated 

above, can be said to be implied £for purposes of 

English translation) by the verb form itself. Fre

quently, no subject noun (i.e0, a noun with the suffix 

/-i ** ka/) occurs in a clause. In such cases, the 



context may determine what the subject uf the verb 

is, from the point of view of an English translation. 

Or, the form of the verb may help in eliminating what 

the subject may not be. Thus, a formal verb form 

(i.e., one based on a formal stem with /-si/) would, 

in most cases, be translated by a pronoun in English 

which is not 'I1, i.e., 'you, he, she, they1 and 

occasionally 'we'. Forms with the suffix sequences 

/-ptita, -ptikka/ would have only a third person pro

noun as subject in an English translation. 


